


Foreward

Administrative Training Institute, West Bengal for the first time organized the
Induction Training Program for the promoted IAS Officers from 3rd August 2015 to
11th September 2015.  The Department of Personnel and Training, Government of
India nominated officers from different states. Sixty nominated IAS officers from
17 states attended the training program. The training program was for 6 weeks
with four weeks class work at ATI, one week mini Bharat Darshan, and one week
foreign training in Sri Lank. One of the requirements was to submit a paper by the
participants based on their experience in service. All the participants submitted
their papers and some of them also presented their papers in the classes where
different issues were discussed. This is a compilation of the papers.

The papers are on different subjects. The subjects include studies on tax reforms,
implementation of development schemes, integration of different schemes,
people involvement in development process, grass-root level experiences, local
self government, etc. Some are based on experiences at the State level, some at
the District level, and some are even at the Block or Village level. Some of the
papers are outstanding and few are not so good. Some papers are worth
publications, but they need further revisions. However, majority of the papers are
good and bring experiences from the grass- root levels.

Officers have been graded on the papers and recommendations were made for
improvements. Our officers have worked sincerely to make this possible. I would
like to thank them for their contributions.

Dr. Subesh Kumar Das, IAS
Additional Chief Secretary
&

Director General, ATI,WB
Government of West Bengal
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Educational Achievement of Students in Primary Schools in
Punducherry - An attempt to decode the paradox
S. Sundaravadivelu

Abstract:

Puducherry Union Territory presents contrasting pictures in two surveys conducted with

regard to the status of primary education in the country.In EDI (Educational Development Index

),the survey depicting the ranking of States and Union Territories on the progress made in

universalisation of elementary education,Puducherry U.T is placed at number 1 position.On the

other hand ,in National Achievement Survey,which measures the knowledge and abilities of

students in select subjects of language,mathematics,science and social science the U.T of

Puducherry is placed at the bottom.In this paper after dealing with the importance of education

,especially primary education in the context of it being made a fundamental right , some of the

factors affecting educational attainment are discussed . The position of Puducherry Union

Territory in those factors is compared with the National average.Schemes implemented by

Government of Puducherry   are detailed along with the interventions of the author and an

attempt is made to understand the reasons for the poor performance of the students of

Puducherry U.T in the National Achievement Survey.

Introduction

“ Education is the manifestation of perfection already in man.”-Swami Vivekanand .

Education, in its broadest sense of development of youth, is the most crucial input for

empowering people with skills and knowledge and giving them access to productive employment

in future. Improvements in education are not only expected to enhance efficiency but also

augment the overall quality of life(Planning Commission 11th plan document)

It plays a vital role in the development of human capital and is linked with an individual’s

well-being and opportunities for better living (Battle & Lewis, 2002). It ensures the acquisition

of knowledge and skills that enable individuals to increase their productivity and improve their
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quality of life. This increase in productivity also leads towards new sources of earning which

enhances the economic growth of a country (Saxton, 2000)Primary education is very  important

in the life of a student as it is in the primary school that the foundation for a  proper learning is

laid.(primary schools impart education from class 1-8).Basic academic skills are taught which

enable the student to assimilate the knowledge that is imparted to him in higher classes.

The Constitution (Eighty-sixth Amendment) Act, 2002 inserted Article 21-A in the

Constitution of India to provide free and compulsory education of all children in the age group of

six to fourteen years as a Fundamental Right. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory

Education (RTE) Act, 2009, which represents the consequential legislation envisaged under

Article 21-A, means that every child has a right to full time elementary education of satisfactory

and equitable quality in a formal school which satisfies certain essential norms and standards.

National Achievement Survey

NCERT (National Council for Educational Research and Training) conducts  a survey

called National Achievement Survey (NAS) at regular intervals to assess the achievement level

of students in primary classes throughout the country.The survey is conducted  for the students in

3rd ,5th and 8thstandards.The survey measures the performance of students in

Language,mathematics,science and social science subjects. The NAS provides information about

the knowledge and abilities of students in government and government-aided elementary

schools.  The NAS are conducted under the Government’s flagship

programmeSarvaShikshaAbhiyan (SSA), which has been successful in ensuring greater access,

equity and quality in elementary education.In this paper  the results of the 8th std survey  are

taken into consideration.The survey results are briefly given below:

Mathematics
Top Five
Sl.No. Name of the State/UT Score
1 Uttar Pradesh 278
2 Madya Pradesh 267
3 Tripura 264
4 Bihar 261
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5 Jharkand 260
Bottom Five
Sl.No Name of the State/UT Score
1 Pondicherry 227
2 Meghalaya 227
3 Tamilnadu 229
4 Andhra Pradesh 232
5 Sikkim 231

Even though the survey was conducted to assess the performance of students in four

subjects viz.,language,mathematics,science and social science for the sake of convenience the

scores obtained in mathematics are considered for analysis.

Educational Development Index

NUEPA(National University for Educational Planning and Administration )under the

Ministry of Human Resources and Development annually brings out  the Educational

Development Index,(EDI)a study report ranking the States and Union Territories in the country

on their performance in universalizing elementary education.This index is built considering the

performance of the States in 23 indicators comprised in four components  namely  1 Access  2

Infrastructure   3Teachers and 4 Outcomes.

The EDI for the year 2013-14the latest report, reveals that Puducherry U.T has retained

the No.1 position in the country.

Now if a comparison of the States and Union Territories in the two surveys viz National

Achievement Survey and EDI Educational Development Index is made,it reveals interesting

findings.

Sl.No Name of the State/UT PERFORMANCE IN EDI Performance in NAS
1 Uttar pradesh 35 1
2 Madhya Pradesh 31 2
3 Bihar 34 3
4 Puducherry 1 35
5 Lakshwadweep 2 Not covered

It may be noticed that the performance of the States/UTs has just reversed in the two

indices especially in the case of Pondicherry UT and UttarPradseh.While Uttar Pradesh tops in
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performance in NAS (Mathematics) and Pondicherry is at the bottom of the pile,the scenario is

exactly the opposite in case of EDI(Educational Development Index) with Puducherry at the top

of the heap and UttarPradesh at the bottom.

Now let us analyse why Pondicherry students have performed so poorly that

Puducherry’s score of 227 in NAS is significantly lower than the national average of 245 placing

it at the bottom of the rankings.

Variables affecting Academic Performance

Research has identified a number of variables contributing to the academic performance

of students.These factors may be termed as 1.student factors,2. family factors,3. school factors

and 4. peer factors (Crosnoe, Johnson & Elder, 2004). The formal investigation about the role of

these demographic factors rooted back in 17th century (Mann, 1985). Generally these factors

include age, gender, geographical belongingness, ethnicity, marital status, socioeconomic status

(SES), parents’ education level, parental profession, language, income and religious affiliations.

These are usually discussed under the umbrella of demography (Ballatine, 1993)

The factors relating to schools may be classified into two .1.Teacher related 2.Facilities

related.The availability of various facilities in the schools may be further categorised into three

groups, i.e. 1. Physical facilities: Type of building, electric connection, safe drinking water,

furniture, toilets, separate toilets for girls, playground facilities and staff room. 2. Teaching

learning materials: Mathematics and science kits, mathematics and science laboratory, library

and computers. 3. Ancillary facilities: Games and sports material, annual medical checkup.

The school climate is concerned with the psychological context in which school behavior

is rooted and is considered to be a relatively enduring quality of the school. It is experienced by

teachers and students and in turn influences their behaviors. Schools are almost like a second

home for children as they usually spend one third of their time in school.  All-round development

of students is dependent on what they learn both in the school, and also from activities outside

the school. Activities outside the school, such as students’ reading habits, books, magazines,

watching television and helping family in household chores also play a major role in the

academic performance of the students.
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Teachers are a vital component of the educational process and it is important to know the

characteristics of teachers, the strategies they use in the classroom and their general attitudes

towards teaching in schools.  Some of the important characteristics of the Class VIII teachers,

such as teacher background, teaching experience and training, teaching practices, teachers’

opinion about the school, etc.were studied.

In the above brief background of the variables affecting academic performance of

students,the status of Puducherry U.T in some of the important variables may be  seen .

1. STUDENT FACTORS:

a. Gross enrollment ratioin lower primary is 92.3(101.4) andupper primary is

95.1(89.3).Figures within brackets indicate the National average.

b. Dropout rate is 0.34 in lower primary(National average is 4.67) and 0.68 in upper

primary as against the national average of 3.13.

2. SCHOOL FACTORS:

a. Facilities in schools.

i. Primary schools are available throughout the territory providing easy

access to the students.Density of schools located within 10 sq.km area is

12.74 as against the National average of 3.38.

ii. All schools are easily accessible throughout the year.

iii. All schools have drinking water,electricity,girls toilets,boys toilets and

provide midday meals.

iv. Computers areavailable in 97.5% of schools.

v. 96.65% class rooms were in good condition and only around 1.5% of class

rooms needed major repairs. National average was 81.47 and 7.16

respectively.

vi. 97.21%class rooms had adequate furniture. National averageis 61.05%.

vii. Student classroom ratio is 1:15.National Average is 1:25.

viii. No single teacher school is in Puducherry.At the National level the figure

is 11.46%

b. Teacher related variables
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i. Pupil teacher ratio is extremely good at 1:15.National average 1;26.Only

4% of schools had pupil teacher ratio of 1: 40 or more.National average

was 29%.

ii. 74% were assigned homework everyday while the national average was
65%.

iii. Teachers engaged in non-teaching was only 1.7% that too only for 3 days
in an year.

iv. 99.5 % teachers were professionally qualified

3. Family related variable: Only 15% of the parents were illiterate compared to the

National average of 26%.

Schemes of Puducherry Government

Govt. of Puducherry provides free supply of text

books,notebooks,stationery,uniforms,chappals,cycles to the students in

9thclass,scholarships,pocket money allowance of Rs 250/- per annum,special buses exclusively

for school and college students which is not relevant for the students in primary schools as most

of them have schools within walking distance  from their homes. Mid day meals provides 550

to 750 calories and 17 to 25 gms ofprotein through meals of rice and sambar with vegetables and

egg twice aweek.BesidesPuducherry students get 100 ml milk and two biscuits in the morning as

soon as they reach school.

New Interventions

.

Morale of the teachers plays an important role in their job output and affects the quality

of teaching. Postings of teachers was a big heart burn issue among the teachers as the influential

among them managed to get posting of their choice in urban areas nearer to their homes out of

turn overlooking the claims of seniors. Besides ,posting in urban area brought with it higher

emoluments in the form of enhanced HRA,an out of turn double bonanza.I ensured that transfers

were made strictly as per policy that juniors have to work in rural areas first and await their turn

as per their seniority for posting in urban areas. Initially this move didn’t find support from some

quarters,especially the political quarters. However with the support of the Honble Chief

Minister,who was also the Education Minister,the transfer policy was strictly enforced.
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Promotions of teachers in various grades which could not be done due to pending court

cases was focused. The court cases were fought effectively and promotions were given after

getting the litigations out of the way. Other sevice matters like confirmation  of services of

teachers were also taken up.Trainings were organized on the latest pedagogical techniques and

interactions were arranged  among the teachers facilitating their peer learning.

A new methodology of learning namely ABL(Activity Based Learning) was

introduced.This new methodology of teaching also faced resistance from the teachers as it

demanded personal attention of the teachers to each individual students. I stipulated norms for

inspection of schools by the inspecting officers.Late coming and absenteeism were checked.

Grants were released in timely manner to the schools. Books were purchased for the school

libraries after a long gap. School education committees were encouraged to be active.Puducherry

has been paying its teachers on par with Cental Government Organisations teachers.

Conclusion:

It may be seen from the above narration of educational scenario prevailing in the UT of
Puducherry vis-à-vis All India situation that Puducherry is well placed with regard to factors like
availability of schools and teachers and enrolment of students is on par with National
figures.There is no reason for the teachers or students to be lacking in motivation.

Hence the exact reason(s) behind the poor performance of 8thstd students of Puducherry
remains a mystery and deeper study by educational professionals is needed.
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Kerosene Free Delhi - A Success Story

B.R. Singh1

Abstract

In order to give protection from the toxic fumes emanating from burning the oil, to

check large scale diversion, to check the  possibility of adulteration in petrol/diesel, beneficial

impact of  LPG on air pollution and  improvement in the quality of life of people,  Govt. Of

Delhi decided in 2012-2013 to provide free LPG gas connection,  two burner gas stove,

regulator and safety pipe and free LPG filled cylinder for the first time to 3,56,000 kerosene

user card holders of AAY, BPL and JRC categories with support of   Ministry of petroleum

and Natural Gas, Govt. of India. Out of  115.8crore projected cost of the scheme , 89.8 Crore

to be borne by Govt. of Delhi and 26crore to be borne by GOI.

Total  2,14,134 applications received from the card holders were entered in the system and

processed on line. Some of the applicants were not found eligible and rejected. FSO

approved/rejected application on line and sent to State Level Co-ordinator of oil co. The oil

company issued gas connections, two burner gas stove and rubber pipe. Total 1,92,673 free

gas connections issued. Allocation of kerosene for Delhi under PDS was made zero by GOI in

2013-2014.

Introduction

Kerosene oil is a flammable liquid made by distilling petroleum at a high temperature
which is commonly used in India for lighting and cooking in the rural and urban population.
Keeping in view of the utility and there being no alternative of kerosene for the common
public, it has been made available through Public Distribution System (PDS) on subsidized
rates. In Delhi before implementation of Kerosene Free Delhi Scheme (KFD) each eligible
card holder gets 12.5 litter kerosene oil every month at a highly subsided ratesthrough 2,400
kerosene oil depots. It is highly toxic to human and animal life. There is a chance that end
users can be exposed to kerosene oil by getting it on their skin or by inhaling the fumes. Even
limited exposure can cause irritation to the skin, eyes, etc. Long term exposure can cause
serious health problems. Further, due to inherent weaknesses of public distribution system
and huge differencein PDS and non-PDS kerosene rates there has been large scale
diversion,and PDS kerosene sold in black marketgenerally for adulteration in petrol/diesel
resulted in raised level of air pollution.

Frankly speaking, in view oftotal electrification in Delhi, there was no need of
kerosene oil for lighting. Likewise, there was sufficient availabilityof LPG connections. In

B. R. Singh, IAS, AGMUT Cadre and presently posted as Special Secretary cum Special Commissioner,
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that scenario, a practical and pragmatic approach was required to be adopted to replace the
kerosene.

The scheme and Implementation

In order to give protection from the toxic fumes emanating from burning the oil,
lesser possibility of adulteration in petrol, beneficial impact on air pollution and improvement
in the quality of life of people, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Delhi in the Budget Speech (2012-
13)had announced a one-time cash relief of Rs.2,000/- to the kerosene oil users in the Below
Poverty Line (BPL), Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) &Juggi Ration Card (JRC) holders who
were using Kerosene supplied under PDS for cooking food. At the time of rolling out this
scheme in the year 2013, there were 3,56,395 Kerosene oil ration cards users under AAY
/BPL / JRC registered with the Food& Supplies Department.

Subsequently, Government of NCT of Delhi requested Ministry of Petroleum and
Natural Gas, Govt. of India, to extend Rajiv Gandhi Grameen LPG VitrakYojana (RGGLV
Yojana) under Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to Delhi, although Delhi is an urban
area. The Govt. of India agreed to extend this scheme to Delhi. However, it was clarified that
the scheme would be applicable only to BPL and AAY ration card holders and not to the JRC
ration card holders. Accordingly, the Govt. of NCT of Delhi has taken a Policy decision
under CSR Scheme, Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas that it would provide free LPG
connection, alongwith theLPG filled Cylinder for the first time, two burner Gas Stoves,
Regulator and Suruksha Pipe to its 3,56,395 Nos. of AAY/BPL/JRC kerosene user card
holders as per ePDS under the Kerosene Free Delhi Scheme.

To bear the expenditure incurred for the implementation of the Scheme, it was
decided that the security amount of Cylinder & Regulator i.e. Rs. 1600/- be borne by
Government of India (Oil marketing companies- IOC, BPC & HPCL) & Govt. of Delhi on
50-50 basis in case of BPL/AAY card holders. And in case of JRC card holders 100 percent
be borne by GNCTD. The cost of the LPG filled in cylinder also to be borne by Govt. of
NCT of Delhi. The details of the proposed total cost components for free LPG connection to
the BPL/AAY/JRC card holders now is as below:
Category of

cardholders

Security

money of

cylinder &

regulator

(In Rs.)

Price of two

Burner  Chullah

+ Rubber Pipe +

Blue Book +

Installation

charges (In Rs)

Cost of

LPG

(In Rs.)

Cost to be

borne by

GNCT of

Delhi (In

Rs)

Cost to be

borne by

Govt. of

India (In

Rs.)

AAY 1600 1250 410.50 2449 800
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BPL 1600 1250 410.50 2449 800

APL(JRC) 1600 1250 410.50 3249 0.00

(Table-1)

The total financial implication is tabulated below:

S.No. Name of the item Burden on Govt. of NCT

of Delhi (in crores)

Burden on Govt. of

India (in crores)

1 Security for gas cylinder and

Regulator to the BPL/ AAY/ JRC

Card holders

31 26

2 Cost of two burner, gas chullah

and rubber pipe

44.58 00.00

3 Cost of LPG 14.22 00.00

Total 89.80 26.00

(Table-2)

Thus, the proposed total expenditure required to be incurred for the implementation of
the scheme wasapproximately Rs. 115.8 crore out of which Rs. 89.8 crores will be borne by
Govt. of  NCT, Delhi  and rest of the amount of Rs. 26 crorestobe borne by Govt. of  India
.This scheme has been implemented with the help of oil companies (IOC, BPC, & HPCL).
State level Co-ordinator for oil companies coordinated with all the oil companies.
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Wide publicity was made through advertisement, posters and electronic media for the
kerosene user Card holders to apply in this scheme. Food & Supply Officers (FSOs) /
Inspectors were directed to conduct door-to-door survey of card holders of these categories.

IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

 The list of district-wise data of BPL/AAY/JRC Kerosene Users/ Cardholders was
shared with respective oil companies operating in Districts.

 Oil companies designated LPG Distributor area-wise for the purpose of the said
scheme.

 Food &Supply Department invited applications from the eligible card holders along
with copy of ration cardto process their case under KFD.

 The application received from the card holders were entered in the system. Food
inspector(s) visited the premises and forwarded it on line to food supply officer with his
comments. FSOs approved/rejected applications online and sent the same toState level
Co-ordinator of oil companies. The oil companiesin turn forwarded it to the concerned
LPG distributer(s) for verification/issuance of gas connections to the applicants
concerned.

 Two burner gas chulha and rubber pipe were provided by the LPG distributor along
with the gas connection.

 The data base of F&S department automatically converted the said ration card
from ‘kerosene oil user’ to ‘gas user’ and accordingly, allocation of kerosene oil against the
said card to Kerosene Oil Depot stopped.

Under the scheme total number of 2,14,134 applications were received, out of
which1,92,673free gas connections have been distributed to the beneficiaries (out of total
3,56,395 Kerosene Oil User Ration Card holders). Actual expenditure comes to Rs. 63
Crores. Some of the applicants were not found eligible.More than one lakh card holders did
not turn up to take benefit of the scheme presumably they already had an LPG connection /
migrated to other places.Allocation of kerosene oil in all the 70 circles stopped. Delhi
Municipal Corporations requiring permit(s) for kerosene oil for mosquito control were also
requested to make alternative arrangements. Accordingly, allocation of kerosene for Delhi
under PDS was made zero by the Govt. of India during 2013-14.

Prior to Delhi becamingakerosene-free State, the yearly allocation of kerosene under
the PDS from the Central Government was about 53,000 Kilo-liters (KL). In turn 12.5 litres
every month was issued to each eligible household, at a highly subsidized price, costing the
government about Rs.80crores per year.

BENEFITS OF THE KEROSENE FREE DELHI SCHEME:

1. Protecting the health of human beings from toxicity of kerosene oil :
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It is a liquid at room temperature, but it could evaporate, therefore, people can be
exposed to kerosene oil by getting it on their skin or by inhaling the fumes. Even
limited exposure can cause irritation to the skin, eyes and mucus membranes. Long-
term exposure can cause advanced toxicity symptoms like vomiting, nausea and
headache.  Now by introducing this scheme, LPG could be a major contribution to a
better health of women and children.

2. Curbing the incidents / accidents of fire and burn injuries:
It is unsafe when used in areas that are not properly ventilated, and is also poses a fire
hazard.There are so many fire accidents due to kerosene oil stovesburst resulting into
severe burns / injuries to human beings especially women. Ban on use of kerosene in
delhihas avoided such happenings.

3. Check on adulteration of petrol/ dieselThe menace of petrol / diesel adulteration by
mixing kerosene oil have been reduced drastically.After implementation of the
scheme, we conducted several inspections of petrol pumps and picked up samples and
as per lab report no suchadulterationwas found.

4. Control of air pollution :

Like other fossil fuels kerosene releases carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas that stores
heat when it accumulates in the atmosphere. Scientists suspect that the burning of fossil fuels
and the acceleration of this warming trend could lead to significant global environmental and
social impacts.  From the environmental point of view, LPG emits much less CO2(a
greenhouse gas and the primary source of global warming potential).

5. Improve the quality of life of vulnerable groups :
LPG is particularly well suited to domestic cooking and promotes sustainable
environment because of the following advantages:

i. Cleanliness: LPG burns efficiently, without producing smoke and with low
pollutant emissions.  These qualities reduce indoor pollution and therefore,
LPG could be a major contribution to a better health of women and children.

ii. Portability: It can be easily transported in cylinders to end users without
spillage.

iii. Efficiency: LPG is extremely efficient in generating heat and therefore a
major step up on the energy quality ladder.

iv. Safety: It is safer to use in comparison of kerosene which has caused many
incidents of burning and deaths in the past.

Conclusion

Keeping in view thedisadvantages of kerosene oil such as health hazards, fire
incidents, burn injuries, adulteration and pollution,etc, it is justified to stop the supply of
kerosene oil through PDS, by providing better alternatives.
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On the basis of my experience, it is suggested that in all such states where 100%
electrification have already been achieved, Kerosene Free Delhi Scheme shouldbe replicated.
Such an initiative shall not only provide better quality life to the poor and down-trodden,but
also it shall result in saving to the ex-chequer. In Delhi, we could save about Rs.53crores (of
subsidy component) every year by incurring one time expenditure of Rs. 63crores only. With
the implementation of this scheme several kerosene oil Depot holders became jobless,
however, the benefits of the scheme are universal and loudable, at the same time,the
department has taken a decision that preference will be given to those Depot holders for new
allotment of fair price shops.
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Andaman and Nicobar Islands Scheme for Health Insurance
(Anishi)

B.L. Sharma1

Introduction

Andaman & Nicobar IslandsScheme (A&NIS) for Health Insurance Scheme was
launched by A&N Administration to provide medical treatment to economically weaker
section of the society,involving super speciality medical services, which are not available
in the hospitals of the Andaman & Nicobar Islands. The focus of the scheme is to provide
super speciality health services to the poor people, who just cannot afford to have such
treatment in the hospitals situated in the mainland. The cashless treatment is provided
in the hospitals empanelled by the Administration in the mainland in Kolkata, Hyderabad
and Puducherry. More hospitals are being empanelled in Chennai and other port cities.
It is a unique model characterized by economy and prudence.  The scheme has proved to
be very successful in the UT.  This model can be replicated in North Eastern/ Himalayan
States and remote areas / districts of larger States lacking medical facilities/
infrastructure.

BACKGROUND

Andaman & Nicobar Islands is an archipelago of 556 Islands and Islets in the Bay
of Bengal, extending over a distance of more than 750 km from North to South. Total
land area of Islands is 8149 sq. km. The territory has a coast line of 1962 km (around ¼th

of total coast line of India) and exclusive economic zone measuring six lakh sq. km. There
are 37 inhabited Islands having population of 3,79,944 as per 2011 census. The Islands
are separated from each other by deep sea creeks and open sea.

Andaman & Nicobar Islands are located at a distance of more than 1200Kms from
the mainland.  Within the archipelago different islands are located far away from the
capital town of Port Blair and district headquarters.  Connectivity between the islands
and mainland as well as within the islands continues to be a big challenge.  Provision of
services, including health services, in far flung islands is a daunting task.  Immense
hardship is faced in the case of patients needing super speciality medical services/
treatment. Though prosperous people, whose percentage is very small, are able to
manage/ get such treatment in the hospitals in the mainland yet people belonging to
weaker section of the society can’t afford exorbitant expenditure involved in such
treatment.  For ensuring medical treatment, entailing super speciality medical services,
to economically weaker section of the society, the aforesaid scheme was launched in the
UT.

Shri B.L. Sharma, IAS, AGMUT Cadre and presently posted as Commissioner-cum-Secretary, Water
Resources.
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Port Blair, the capital of A & N Islands, is 1298 km from Kolkata, 1372 km from
Chennai and 1278 km from Vishakhapatnam (by air). Though it is 2 hours’ flight from
mainland, it takes 3 to 4 days to reach Chennai, Kolkata of Vizag by sea. Only 3 to 4 trips
of sea service are available in a month.  That being so, in case of emergency, patients
have to avail air service to reach mainland as early as possible. Air fare between Port
Blair to Kolkata/Chennai/Vizag is quiet exorbitant. Travelling to mainland for specialised
treatment by air, in emergencies, is very expensive. In case of stretcher patients airfare is
much more expensive, where patients have to pay fare for 9 seats plus 1 seat for
attendant in the flight.

Andaman and Nicobar Islands have a reasonably well-developed health
infrastructure in the form of 119 Sub-Centres, 22 Primary Health Centres, 4 Community
Health Centres, 5 Urban Health Centres, 2 District Hospitals, 1 Referral Hospital and 1
AYUSH Hospital in these islands. Private participation in the health care system is
negligible; that too is concentrated in Port Blair. There are 50 sanctioned posts of
Specialists, out of which only 11 posts have been filled up on regular basis; one doctor is
working on adhoc basis and 38 posts are still lying vacant. Although the Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare has started deploying specialist on rotational basis for 3 (three)
months yet, shortage of specialists continues because of locational disadvantages/
hardship involved in serving in Andaman Nicobar Islands.

The A&N Administration provides excellent treatment free of cost to the people
of Union Territory. However, due to non–availability of super specialist doctors and
services and locational disadvantages a large number of patients are being referred to
hospitals in the mainland every year. Many of these patients come from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds and are unable to bear the cost of hospital expenses in
mainland hospitals. Moreover, Islands do not have CGHS Hospitals for free treatment of
retired government servants.

THE SCHEME

In the above said background,the administration decided to launch its own Health
Insurance Scheme. The Andaman & Nicobar Islands Scheme for Health Insurance (ANISHI) was
officially announced on the auspicious occasion of Republic Day 2015 by Hon’ble Lt. Governor

A&N Islands Lt. General A.K. Singh, PVSM, AVSM, SM, VSM (Retd).A copy of the Andaman &
Nicobar Islands Scheme (A&NIS) for Health Insurance is enclosed as Annexure I

The following categories of persons are eligible under the scheme:

1. BPL & AAY categories of persons settled in the A&N Islands.
2. Government pensioners settled in the A&N Islands with their dependent family

members.
3. Permanent residents of these Islands with family income less thanrupees 3 lakh

per annum.
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NATURE OF BENEFITS

 The Scheme is available for all super-specialty services, currently, not available
with the UT Administration.

 The services are provided in the hospitals in the mainland, which are
empanelled by the UT Administration.

 Cashless treatment up to Rs.5.00 lakhs per patient per treatment is allowed.
This includes indoor and outdoor treatment.

 Travel expenses for patient and one attendant are reimbursed. This normallyis
bunk class fare by ship.

 For BPL and AAY categories of beneficiary the premium is paid by the Administration.
Pensioners and other beneficiaries contribute Rs 300/- per month.

 Pensioners are provided air fare of their entitled category.

 Critically ill patients, if referred under the scheme to travel by flight, are
entitled for reimbursement of the air ticket for patient and one attendant.

 In the rare case of a beneficiary falling sick during a personal visit to the
mainland,who requires emergency treatment, benefits under the scheme can
be availed of but the travel expenses are not allowed.

REFERRAL SYSTEM

 As per the ‘Referral System’, the patient is to be referred by the specialist
concerned.Thereafter, he reports with referral slip to the Nodal Cell (ANISHI),
Directorate of Health Services alongwith Islanders ID/Voter card, Annual
Income certificate and Ration Card, as the case may be.For income certificate
the patient applies to the Tehshildar, concerned who issues income certificate
within 3(three) days. The Nodal Officer places the ‘Referral Case’ before the
committee constituted for the purpose for seeking approval/ decision.  The
committee, invariably, decides/ approves the referral case within two
days.Thereupon the Director, Health Services sends a communication to the
Medical Superintendent of the empanelled hospital (as chosen by the patient)
for admission and for administering treatment. After the treatment the
hospital sends original bills signed by the patient to the administration for
payment, which is made to the hospital by electronic mode. On return, the
patient submits his/her air tickets for self and one attendant to the Nodal
Officerfor reimbursement which is allowed/ made expeditiously.  For critically
ill patients, referred by the administration, flight tickets are arranged by
Andaman Nicobar Islands Integrated Development Corporation.  The
reimbursement of the said tickets is allowed to the corporation while settling
the dues of the patients.
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PRESENT STATUS

 So far, four hospitals have been empanelled under the ANISHI Scheme,
namely,Medica Super Specialty Hospital,Kolkata-(Multi Specialty Hospital),
JIPMER,Puducheery-(Multi specialty Hospital), Peerless Hospitex Hospital &
Research Centre Ltd.,Kolkata-4(Multi Specialty Hospital) and Basavatarakan
Indo-American, cancer Hospital & Research Institute, Hyderabad-Super
Specialty Hospital (Specially in Cancer care).

 Arrangements are being made for tie up with the hospitals like Dr.Agarwal’s
Eye Hospital Ltd,Chennai (Single speciality) &Kauvrey Hospital, Chennai-(Multi
Speciality Hospital),under ANISHI Scheme. Efforts are also being made for
empanelment of other multi-specialty hospitals located in Chennai and
cities/towns around Chennai city.

 181 patients have been referred to the mainland for specialist treatment
under the scheme as on03.08.2015, involving an expenditureof Rs 1.69 Crore.

ECONOMICS OF THE SCHEME

Well before launch of above said scheme,insurance companies were invited by
way of public advertisement, to quote their premium for running/ operation of the
scheme for the intended categories of beneficiaries mentioned/ referred to in para2
under the title ‘The Scheme’.  M/s New India Assurance Company, which was L1 bidder
had quoted premium of Rs 7490/- per family for the targeted categories of beneficiaries.
The total number of beneficiaries was assessed as 54217, including BPL families
numbering 13962, pensioners numbering 15255 and permanent residents, having
income less than Rs 3.00 lakh, numbering 25000 (approximately). Financial implication
as per the rate quoted by the company was worked out as Rs40.60 Crore (54217 x
Rs7490= Rs406085330).  The Administration reassessed the estimated  expenditure on
the basis of actual number of beneficiaries, referred to the mainland over the last two/
three years and anticipated number of beneficiaries who may be referred for such
treatment.  The number of patients, likely to be referred was assessed as 800 including
600 permanent residents, 150 pensioners and 50 belonging to BPL category. Average
expenditure per patients was worked out as Rs 1.45 lakhs on the basis of the data,
available with the administration, on the subject. Accordingly total expenditure for
providing medical treatment, involving super speciality services, to 800 patients was
worked out as Rs11.60 Crore (800 x 1.4 lakhs).  After deducting the contribution of 15255
pensioners @ Rs 3600/- per annum per pensioner, totalling Rs 5.5 Crore, the net
expenditure on providing super speciality medical treatment to 800 patients was worked
out as Rs 6.1Crore. This estimate was one sixth of the amount assessed on the basis of
premium quoted by the insurance company.
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Keeping in view the huge difference in the financial implication in the expenditure
worked out on the basis of the premium quoted by the Insurance Company and amount
of expenditure estimated by the administration, on the basis of number of patients likely
to be referred for treatment to the mainland,the administration decided to abandon the
health insurance scheme.  In the light of the economics of the scheme as explained
above, the administration further decided to provide super speciality medical treatment
to patients in the hospitals,in the empanelled in the mainland as a Cashless Medical
Treatment Scheme on its own. The expenditure incurred under the Scheme upto
03/08/2015 is Rs 1.69 Crore only. Seemed the trend of expenditure it is quite likely that
the actual expenditure may be even less than the estimated expenditure of Rs 6.00 crore.
Even if it is taken as Rs 6.00 crore still there is a saving of Rs 35.00 crore under the
scheme implemented by the administration on its own. Thus, it is evident, that this
model/ scheme is very economical.

CONCLUSION

Andaman and Nicobar Islands Health Insurance Scheme is a unique model which
has not only proved very successfulin providing super speciality medical treatment to
economically weaker section of population in Andaman Nicobar Islands, it can also be
usefully adopted by otherStates particularly North Eastern/ Himalayan States having
mountainous terrain, lack of accessibility/ connectivity and lack of health infrastructure.
Even in the larger States, there are remote areas/ districts where this Scheme can be
usefully adopted with such local modifications as may be necessary and appropriate.



Implementation of SansadAdarsh Gram Yojna – A Story of Two Villages in
District Durg
Janak Prasad Pathak1

Abstract

SansadAdarsh Gram Yojna (SAGY) is a targeted program of holistic development of a village which focuses

on transforming villages into model villages by providing all round infrastructural development along with emphasis

on gender equality, women empowerment and dignity, social justice, cleanliness, community service, peace,

harmony and eco-friendliness. Two Adarsh Gram has been selected in the Durg District. Village Machandur has been

selected by Hon. Member of Parliament, LokSabhaDurg, ShriTamradhwajSahu and Village Mohlai has been selected

by Hon. Member of Parliament, RajyaSabha, ShriMotilalVora. For sensitization of villagers some entry level village

activities like Cleanliness drive under Swachcha Bharat Mission, Aadhar Camp, Construction of toilets, Agriculture

and Veterinary Camps, Career Counselling, Skill Development Programs, revenue camps and different sports

activities were organized in the selected villages. A Village Development Program (VDP) was prepared involving all

the stakeholders. This paper focuses on the challenges in implementation of VDP under SAGY. The main challenges

identified are lack of participation of all stake holders, selection of Adarsh Gram, budgetary gap, lack of ownership

and social evils.

Introduction

SansadAdarsh Gram Yojana (SAGY) is a rural development programme broadly focusing

upon the development in the villages which includes social development, cultural development and

spread motivation among the people on social mobilization of the village community. The

programme was launched by Prime Minister Of INDIA NarendraModi, on the birth anniversary of

Jayaprakash Narayan,on 11 october,2014.The scheme is based on the concept of rural

development of Mahatma Gandhi which revolved around creating model villages for transforming

swaraj (self rule) into su-raj (good governance). The objective is to create a holistic development of

all adopted villages by the MPs in all aspects —human, personal, social, economic and

environmental development. 2379 model villages will be developed under the SansadAdarshGram

Yojana. A village development program will be prepared for each identified gram panchayat based

on its need.

Implementation Design:-

Janak Prasad Pathak, IAS presently posted as Chief Executive Officer, Zilapanchayat, Dist.- Durg (Chhattisgarh)



1) Each MP should adopt a village of his choice, which should not be his own or his in-laws.

This should be turned into a model village by 2016. Then for the next three years, two more

villages should be chosen and developed. After 2019, one village should be taken up every

year till 2024.

2) Villages should be adopted not from urban constituencies but from nearby rural areas.

3) Emphasis on empowering the poor families to get rid of poverty by implementing a proper

plan for every identified gram panchayat.

4) Focuses on transforming villages into model villages by providing all round infrastructural

development along with emphasis ongender equality, women empowerment and dignity,

social justice, cleanliness, community service, peace, harmony and eco-friendliness.



Adarsh Gram Activities in District Durg:

Two Adarsh Gram has been selected in the Durg District. Village Machandur has been
selected by Hon. Member of Parliament, LokSabhaDurg, ShriTamradhwajSahu and Village Mohlai
has been selected by Hon. Member of Parliament, RajyaSabha, ShriMotilalVora.

Baseline Survey of the
villages,situation analysis,
resource mapping, and need
analysis and age wise
categorization of the total
population of the village was
done in the first phase.

S.No. Age
Category

Machandur Mohlai
Total Percentage Total Percentage

1 More than 18
years

2350 67.8% 2121 64.9%

2 6 to 18 years 813 23.5% 812 24.8%
3 Less than 18

years
302 8.7% 336 10.3%

Total 3465 100% 3269 100%

Village level Activities done in Village Machandur:

 Aadhar card of almost 95% families has already been made. Apart from these 95% of the
families have been linked to Jan DhanYojna.

 Carrier counselling of Class 11th and 12th students has been undertaken.
 School leavers, Unemployed youths and under privileged classes were counselled for

different skill development training programs. Around 33 youths are being trained under
MukhyaMantriKaushalVikasYojna, 4 persons in the Livelihood College Durg (Bhilai) and 3
persons under DDU-KVY. Village women have been given self-employment training on
Mushroom production techniques.
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 NSS camp was organized by KalyanMahavidyalaya, Bhilai.

 Under Swachch Bharat
Missionmany cleanliness
drives were conducted
starting from 2nd October
2014. Villagers were
involved and made to
participate in those
cleanliness programs.

 There was a deficit of 554 toilets in the village apart from the already present 104
toilets. Out of which construction activities of 196 toilets has already been started.

 Agriculture and Veterinary camps were held in the village where villagers consulted
with experts on agriculture related problems and Soil Health Cards were made
based on analysis of different agriculture lands. For improved irrigation facilities Rs
4.61 lakhs has been sanctioned under MNREGA for construction ofcanals.

 Revenue Camps were held in the village where the villagers were distributed Naksha
and Khasra of their own land. Students were distributed the caste certificates.
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Village level Activities done in Village Mohlai:

 Swachch Bharat Mission is under full swing in the village with villagers participation. There
was a deficit of 524 toilets in the village apart from the already present 94 toilets. Out of
which construction activities of 97 toilets has already been started.

 As the village is near the River Shivnath, Fisheries department has transplanted around
2.00 lakhs fish seeds to support the livelihood of fisherman of the village.

 The villagers have taken horticulture activities like Tomato production in around 17 hectares
and floriculture activities like Rose production in around 4 hectares.

 There is a famous temple in the vicinity of the village. The villagers have participated in
preparing a master plan for renovation of the temple building and developing the area as a
tourism hub.

 School leavers, Unemployed youths and under privileged classes were counselled for
different skill development training programs in the Livelihood College Durg (Bhilai) and in
the centres running under DDU-KVY.

 Agriculture and Veterinary camps
were held in the village where
villagers consulted with experts
on agriculture related problems
and Soil Health Cards were
made based on analysis of
different agriculture lands.

 The village has been home for stray, old and disabled cattle where they are housed in Shri
Krishna Gaushala. Steps are being
undertaken to renovate the facilities of
the gaushala.

 Revenue Camps were held in the village
where the villagers were distributed
Naksha and Khasra of their own land.
Students were distributed the caste
certificates.
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Challenges in implementation of SAGY

1) Lack of participation of all stakeholders in preparing village development plan:
The basic concept behind the adarsh model of implementation of activities in the selected

village depends on the increased participation of all the stakeholders including marginalized

and poor classes, government machineries and youths of the village. The probable reasons for

their low participation may be

a. Villagers not empowered enough to prepare village development plan.

b. Lack of confidence in villagers regarding participatory planning process.

c. Due to targeted timeline approach villagers are left out due to less

understanding of the planning process.

2) Selection of Adarsh Gram:
Each Member of Parliament has to select 3 villages out of around 2500 villages which

sometimes become difficult politically. There should be some criteria or parameters for

selection of villages. Baseline surveys are carried out in the village once the village gets

selected. Villages can be selected on the basis of level of development. But again development

parameters have to be defined. Human Development Index can be an alternative to this issue.

At present, the selection process is political.

3) Gap between needs of the village and budgetary provisions on different schemes:
TheSAGY is highly dependent on convergence from other centrally sponsored schemes

and also dependent on MPLAD funds. These in turn require a lot of coordination from different

agencies. Moreover, selection of beneficiary is different for different scheme provisions. Thus

there is gap between needs which arouse in the need analysis and budgetary provisions for the

developmental work.

The below budgetary information clearly demonstrates a budgetary gap in fulfilling the

needs of the village towards the implementation of Village Development Plan. The gap is much

more demonstrated in the infrastructure sector because community needs are easily assessed.

It is challenging task to work with holistic approach. Focussed approach towards only one

village lead to shortage of funds and opportunities to other villages. No separate funds under

MPLAD fund have been allocated for SAGY.



Sector Wise Information of Available and Budget Required for implementing
Village Development Plan

Village – Machandur

S.No. Sectors
Proposed

Budget
Available

Additional
Budget

Required
(Budget Gap)

Numbers of
Work Amount

1 Infrastructure 20 305.43 123.03 182.40

2 Basic Amenities 5 77.75 3.45 74.30

3 Health 5 5.25 5.25 0.00

4 Economic Development 34 103.61 100.87 2.74

5 Human Development 29 20.90 20.90 0.00

6 Social Development 4 3.84 3.84 0.00

7 Ecology and
Environment 8 52.40 52.40 0.00

8 Governance 3 1.00 1.00 0.00

Total 108 570.18 310.74 259.44

Village Mohlai

S.No. Sectors
Proposed

Budget
Available

Additional
Budget

Required
(Budget Gap)

Numbers of
Work Amount

1 Infrastructure 17 308.38 64.64 243.74

2 Basic Amenities 6 78.55 78.55 0.00

3 Health 5 4.88 4.88 0.00

4 Economic
Development 38 244.61 242.56 2.05

5 Human Development 23 20.70 20.70 0.00

6 Social Development 8 1.60 1.60 0.00

7 Ecology and
Environment 11 85.41 85.41 0.00

8 Governance 3 1.00 1.00 0.00

Total 111 745.13 499.34 245.79



4) Dependence primarily on Government funds and lack of ownership towards
implementation:  Within a short time so many awareness generation programs lead to a lack

of ownership in implementation of SAGY. To ensure involvement of every section of people

including the uneducated, poor and marginalized classes require lots of effort in sensitization of

people. To break the barrier of expectation of people and dependence on government

machineries require village level group consultations.

5) Social Evils: Social Evils like alcoholism, religious discrimination, gender discrimination

have also proved to be challenging to reforms and transformation process.

Conclusion:

With above identification of problems associated with implementation of SansadAdarsh

Gram Yojna stands as a challenging task. The author wishes the readers to appreciate the

different challenges enlisted and plan accordingly. Sensitization and Capacity building of

Stakeholders is the most important prerequisite. Participatory planning and implementation

strategies has to be coordinated in well managed timely oriented approach which should be well

consulted with implementing agencies. The budgetary constraints are prevailing for each villages

which can be overcome by a well-planned convergence model. And the most important fact will be

the selection of the village which should not be political thought but based on some parameters.



Women Empowerment in Surguja District, Chhatisgarh
Neelam Namdev Ekka

Introduction
International Conference on Population and Development in 19941 elaborated upon women
empowerment' by broadly classifying it into 5 major heads which are as follows:

 women's sense of self-worth
 right to choose
 right to have access to opportunities and resources
 right to have the power to control their own lives, both within and outside the home; and
 ability to influence the direction of social change

As per Census 2011, total population of Surguja is 8.4 lakhs, out of which women population is 49.5%
i.e. 4.16 lakhs and of which 60% i.e. 2.49 lakhs women are between 18 - 60 years of age.

Status of Surguja in 2011
Surguja has an abysmal record in several vital human development parameters like health, literacy
and sanitation. The following table depicts the same:

S. No. Parameters/ Indicators2 Surguja Chhattisgarh India

01
Infant Mortality Rate, IMR
(per '000 live births)

55 50 45

02
Under 5 Mortality Rate,
U5MR (per '000)

96 66 56

03 100% immunization 55.3% 57.3% 62%
04 Institutional Delivery 50% 45% 73%

05
Mother Mortality Rate, MMR
(per 1,00,000  live births)

282 263 178

06
% of Households having
functional toilets

60.3% 60.4% 59.7%

07 Literacy
60% (Male:

69.6%, Female:
51.9%)

71.2% (Male:
80.2%, Female:

59.5%)

74% (Male:
82.1%, Female:

65.4%)
Total number of Severely Acute Malnourished (SAM) children: 78273

Intervention by District Administration, Surguja

SuposhitShikshitSamridhaSurgujaAbhiyaan
After several rounds of deliberations with district, block and panchayat level officials and with
numerous meetings with people's representatives (ZilaAdhyaksh, Block Adhyaksh, Sarpanch and
Panch) it was decided to initiate a district level intervention which was termed as 'Suposhit,
ShikshitSamridhSurgujaAbhiyaan' (nourished, literate and prosperous Surguja initiative) from30th

April, 2014. Backed by research, the intervention was made woman centric. It has been proven that
investing in women brings about a multiplier effect i.e. if the women are given their rightful

Neelam NamdevEkka, IAS is presently posted as Addl. Collector, Dist. Surguja, Chattisgarh
1http://www.un.org/popin/icpd/infokit/infokit.eng/5women.html
2 Annual Health Survey (AHS) 2011-12, Total Sanitation Campaign - Baseline Survey, 2012
3 As per Department of Women and Child Development, Surguja (July, 2014)

http://www.un.org/popin/icpd/infokit/infokit.eng/


entitlements and necessary working capital (with skill development vocational training),then this can
lead to increase in self-esteem, and greater economic independence which in turn brings about
empowerment4. Keeping the above points in consideration, District Administration, Surguja decided
to adopt a three-fold intervention which is as under:

Self Help Groups
Rapid progress in SHG formation has turned into an empowerment movement among women across
the country5. SHG by mobilizing women around thrift and credit activities have resulted in economic
self-reliance there by changing their social attitude and status in the family6.

Below is a step by step intervention approach cum activities in awareness building and formation of
SHGs taken by the District Administration:

 District Level Workshops
 Block Level Workshops
 Cluster Level Workshops
 Sensitization of Field Staff (of related departments)
 Meeting with Bankers for new SHG Bank Account opening
 SuposhitShikshitSamridhaSurguja Express

o from 16th August - 8th September, 2014
o information van covered 1400 plus kilometres and 26 Gram Panchayats (in all 7

blocks)
 Information dissemination through various means:

o Objective: SHG sensitization and its benefits
o Rally, Kala Jatha, dance/ drawing/ singing competition, cycle race, tug of war etc.

As a result, by the end of 2014, 7653 new SHGs were formed and 4758 old SHGs were revived.
Currently, Surguja has a total of 12411 active SHGs.

4'Impact of SHGs on empowerment of women: A study in Dharmapuri, Tamil Nadu' by Lakshmi.R and
Vadivalagan. G
5TiyasBiswas, 2007
6SusyCheston and Lisa Kuhn, 2002
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 SuposhitShikshitSamridhaSurguja Express

o from 16th August - 8th September, 2014
o information van covered 1400 plus kilometres and 26 Gram Panchayats (in all 7

blocks)
 Information dissemination through various means:

o Objective: SHG sensitization and its benefits
o Rally, Kala Jatha, dance/ drawing/ singing competition, cycle race, tug of war etc.

As a result, by the end of 2014, 7653 new SHGs were formed and 4758 old SHGs were revived.
Currently, Surguja has a total of 12411 active SHGs.
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SHG training, bank linkage, activity mapping and Convergence of
Departments
SHG Basic Concept Management Training was carried phase wise across the district in the last one
year. In addition to the Panchsutra model adopted by National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), 3
more sutras were added thus making it 8 sutras.

As on 01st July, 2015, 90% of SHGs are linked with banks. Close to 2000 (16% of total SHGs) SHGs are
linked with an income generating activity of their choice.

SuposhitShikshitSamridhaSurgujaAbhiyaan being a district level initiative, no additional funds were
allotted and hence the success lied solely on various line departments and their coordination and
convergence. Following table illustrates the number of SHGs linked with various activities in the year
2014-15 and 2015-16 with concerned department.
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S. No. Activities/ services Department Number of SHGs
Service Sector
01 Kirana Shops

ICDS
278

02 Masala Production 17
03 Chalk Production 9
04 Uniform Stitching 79

05
Canteen: Block/ Tehsil Office/ Market
Place/ Haat Bazar/ Societies: CHCs etc.

NRLM

15

06 Shuttering and Mason Work 11
07 Brick Making 93
08 Haat Bazaar/ Theka 61
09 NTFP/ MFP Forest 611
10 PDS Shop Food Department 105
11 Solid Liquid Resource Management

NULM

7
12 PDS Shop 26
13 Parking 2
14 Sanitary Pads 1
15 Shuttering and Mason Work 1
16 Dona Pattal/ GuldastaNirman 5

17
Godhana Arts/ MDM/ Mini Rice Mill/
Garment Making

NABARD 32

Agriculture and Allied
01 Seed Production: Kharif

Agriculture
222

02 Vermi Composting 22
03 Custom Hiring 30
04 Fishing: PanchayatTalaab through WRD

Fishery
45

05 Fishing: NREGA Pond 7
06 Backyard Poultry

Veterinary
55

07 Pig Rearing 10
Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDM)
01 Vegetable Production

NRLM
136

Dairy 20
02 Vegetable Production NABARD 33

03 Mushroom Production
Watershed
Department

28

04 Mushroom Production Agriculture 20
Total 1981

Widow, Divorced and Separated Women Survey (WDS 2014)
There are multiple limitations faced by widow, divorced and separated women more so in the
remote districts of the country which does not only have an adverse effect on women but also
leaves a detrimental and psychological impression on their family, especially children.

The study had two-fold objectives which are as under:

 Understanding the socio-economical–livelihood-health-social security and legal conditions of
these women &

 Providing them entitlements and linking them with an income generating livelihood activity



Work flow
The entire work flow of WDS Survey which continued for a period of 14 weeks (August, 2014 -
December, 2014) is summarised as under:

 WDS conceptualization
 Design methodology, training and data collection
 Data management, analysis and report generation
 Findings, information dissemination
 Identification and listing of women
 Physical verification by concerned department
 Providing entitlements and linking them with income generating activities of their choice

(after feasibility tests)
 Constant follow up and monitoring

Total women surveyed: 8848

WDS Progress

S. No.
Entitlements/ Activity

linkage
Status

Departments
Involved

Total
(All 7 blocks
of district)

01 Pension Pension sanctioned and receiving
Social Welfare
Department

1330

02 Ration Card
Identification process completed,
will be issued during the next
season

Food Department 170

03 Smart/ Health Card
Women identified and details
already filled. Cards already made,
dispatch awaited

Health
Department

1587

04
Indira AwasYojana (IAY):
Housing for rural poor
(Below Poverty Line)

All cases sanctioned and
construction work in some of the
cases already started on priority
basis

JanpadPanchayat/
Block Office

341

05 Bank Account
Bank Accounts opened and
functional

Lead District Bank 2491

06 Labour Card Registration Cards issued to the women
Labour

Department
287

07

Insurance
AamAdmiBimaYojana
Jan Shree BimaYojana
AtalKhetiharBimaYojana

Already issued
JanpadPanchayat/

Block Office
153
104
792

08
Toilet Construction under
Swatch Bharat Mission

Identification and sanctioning of
toilets on priority basis.
Construction already started.

District Panchayat 299

09 Aadhar Card
Identification process completed
and issuance of new cards already
started

e- services Centre 9464

10 Kisan Credit Cards (KCC)
New KCC issued and cases more
are being identified

Cooperative Bank 93

11 Dairy
Cases identified and milk
procurement to be started.

Dairy Department 112

12 Fishery
Cases identified and inputs
already given. Will be functional
during monsoon i.e. post June,

Fishery
Department

22



2015

13 Vegetable Production
Cases identified and inputs
distributed.

Horticulture 120

14

HYV Seeds, SRI, Organic
farming, Diesel Pump and
other agricultural
equipment.

Cases identified and benefits
provided.

Agriculture
Department

235

15
Poultry, Pig and Cow
Rearing

Cases identified and benefits
provided.

Veterinary
Department

59

16 Silk Rearing
Cases identified and benefits
provided.

Sericulture
Department

105

17

Collection of Non Timber
Forest Produce (NTFP)/
Minor Forest Produce
(MFP)

Cases identified and benefits
provided.

Forest
Department

165

18

Skill Development
Security Guards
Mason
Computer Training
Mushroom
Linked with Self Help
Groups
Sewing
Driver cum mechanic

Chhattisgarh
State Skill

Development
Agency (CSSDA)

30
45
2

35

557
4
5

19
WDS women in adult
classes

Classes currently going on. Sakshar Bharat 1817

20
Loan sanctioning/ activity
financing

All cases passed for loan. Process
for new cases initiated.

District Industry
Centre

33

21 Health Camps

Full health screening and
suspected cases of Breast Cancer,
Cervical Cancer, TB, Cataract,
Glaucoma, other eye, ear, mouth
skin related cases identified.

Health
Department

3900

22
Widows having no
certificate

Certificate issuance under process
Women and Child

Development
76

23 Cases of domestic violence Cases undertaken on priority
Women and Child

Development
18

24

Mainstreaming children of
these women through
scholarships/ residential
facilities etc.

Cases undertaken on priority and
transferred to concerned
departments

Women and Child
Development

43

25

Updation of Land Records
(Name Registration,
division of property,
revenue dispute, Forest
Land Right, encroached
land and other land
related activities)

Cases undertaken on priority
Revenue

Department
1663



HamarSakhiSwasthSakhiAbhiyaan
Women health screening camps in more than 79 Gram Panchayats were organized in the months of
April - June, 2015 in which more than 45,000 women participated. The following table gives a brief
of all the suspected cases:

Total Women Screened: 45,216

Suspected Cases:

S. No. Name of ailment/ disease # suspected cases Base, N %
01 Breast Cancer 315 45126 0.6
02 Cervical Cancer 9166 45126 20.3
03 TB 1178 45126 2.6
04 Leprosy 76 45126 0.1
05 Cataract 3027 45126 6.7
06 Retinopathy 262 45126 0.5
07 Glaucoma 82 45126 0.1
08 Anaemia 2522 45126 5.5
09 Vitamin A deficiency 176 45126 0.3
10 Jaundice 46 45126 0.1
11 Visual Impairment 130 45126 0.2
12 Other Eye related ailments 2637 45126 5.8
12.1 Eye Tests Yes: 12895 45126 28.5
12.2 Spectacles provided Yes: 0 45126 0.0
13 Mouth related disorders 86 45126 0.1
14 Tooth/ Gum related disorders 1062 45126 2.3
15 Neck related disorders 81 45126 0.1
16 Hearing disorders 237 45126 0.5
Total 21083 46.7

Currently, follow up of these cases is taking place in a phased manner. 7 cases of Breast Cancer is
already been operated.

Summary
The above initiatives of District Administration, Surguja was with the objective of giving its women a
sense of hope and opportunity to stand on their feet. As can be observed, the objective of
SuposhitShikshitSamridhaSurgujaAbhiyaan is not only to encourage economic activities/ income
generating activities only but to socially, psychologically and economically empower them.
Moreover, as this was a district level initiative, coordination and convergence between departments
and efficient fund management played a vital role.
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Abstract : 

Increased expectations for better and expeditious public services including the regulatory 

permits have posed pressure on the Government organization. The focus in recent time has 

shifted from merely regulation and control to the good governance. The State Pollution 

Control Boards constituted in different States under the Water (Prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act, 1974 have been termed as bodies with lots of powers and tenancy of 

command and control by industries which are regulated. In some cases, its true as the level of 

services deteriorated and at the same time there was no real success in achievement of the 

objectives laid down under the regulations. In fact, the public perception about such 

regulatory institutions hasn’t been really very encouraging, while on the other side, many of 

such institutes are under staffed. In such case, adoption of good governance is considered a 

way to improve the image of the organization while improving the quality of deliverables. 

The Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) took a lead and adopted the e-Governance for 

all its regulatory services including the issuance of permits, collection of fees and charges, 

managing the wastes and identifying the non-compliances. The paper describes the 

experience of the journey of development and implementation of the e-Governance tool, 

challenges faced, strategies adopted and achievements. 

 

Introduction and about the initiative : 

Gujarat Pollution Control Board (GPCB) was established in 1974 as a regulator to prevent 

and control pollution. The conventional approach since then has been “Command and 

Control”, which attached the tag of red-tapism and empire building. Further, the working 

methodology of the Board was manual and paper based which could not match with the pace 

of rapid industrialization in the State, adversely affecting the main focus of pollution control 

and environment protection especially when many officers started superannuating and there 

was a general ban on new recruitment. To overcome not only the constraint of manpower, but 

also to bring in speedy and transparent working, it was decided to adopt e-Governance. The 

journey since then has been very interesting as there were several challenges but lots of 

opportunities visible within them. 

 

About the e-Governance Tool / Software : 

This e-Governance initiative of the GPCB is a web based application jointly developed by 

NIC (National Informatics Center), Gandhinagar and the GPCB named as eXtended Green 
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Node (XGN) to provide an IT-solution aiding the GPCB in effective and qualitative 

implementation of Environmental Laws for Air, Water & Hazardous Waste. 

The system has evolved over a period of last 6 -7 years to the present shape as it is 

continuously upgraded to meet with the prevailing needs, stakeholder’s expectations and 

requiremetns for enhanced quality of delieverables. Apart from adding transparency in 

working of the Board, use of XGN has provided help to the Board and its stakeholders 

resulting into tremendous improvement in performance of the Board and thereby enhanced 

level of efficiency in implementation of environmental regulations in Gujarat. Additionally, it 

enhanced the image of the organization due to improved quality of deliverables, cutailment in 

undue delays and empowerment of the applicants and public in general through transperancy. 

The core of XGN lies in providing hassle free, 24X7 anywhere e-access to businesses through 

unique ID to perform various activities like making online applications, its tracking, filing 

returns and statements prescribed under the Acts/ Rules and to obtain the online permissions 

and other communications with GPCB as well as to facilitate reuse / recycle of wastes. It’s 

logical software having processing tools with several features related to various permissions 

has enabled all 38 types of transactions to be e-transactions that a business would have with 

the Pollution Control Boards.  

Ever since its adoption, the e-Governance in the GPCB has passed through various 

development and modification processes and took the present shape. A list of the modules 

developed and implemented in Gujarat appears at Appendix 1. The technical details including 

the software and hardware used appear at Appendix 2. 

 

Challenges in Implementation of e-Governance : 

Like any other regulatory organization, it wasn’t easy to implement the e-Governance in the 

Board. The major challenges and limitations in implementing the idea on ground were: 

Ø No such successful model was available in the regulatory domain for regulatory purpose. 

Therefore no precedence was available and hence a new path was to be charted but there 

was a threat to fail and likelihood of audit issue due to wastage of money 

Ø The initiative required many business processes re-engineering which is difficult in 

Government process especially in regulatory set up like GPCB. 

Ø Inherent internal resistance to bring transparency in a bureaucratic environment was a 

challenge in itself 

Ø Changing mindset of the stakeholders for adoption of the novel tool was a big challenge 
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Ø Practices followed at the time of implementation were fixed without much flexibility and 

new system was to be molded according to that which was causing many restraints.  

Ø At the time of implementation of XGN, organization faced challenges due non-

availability of infrastructure especially web connectivity, adequate hardware, etc 

Ø Due to e-Gov initiative being implemented, pending work surfaced out – this enormous 

visible pending work and the increased workload subsequently posed a big challenge 

Ø Initially there was resistance from Consultants and Businesses which were more 

accustomed with Manual system and also the fact that transparency of the system killed 

monopolistic practices 

Ø The staff was not computer savvy and huge capacity building exercise was required 

Ø GPCB had no in-house IT specialist staff  

Ø Average age of the staff in the organization was 50+ at the time of implementation of 

initiative which was a big challenge. 

 

Overcoming of the issues : 

At this juncture, the following decisions of the Government of Gujarat and measures taken by 

the Board helped implementation of the entire program : 

Ø Providing computer literacy to all level of staff at the cost of the organization followed by 

an exam by the third party through amendment of the recruitment rules of all cadres 

Ø Linking future promotions with the computer literacy and passing of the exam 

Ø Linking promotions with grading of the ACRs / performance appraisal 

Ø Hiring of National Informatics Centre, Gandhinagar, which had proven ability and 

credibility and they didn’t charge except for hired manpower cost 

Ø Business process reengineering was adopted in not only submission of application and 

documents but also in processing and communication of information 

Ø Decision to completely stop accepting the physical applications 

Ø Procurement of adequate hardware and software including individual computers 

Ø Industries would enter their data and would be responsible for correctness thereof 

Ø PDFs shall be allowed to be uploaded and would be stored in server 

Ø Addition of various useful features which would reduce the labour of the scrutiny staff 

Ø Opening of “Help Desk” in each of the offices to support small businesses to use it 

Ø Providing tool for ranking of the offices and officers, which resulted into healthy 

competition among the officers 
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Ø Introduced the concept of “Environmental Clinic” to change the mindset of staff of the 

organization to work like a doctor and not merely like a police 

 

Stakeholders and Level of Penetration : 

The software is now not limited to the staff of the organization and the industries but also 

extensively used by the NGOs, Academic and Research Organizations, the industry 

associations, Health Care Units, Urban Local Bodies, Common Environmental Infrastructure 

Companies / Institutes and several citizens who are aggrieved of pollution. There are more 

than 55,000 stakeholders having more than 3500 hits on daily basis. The following diagram 

better describes various stakeholders and some of the services covered : 

 

 
Chart 1 : Stakeholders and facilities of the XGN 

Some of the Salient Features of the e-Governance Tool : 

To achieve the real objectives of the pollution control through transparent, speedy, 

accountable and ease in governance, several critical actions are identified to sent alerts to the 

industries and/or officers of the GPCB. Some of them are listed as under : 

Ø Industries NOT inspected as per the prescribed norms / frequency of inspection 

Ø Industries/HCUs operating without valid Consent to Operate (Commonly named as 

Common Consent and Authorization i.e. CCA in Gujarat) 

Ø Industries NOT having filed Water Cess returns/ monthly/ annual returns 

Ø Mismatch between hazardous waste disposals and those shown in mandatory manifests 

Ø Alerts towards CCA expiry in upcoming 3 Months 

Ø Top 100 pending e-Files / Complaints NOT attended at field or by officers 

Ø Staff more prone towards raising Queries/delays/sitting/Tossing 

Ø Online allocation of visits and “Bulk Visits take-ups” same cluster or sector 
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Ø Bulk Show Cause Notices for common default 

Ø Mismatch between monthly water consumption vis-a-vis Annual return 

Ø Minimal parameters to be taken up towards completing sample result 

Ø Identify sensitive/serious violations as per consent norms 

Ø Watch-dog points for the next inspection to be performed 

Ø Current load of CETPs & TSDFs vis-a-vis their capacity 

 

Achievements and Key Benefits of e-Governance : 

The key benefits due to implementation of XGN are as under :  

(1) Transparent, speedy, ease in process and sound decision making as well as 

instantaneous communication with businesses : 

Under different environmental regulations, businesses are mandated to obtain prior 

permission(s) before commencing their business as pre-requisite for obtaining electricity 

connection, land allotment, other Government permissions and to avail financial aid from 

financial institutes / Banks. The manual approach obviously was taking time and was also 

necessitating the businesses to approach various offices / officers of the Board personally 

and thus encouraging red-tapism. 

To remove this red-tapism the entire process has been made transparent. In fact, at all 38 

levels of transactions, the industries are sent SMS. Tracking of application status at all 

levels and obtaining decisions online without coming to any officer now is possible due to 

this initiative. Further, the average time for processing the permits is reduced by almost 

half as the pendency would be surfaced and monitored automatically. The reduction in 

rejection ratio benefitted the industries due to logic built in the software which would 

ensure that all the documents are received before the fee is paid. The basic objectives 

achieved due to this are transparency, speed & ease in processes, which any businesses 

would expect in this era of IT. This has also increased accountability of the staff. 

The decision-making has become sound and uniform as well as participatory. This has 

improved the image of the organization which otherwise was known for tenancy of 

empire building and buck passing. This is very important since the organization 

downsized as several of its experienced people retired.  

The following chart summarizes the achievements in terms of total applications decided, 

inspections carried out, etc. 
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Chart 2 : Improved outputs in various functions of the GPCB 

(2) Platform for waste exchange – facilitating use of waste as fuel and / or raw material : 

Due to large database about the quality and quantity of the wastes generated, it became 

possible to identify the businesses where the wastes of others could be resources. The 

XGN database was allowed to be used by the potential buyers of the wastes for its use 

either as a fuel or raw-material. As we know, India is an energy deficit country as imports 

crude, coal, natural gas, etc to meet with energy demand and therefore any savings in 

consumption of fossil fuels is net saving in foreign exchange for the country. GPCB has 

promoted this thinking by adopting reuse/recycle of wastes as an alternate to fuel and/or 

raw material wherever feasible. Here, energy in the waste is harnessed by co-processing it 

in cement, power and steel industries. By co-processing, the bottom line of the businesses 

improves and the cost of environmental compliances is reduced. The classical example is 

cement industries, where 3.7 million MT of waste is utilized as alternative fuel and raw-

material (AFR) in last five years. This has also resulted into saving of energy that would 

be required not only for incineration of waste but also energy and raw materials required 

by the cement industry. Pollution footprint attributed to these activities has also 

Improvement*in*Output*!
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substantially decreased. This has made the cement industries more sustainable due to 

conservation of resources and reduced energy cost. Due to reduced cost of treatment, 

industries became more compliant as surreptitious disposal has reduced. Thus, it has been 

a win-win solution for all. 

The following chart indicates the achievements of co-processing in last five years: 

 

Chart 3 : Quantity of the Wastes Co-processed in Gujarat 

(3) Benefits to the citizens in general 

One of the most important stakeholders of the organization is the citizens in general and 

the organization is given mandate to resolve their complaints related to pollution or 

environmental degradation. The citizens can file online application to lodge complaint, 

can track its status and get the action taken information through e-mail and SMS alerts. 

There is no need to visit the office, no need to pay the fees and also save upon the 

correspondence costs. The e-governance has helped citizens and businesses know the 

statistics of the organization like the permissions granted and legal actions against the 

industries which could otherwise be known only through expensive and tedious modes of 

communications and RTI applications. 

(4) Benefits to the Industries:  

The industries are the most beneficiary stakeholders of the e-governance program. The 

tool provides flexibility by multipoint access as it is web based software. Also it is 

operating 24x7 as against earlier system of time consuming and with single point access. 

In availing the online facility the industries do not have to pay any charges. All important 
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data, permissions, legal documents etc. can remain in the soft form in the database and 

can be retrieved whenever needed, thus avoiding need to preserve physical data and direct 

or indirect expenditure involved in it.  

Due to this tool, the average time taken by the office for issuance of various permits has 

reduced to almost half and about 85% of the applications are decided in merely 41 days 

against the stipulated time limit of 120 days. Further, 85% of the scrutiny of application 

happen even before the scrutiny fees is paid by the industries and hence the overall 

rejection ration for various permits has also reduced to @15% from more than 35%. 

Industries can print their Permits, Bills, Payments Receipts, Cess Assessment Orders and 

Pollution Results without visiting the office, which is a ‘green way’ of communication 

associated with lot of tangible and intangible benefits to the industry. Online generation of 

manifest system (mandatory for hazardous waste tracking) has removed botheration of 

multiple copy generation, delievery and record keeping, etc. Facility of payment through 

RTGS has made life even simpler. Concept of well-defined formats is recently introduced 

to enable industries to track their compliances of various environmental attributes. 

Due to development and successful implementation of various modules of the XGN, the 

GPCB has been able to comply with all the requirements / targets set under the Ease of 

Doing Business reforms and is identified as country level best practices. 

(5) Benefits to Environment :  

There has been a strong not-in-my-backyard syndrome in the communities for opposing 

the setting up of disposal facilities in time to come where waste is supposed to be 

disposed through alternative routes like reuse, recycle and recovery. Due to usage of 

software, co-processing of the waste became possible thus saving natural resources as 

well contributing towards abatement and control of pollution. 

Because of reduced number of visits to the Board by the Project Proponents, there has 

been considerable saving of fuel and hence reduction in emissions but the same is 

intangible. Reduction in printing on paper due to the XGN system has ensured in saving 

of lakhs of paper and thus saving of trees.  

Most importantly, the pollution has reduced drastically in all critical areas because of 

timely monitoring, action and compliance. The system itself pin-points the non-

compliance (both to the polluters and regulators) wherein action is to be taken and the 

alerts are sent in the form of the SMS to the occupiers about non-compliances making 

them take timely actions. It is pertinent to mention that the industrialization in the State 
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increased by 25% in last 6 years however the pollution has not increased but decreased by 

more than 40% in most industrial areas. 

(6) Benefits to the Research Institutes :  

The initiative has been a great benefit for the research institutes. Earlier since the data was 

lying in physical files and retrieval of the same was a huge challenge. With the 

introduction of this initiative, wherein biggest flexibility of the system is its multipoint 

access as it is web based software, all data are preserved in digital form with utmost 

security in distant server(s) and are retrievable – less susceptible of loss of data / willful 

action(s) for delay too. Thus this data is now used by various research organisations 

throughout the globe to work towards better environmental management and few of them 

are as under: 

A. Data was used by Gujarat Ecological Education and Research (GEER) Foundation for 

estimating Green House Gas Emissions and modeling its future trends. 

B. Data from the project is being used by International universities like Chicago, Harvard 

and MIT as well as the  NGOs like J-PAL to help GPCB in devising evidence based 

policy - It has opened a new era of evidence based policy intervention for GPCB 

 

Summary of Impacts of e-Goveranance : 

The following table summarises the impact of the implementation of e-Governance in GPCB: 

Activity Before XGN- 
(2008) 

Year 2014-15 

Monitoring / Inspection visits by GPCB in a Year 7,500 54,162 

Samples drawn in a Year 7,100 23,846 

Profile Updations by Industries / HCUs - Monthly No System 9,500 + 

Samples  Analysed in laboratories – Yearly 3,250 22,549 

PDF documents uploaded by stakeholders – Yearly No System 80,500+ 

NOC-CCA Applications – Yearly 2,500 17,785 

Ratio of Rejection – Yearly 40 % 7% 

Water Cess Returns filed by different industries 1,900 34,500 

Waste Co-process, MT/year  

(reused as fuel and / or raw material thus reducing 

environmental impact of the waste) 

Nil 28,23,305 

 

The following chart summarizes some of the key impacts of this initiative : 
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Chart 4 : Summary of Impacts of e-Governance in GPCB 

Mobile Governance : 

On 21-11-2014, the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat launched the Mobile App of the XGN 

which has facilitated the businesses and staff accessing following services on Mobile : 

a. Application Status  

b. Query / Reply by the staff  or replies & compliances by applicant / industry 

c. Legal order or the CTE / CCA order for stakeholders 

d. Pollution sample result for GPCB staff / industries / laboratories 

e. PCB ID details for a field staff on inspection 

 

Replicability of the Initiative : 

The system is so robust that with minor modifications, it could be replicated in other State 

Pollution Control Boards by some hands holding by the GPCB and the NIC, Gandhinagar. It 

has already been successfully replicated in Himachal Pradesh, Goa, Uttrakhands, Andhra 

Pradesh, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh. States like Assam, Bihar, Kerala, Tamilnadu, 

Haryana have already shown interest to implement this tool. 
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Awards, Accolades and Achievements : 

Due to the adaptability, scalability, replicability and sustainability, the project has received 

the several awards and accolades at various forums. Some of them are listed in below Box : 

• National	   e-‐governance	   Award	   (Processes	   Re-‐engineering)	   -‐	   2009	   by	   Dept.	   of	  
Personnel	  and	  Training,	  Govt.	  of	  India	  

• “CSI	   Nihilant	   Award”	   for	   Special	   Recognition	   (Environment)	   –	   2010	   by	   Computer	  
Society	  of	  India	  

• The	   Planning	   Commission	   has	   rated	   this	   effort	   as	   one	   of	   the	   best	   initiatives	   and	  
recommended	  other	  States	  to	  replicate	  in	  2013	  

• “CSI	  Nihilant	  Award”	  for	  Excellence	  –	  2013	  by	  Computer	  Society	  of	  India	  
• Special	  Recognition	  –	  Manthan	  South	  Asia	  &	  Asia	  Pacific	  Award	  -‐	  2014	  	  
• The	   Government	   of	   India	   identified	   the	   best	   practices	   in	   different	   sectors	   in	   2014	  

which	  included	  the	  XGN	  for	  Environment	  Sector	  
• The	  initiative	  has	  also	  helped	  GPCB	  to	  obtain	  ISO	  –	  9001	  and	  ISO	  –	  14001	  at	  its	  Head	  

Office	  and	  its	  Regional	  Offices	  and	  to	  obtain	  Certification	  from	  National	  Accreditation	  
Board	  for	  Laboratories	  for	  its	  Laboratories	  

 

Conclusion and Way Forward : 

The e-Governance is one of the most effective tool for the good governance and the one 

adopted in Gujarat is time tested, robust and has high potential for replicability with minor 

modification for its implementation by other States for monitoring and checking pollution and 

reducing the red-tapism and getting rid of the “Permit Raj” system. It doesn’t only empower 

the industries and citizens of the State through increased transparency and high accountability 

of the officers but also helps the organizations in improving their functioning and quality of 

outputs as well as become more sustainable. It also helps the Governments in enhancing the 

image and also promotes the researches and evidence based policy planning.  

To accrue real benefits of this initiative, its important to have it implemented at Pan India 

Level through the Central Pollution Control Board and the Ministry of Environment, Forests 

and Climate Change through a common server. This would facilitate all SPCBs implement 

this time tested tool in seamless manner. It would also promote and streamline the process of 

industrial symbiosis and waste exchange at intra and inter State level, helping the wastes to be 

disposed off / utilized / recycled in more scientific manner at reduced cost. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Modules implemented : 

Ø Industry Profile which include all mandatory information related to the industry 
Ø Online Consent to Establish (CTE) and Consent to Operate Application (CCA) 

Ø Applications Scrutiny System 
Ø e-Movement of Files  & Monitoring of CTE & CCA 

Ø Inspection Module 
Ø Inspection Remarks Compliance Module 

Ø Laboratory Module 
Ø Monitoring of Projects 

Ø Hazardous Waste Monitoring and Tracking 
Ø Billing-Payments System                      

Ø Legal Actions Monitoring 
Ø Co-processing (Waste Exchange) Module  

Ø Bio-Medical Waste Module 
Ø Environment Audit System – random allotment of industries to Auditors 

Ø Water Cess Online System 
Ø Complaint Module (online complaint registration and tracking) Grievances Redressal  

Ø e-Talk Module 
Ø Municipal Solid Waste Module 

Ø Violations Monitoring System 
Ø Pollution Risk Alarm Module 

Ø Ranking of Regional Offices and Units in Head Office 
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Appendix 2 

 

Software, Hardware Used and Other Technical Details : 

The following are the technical details of the XGN - An e-Governance initiative of the GPCB 

and NIC, Gandhinagar : 

1. Front end/Back End 

Front End :  .NET 4.0 , Crystal report run time  

Back End : SQL 2008  

2. Hardware used :  

Windows Edition :Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise System 

Processor :  Inetl(R) xenon(R) CPU E5620@2.40GHZ(2 Processor) 

RAM : 32GB 

System type : 64 bit 

3. Storage and type of storage: 

SAN Storage attached to Web Server & Database Server 

Web Server – 1TB   (PDFs attached to applications are stored in encrypted form here) 

Database Server-1TB 

4. Backup arrangement 

Daily : Partial Backup i.e Incremental every day at 12 Night 

Weekly : Full Backup at 1am onwards 
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Convergence of Different Government Schemes withMGNREGS: A Case Study of Tribal District of Gujarat
N.K. Damor1

Abstract

The object of this project was to alleviate the living standard of the small and

marginal farmers of the tribal and the primitive tribes by increasing the income of 2000 such

families through construction and electrification of 500 wells and thereby, to recharge 1500

acres of land through irrigation in Vansda and Chikhli blocks of Navsari District of Gujarat

state.

Moreover, the project also aimed to change the food pattern, to assist in spending on

the education of their children and to increase the spending on health and nutrition of family

members. It also envisaged the overall, all-round betterment of the lives of the tribals living

at the fag end by checking malnutrition, elevate the living standard and their positive growth.

This was achieved by convergence of various Government Schemes with MGNREGS.

The project was successful and this project has high replication potential in other districts

and also in convergence of such other various schemes.

1.0 Introduction :

Total population of India is around 121 crores and tribal population in
India is around 9.40 crores. In Gujarat, total population of the tribal is around
0.89 crores out of the total state population of around 6.00 crores. This indicate
that the tribals in India and Gujarat have significant presence and according to
the constitution, they have some special rights. However, inspite of having
specific schemes of tribal development, much is still required to be done.

It is pertinent to note that there are several types of tribes in India and
their issues are different according to their cultural, social and geographical
matters. But, a very common fact is – they are all poor. This necessitates to
think beyond and work in the direction to make them economically
strengthened.

N.K. Damor, IAS is presently posted as Chief Executive Officer Development Support Agency ofGujaratTribal Development Department, Gujarat
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The population of the tribal dominated Taluka of fourteen tribal
Districts of Gujarat is predominantly below poverty line (BPL), which also
include primitive tribes such as Kotvalia and Kathodi. The most tribals are
located on the eastern belt of Gujarat near the borders of Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra. This belt is hilly area with dominance of forest cover
and having enough water – may it be rainy water or surface water. Hence, they
area all predominantly dependent on agriculture as their main source of income
and livelihood. The fact however is, they don’t have adequate knowledge and
means of farming, which has resulted into very low income per acre of
farming.

Since, the farm based activities constitute the main source of livelihood
of the Schedule Tribe population, majority of them are categorized as living
below poverty line. Considering the lack of adequate irrigation infrastructure in
the area, a rain fed productivity improvement project is being conceptualized
by the District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) of Navasari District to
cover two blocks of the District. The major functions of the DRDA include,
implementation of various schemes of the Central Government such as Indira
AwaasYojana, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme (MGNREGS), Total Sanitation Scheme, National Livelihood Mission,
etc. Further, there are various State Government sponsored schemes being
implemented in rural areas (including the tribal areas) by different agencies /
Departments of the State Government such as Agriculture Department, Tribal
Development Department, Rural Development Department, Electricity
Company, etc. Experience however is – different Departments / Agencies don’t
converge their schemes to have consolidated benefits and hence most schemes
couldn’t fetch the results beyond the expectations.

An effort was therefore made in these two talukas of Navasari District to
have convergence of different schemes to accrue overall benefits to the poor
tribal people.

Considering poor irrigation in these blocks, lack of extension services
and modern farm inputs, deploying on-farm interventions like promoting
diversified cash crops can be implemented effectively with good returns to
farmers even in small plots of land. With adequate extension and post harvest
support, it is possible for the farmers to generate cash income quickly and with
less risk.

The ground level work on this project – “Convergence of Various
Government Schemes with MGNREGS” was started with selection of
beneficiaries and identification of villages. This was an outcome based
convergence project which aimed to leverage substantial funding with
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RashtriyaKishanVikasYojana (RKVY), Tribal Development Department,
Micro-Irrigation promotion scheme of Government of Gujarat along with
MGNREGA.

2.0 Project Details, Duration and Coverage:

The project was carried out in two Tribal Talukas(Blocks) – Chikhali
and VansadaTalukas of Navasari District in Gujarat during the period from  01-
04-2009 to 31-03-2010. Both Talukas have rainfall of more than 150 cm,but,
due to topography, there is a scarcity of water from February onwards. The
project covered 150 villages in these two Talukas and total beneficiaries were
around 2000 families.

2.1 Baseline Demographic Details:

Before the project commenced, the baseline with respect to
demographic details was studied. The average income of the beneficiary
families was between Rs. 40,000 to 45,000 per acre per year.

2.2 Project Objectives and Expected Outcomes:

The project was aimedto converge various State Government schemes
with the MNREGS for doubling the agriculture related income of the
participating BPL ST farmers. The measurable outcome indicated to:

a) Actual income gains to 2000 participating BPL ST farmers, which can
be measured against the baseline data; and

b) Increase of 1500 acres of irrigation potential among participating
farmers.

c) Providing micro-irrigation systems in 900 acres of land belonging to the
participating farmers.

d) Formation of 500 users groups for managing project assets and gains
after the project period.

2.3 Some aspects of monetary parameters were:

a) Accuracy in selection of the beneficiaries and delivery of project inputs,
b) Share of funds mobilized from MGNREGS, RKVY, Gujarat Green

Revolution Company (GGRC) and Tribal Development Department to
the overall project cost,

c) Quality of the users group formed under the project and
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d) Percentage of women participants.

2.4 National Informatics Centre(NIC) has developed a standard
computarised Project Management system. Bhaskaracharya Institute for Space
Application Centre, Gandhinagar has assisted for Identification of possible site
for Water Resources Development. Geographical Positioning System
(G.P.S.)& Satellite imagery based monitoring of farmer’s field has been
utilised for site selection and effective monitoring of progress.

2.5 Project at a glance:

Sr.
No.

Particulars Area Amount (Rs
in Crores)

1. Water Resources Department 500 group wells,

estimated to provide

additional irrigation

cover to 1500 acres

10.30

2. Agriculture diversification

activities, specifically

promotion of high yielding

varieties of ladies’fingers,

pointed gourd, etc

1500 acres 1.00

3. Land development 500 acres 0.40

4. Electrification 500 wells 6.40

5. Training, IEC and monitoring

activities

- 0.30

Total 18.40

3.0 Project Components :
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Component 1: Soil and Water Conservation

The soil and water conservation component in the project has helped the
ST farmers to address threats to soil, water and related natural resources and
make cost effective changes to cropping systems, soil and moisture
conservation activities including construction of farm ponds, “Boribunds”,
watershed development, grazing management, nutrient management and
irrigation. This component was fully funded under MGNREGS. The estimates
and field wise plans were developed by the Block Level Officers (BDO).

Component 2: Water Resources Development

Although the areas had adequate rain fall, the farmers couldn’t take
three crops in absence of proper irrigation facilities. The project has supported
construction of check dams and group wells and also linked them to the
development of lift irrigation schemes to improve the productivity of land to
enable the farmers to take three crops in a year. To enhance the water use
efficiency, Micro-Irrigation (MI) scheme was promoted for ST farmers
especially those engaged in horticulture and floriculture. This component was
funded from the grants available under Article 275(1) of the constitution,
MGNREGS and Government of Gujarat scheme for promotion of micro-
irrigation scheme.

Particular Units( Nos.) Area in Acres

Group wells 500 1500

Group well’s electrification 500 -

Micro-irrigation Scheme - 900

Component 3:Community Participation Through User Groups

One of the major conditions for the implementation of the proposed
project was to ensure an undertaking from the community that it would manage
the project in an independent and collective manner under user groups. This
has ensured future operation and maintenance responsibility by the user groups
and thus sustainability of the project.
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The ownership of the project by the target groups has been ensured
through the community participation from the planning to project
implementation stages and by transferring the post project management to the
community institutions set up for the specific purpose. Village level institutions
in the form of the user groups were formed to largely focus on equity,
efficiency, participation, sustainability and accountability. Necessary entries
were made in the Revenue records like Village Form No. 7 / 12 for rights of
user groups  to get water from the  bore- well.

Electrification works of all 500 wells were carried out through State
Electricity board. The fund was given by the Tribal development Department
of the State.

Component 4: Training and Capacity Building

The training component in past schemes have been found weak and as a
result of which,outcomes have not always been encouraging. In this project,
this component was considerably strengthened and included for the capacity
building of the ST beneficiaries and implementing staff. The training was
imparted through formal as well as informal means. Exposure visits and
demonstration projects were the prime training tools that were used for ST
farmers. The major areas where training was given to project participants
include agriculture, natural resource management and community organization
related procedures.

Component 5: Review Committee

A district level project review committee was framed under
chairmanship of the Collector. The District Development Officer (DDO),
Director D.R.D.A., Project Administrator and Project officer cum Taluka
Development Officer (TDO) of Vansada and Chikhlitalukasof  Navsari
Districts were members.

4.0 Project outcome and Conclusion:

After implementation of the project, the average income of the
beneficiary families was increased from around Rs. 45,000 per acre per year to
around Rs. 90,000 per acre per year. Thus, the income of tribal families before
project convergence was now doubled. The major factor was harvesting of
three crops by the tribal beneficiaries due to convergence of various schemes
with the MGNREGS.
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There were several indirect benefits like stoppage of migration by the
primitive tribes in search of livelihood, improved animal husbandry in the
region, reduction in drop-out ratio of the tribal students which ultimately
leading to improved quality of life and standard of living.

Considering the tangible and intangible benefits accrued due to
convergence of various schemes with the MGNREGS, there were several
benefits to the tribal families in two Talukas of Navasari District. The project
outcomes are so encouraging and have very high replication potential in other
regions as well as with other schemes of the State and Central Government
with MGNREGS.
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Krishi Mahotsava Rath Yatra-2015 in Jharkhand

Jata Shankar Choudhary1

Abstract:

Transfer of technology to farming community is not a one-time exercise and it requires
continuous flow of technologies to provide quick benefit to the farmers.KrishiMahotsava is an extension
technique through which the modern technology is delivered from laboratory to the farmers.The objective
here is to promote farmer to farmer extension, to strengthen Research-Extension-Farmer linkage andto
make the agricultural programmes reachable to needy farmers. KrishiMahotsovRath Yatra-2015 is an
intensive convergence and mass contact strategy held from 28th May to 28th June, 2015. Its critical
components include KisanGhosthi, Seed distribution, Seed Treatment, Kisan Credit Card, Survey of
Fallow land, Soil Health Card, Animal Vaccination, Soil Conservation, Plantation, Horticulture,
Registration of farmers for mobile agro advisory services etc. The mega event comprises of
KrishakMitraSammelan and 15 days movement of KrishiRath in different parts of State. The
administrative involvement of inter departmental officials has been ensured at
State/District/Block/Village level with Panchayati Raj institution. This may create an example of Public –
Private collaborative effort for betterment of farming community.

Introduction:

Transfer of technology to the level of farmers is not aonetime exercise because new farm
technology is being relentlessly evolved by the research community. A continuous flow of technologies in
an appropriate manner is vital to provide quick benefit of this development to the farmers. There has been
a technological explosion in the field of agriculture. This demands that the farmer has to know all aspects
of technology prior to its adoption. In the context of globalization, the issue of rural livelihood and an
inclusive growth call for effective and efficient extension strategies for overall agriculture development in
Jharkhand.

KrishiMahotsava is an extension technique through which the modern technology is delivered
from laboratory to the farmers under lab to land concept. During the implementation / transfer of new
/modern technology, the extension functionaries face a lot of problems especially varieties of crops, know
how technology, productions and marketing of the products vis-à-vis they also face the interrelated field
problem of the farmers. Farmers are doing Agriculture, Horticulture, Soil Conservation, Plant Protection,
Animal Husbandry, Dairy and Fisheries and for each sector, there are separate department / directorate
and are working independently without any coordination and convergence. Also extension functionaries’
don’t have idea about the schemes of other line departments.

With this background, it was felt to take up an event in a massive campaign mode; all the related
field extension functionaries should come at one place and disseminate the knowledge/ technology to
farmers in a collective way. Accordingly, a proposal has been conceived and proposed for discussion with
Secretary and Hon’ble Minister of Agriculture, Jharkhand.

Shri Jata Shankar Choudhary, IAS is presently posted as Director Agriculture, Department of Agriculture, AH &
Cooperative, Government of Jharkhand
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After several consultations meeting, Government of Jharkhand has decided to celebrate the

“KrishiMahotsavRathYatra -2015” during May-June prior to Kharif Season.

Objective:

The objective as decided are:
1. To create awareness on modern proven technology amongst farming community.
2. To motivate for adoption of new/modern technology.
3. To increase competition among farmers at field level.
4. To solve technical issues of farming community at village level.
5. Involvement of agriculture &allied department in village level.
6. To promote interaction among farmers (farmer to farmers extension for better replication)
7. To strengthen Research-Extension-Farmer linkage.
8. To make the agriculture & allied schemes/programmes reachable to needy farmers.

Methodology:

After several consultation meetings with officials of line departments, it has been decided to
organize the said event from 27th May to 28th June, 2015 with Agriculture as the nodal department. During
the period, 30 KrishiRath will move in 259 blocks of Jharkhand for 15 days and the KrishiMahotsav will be
organized for 30 days.

KrishiMahotsovRath Yatra-2015 is an intensive convergence and mass contact strategy held from
28th May to 28th June, 2015. Its critical components include KisanGhosthi, Seed distribution, Seed
Treatment, Kisan Credit Card, Survey of Fallow land, Soil Health Card, Animal Vaccination, Soil
Conservation, Plantation, Horticulture, registration of farmers for mobile agro advisory services etc.
Experts from agricultural universities, extension functionaries of line departments were directly interact
with farmers at the village level. They solved the agricultural problem of farmers on the spot and vis-à-vis
also provided information regarding Government Schemes of Center and State.

A Guideline has been prepared for effective organization of the said mega event for involvement
of all stakeholders Agriculture & Allied Sector Departments. The major administrative arrangements
proposed are:

Focus Areas:

 The movement of KrishiRath will receive priority in blocks where demonstration of near about
1000 ha area are available.

 5 progressive/awarded farmers will move with the krishiRath (farmers to farmer’s extension) for
which daily allowance of Rs. 200 per farmers will be provisioned.

 Involvement of private sector agencies for making availability /distribution for Seed, Fertilizer,
Pesticide & agriculture implement.

 Camp at block level need to be organized inviting Agriculture & allied sector field officials during
KrishiMahotsav.

 Invitation / involvement of branch manager of rural bank, Cooperative bank, Commercial bank
and non-governmental organization in the event for facilitation on agricultural credit.
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 All the Project Director ATMA will extend support to District Agriculture Officer for effective
implementation of KrishiMahotsav with necessary manpower viz. Dy. PD, Block Technology
Manager, Assistant Technology Manager and KrishakMitra.

 Scientist of KrishiVIgyan Kendra will provide necessary technical guidance during the period.
 Awareness creation/ advertisement will be ensured in the local newspaper through Information

and public relation department.

KrishakMitraSammelan:

 The inauguration of the KrishiMahotsova will be done each of 5 commissionaries with the
arrangement of KrishakMitraSammelan

 During the event, identification of farmers with the color of cap (krishakMitra- Green, Fishery
Mitra- Blue and Gokulmitra- white) will be done by the respective line department.

 During the day of KrishakSammelan, event will be inaugurated with distribution of Soil health card
(100 Nos.)

 A folder will be provided to all KrishakMitra, Fishery Mitra, GokulMitra and Secretary of FIG about
the organization of event and different agriculture & allied sector scheme.

 A committee under the chairmanship Dy. Commissioner of concerned commissionery district will
ensure successful organization of KrishakMitraSammelan at each of the 5 commissionaries
headquarter.

 Concern district agriculture officer will ensure all arrangement related to stage, speaker,
flowering, fooding and water supply in consultation with organizing committee.

 Invitation card distribution to concern high dignitaries of the commissionary will be ensured by the
organizing committee.

 District under the commissionaries will follow up the gathering of farmers from each district in
consultation with concern district agriculture officer of that commissionery and the responsibility of
brining farmers to the event by the concern department/ organization.

 During the KrishakSammelan, minute to minute programme need to be prepared prior hand and
one officers of district will be provided responsibility for technical awareness programme for
Agriculture, Horticulture, Soil Conservation, Animal Husbandry, Fishery and Dairy.

 Information of the said event to farmer community needs to be ensured through Mobile Short
message service through the farmers’ portal.

KrishiRath:

 A joint order issued by boththe secretary, Agriculture and Animal Husbandry department for
deputing State/District level officers of Agriculture & Allied Department for monitoring and
generation necessary report of the said event.

 5 farmer representative of concern block farmer advisory committee will be deputed for
movement with the krishirath in the village.

 All Krishirath will be move from Commissionery headquarter to their identified blocks.
 A audio visual device/ projector/Public address system will be made available in each krishirath

for viewing the scheme information and documentary film of success casestudy and local
language motivational zingal, slogan.
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 KrishiRath will be decorated with the flex and venyal matter which will be prepared by District
Agriculture Officer, Ranchi.

 The KrishiRath will be decorated on a mini truck and will be made available by the Mobile
Agriculture School and Services (MASS)- a third party agency for all rath with similar design.

 Low cost local language booklet, folders, pumplets published under ATMA programme will be
made available in each of the 30 KrishiRath for distribution among farmers during Rath
Movement and KrishakGhosthi.

 Movement roaster of block level officers/ scientist of KVK/BAU viz. Agriculture/Horticulture/ Soil
Testing/ Plant Protection/ Fishery/ Dairy / veterinary etc of each sector along with krishirath will be
ensured by the District Agriculture Officer with order signed by Dy. Commissioner of concern
district.

 One hour krishakGhosthi will be organized at each block with the KrishiRath in place.
 District having more than 15 block viz. Ranchi, Plamau, Garhwa, West Singhbhum and

Hazaribagh will get two KrishiRath for movement in villages.
 Village level workers (VLWs) and KrishakMitra will help during the movement of KrishiRath in

villages.
 State /other district officers were deputed for 3 days for support and monitoring the movement of

krishirath in each district and report on feedback/ success to competent authority.
 Maintenance of Log book of KrishiRath movement will be ensured by the concerned district

agriculture officers.

Table 1: Administrative Engagement of Stakeholders at State/ Commissionery/ District/ Block/
Village level

Level Level of Officials Duty & Responsibility Order issues by
At State level Hon’ble Chief Minister Inauguration at Ranchi with opening

Speech
Cabinet Minister Inauguration and presence at 5

Commissionery
Chief Minister

Chief Secretary Office Order for visit to one district by
Principal Secretary/ Secretary and
other IAS officer

Chief Minister

Principal Secretary/
Secretary/ Other IAS
Officer

Visit to identified district for one day for
monitoring

Chief Secretary

Secretary of Agril. & Allied Facilitation &Issuance of Office Order
to Concern officer and random visit and
organization of Meeting.

Own Programme

Directors of Agril. & Line
Dept.

Coordination, Monitoring and support
by District technical officers

Secretary of Concern
Department.

Dy. Director / Asst.
Directors

3 days visit to selected district during
KrishiMahotsovRathYatra for
monitoring and feedback

Director Agriculture

Scientist of BAU District Visit and Movement with
KrishiRath and KrishakGhosthi /
KrishakSammilan

Director Agriculture

At
Commissioner

level

Hon’ble MP/MLA Inauguration and Presence  at
commissionery

Invitation by Concern
District Officials

Commissioner KrishakMitraSamilan Invitation
Dy. Commissioner Chairman of Organizing Committee Secretary

(Agriculture)
Joint Director Agriculture Monitoring and Feedback Director Agriculture
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At District
Level

Dy. Commissioner Direction and Monitoring  to District
Team

Director Agriculture

DAO/DHO/DSCO/DFO/D
AHO

Organization with coordinated effort
other District Officer

Director Agriculture

PD/ DY. PD Effective Organization Director Agriculture
KVK/ZRS Scientist Awareness on Technology

&KrishakGhosthi& Movement with
KrishiRath

Director Agriculture

Chairman Zillaperishad Administrative Involvement & Event
Handling

ZillaParished

At Block Level BAO/BHO/TVO Awareness on Technology
&KrishakGhosthi& Movement with
KrishiRath

Director Agriculture

BTM/ATM Awareness on Technology
&KrishakGhosthi& Movement with
KrishiRath

Director Agriculture

Pramukh Administrative involvement PanchayatSamiti
At Village

Level
VLW/ KrishakMitra/
PasuMitra/ Gokul Mira/
UdyanMitra

Awareness on Technology
&KrishakGhosthi& Movement with
KrishiRath

Director Agriculture

Mukhia Administrative involvement Gram Sabha
The event is a joint collaboration of Directorate of Agriculture, State Agricultural Management &

Extension Training Institute (SAMETI) and Mobile Agriculture School & Services (MASS) a private

organization which was pilot tested during the event.

Output

Following output has been found after completion of KrishiMahotsovRath Yatra-2015 during May-

June, 2015in Table 2

Table 2: Coverage and output of the KrishiMahotsovRathYatra- 2015

1. Number of District Covered : 24
2. Number of Block Covered : 259
3. Number of Panchayat Covered : 1953
4. No. of Village Covered : 5027
5. Distribution of Soil Health Card (in Nos.) : 1449
6. Collection of Soil Samples (in Nos.) : 14395
7. KCC form Generated & Filled (in Nos.) : 24817
8. KishanGhosthi Organized (in Nos.) : 1766
9. Seed Treatment ( in Kg) : 10679
10. Survey of Fallow Land  (in ha) : 93112
11. Farmers Registration for SMS Service : 50630
12. Vaccination of Animal (in Nos.) : 5252
13 Total farmers involved (in Nos.) : 241693
Apart from these immediate results, extension functionary’s knowledge level has been

updated through the involvement in the said mega event which will benefit them in dealing with farmers

issues in long run.
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Summary & Conclusion

Based on the feedback from Monitoring Team, it has been decided to organize such event before
Rabi season during Oct-Nov, 2015 with similar pattern. The higher level of team work inside and outside
the agriculture department has been established. The said event is a well-coordinated approach with the
involvement of Panchayti Raj Institutions at District/ Block/ Village level. In each year onwards, fund
provision will be created beforehand for such type of event. The Departmental Officers were updated with
the actual field constraints prevailed in State accordingly a roadmap with 5 identified focus area will be
developed for next 5 years. The potential of the agencies/organization involved in the planning,
implementing, Monitoring, Reporting has been tested during the mega event and found suitable for
implementation of such campaign in future. Such event with collaboration with all stake holders of the
society for betterment of farming community during Kharif& Rabi season has a great importance in
agriculture development.
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Artificial Recharging of Ground Water  Acquifer - Through Sub Surface
Dyke across Vennar River in  Tiruvarur District, Tamil Nadu, 2013-2014
S. Natarajan1

Tiruvarur District is one of the Coastal District in Tamil Nadu State. The District lies in
between 100o.10 and 110o.01 North latitude and 790o.13 and 790o.43 of East Longitude. It is
bounded on the North by Nagappattinam District and south by Palk Straight on the East by
Pondicherry and Nagapattinam District on the West and Northwest by Thanjavur district. It has
total extent of 2239.22 sq. km.

Background of the initiative

Tiruvarur district is lying in the heart of Cauvery delta region.  The main livelihood of the
people is agriculture and they are doing it since the time immemorial.  In the past they were
solely depending on Cauvery Water for irrigation.  Whereas in the recent past due to inadequate
and uncertainty of receipt of water in to Cauvery, the farmers were exploiting the ground water
for raising their crops.  In recent years due to over exploitation of ground water for both
agriculture and domestic purposes the water level had gone from 6.5 mt. in the year 1982 to 21.6
mt. during the year 2012.

The Geology of Tiruvarur district is fully covered by sedimentary formation ranging from
tertiary to recent. Ground water found in two broad and continuous aquifers which are located at
the depth of 5.5 mts and 25 mts from the surface of the earth.

The average annual rainfall of the district is 1130mm. The maximum amount of rainfall
occurs during the months of October to December in North-East Monsoon season. The lower
delta has very flat topography and in many parts are below or just above mean sea level. An
impervious upper clay stratum prevents the faster infiltration. This causes flood and drainage
congestion in lower delta.

Upstream water resources development in the Cauvery Basin, changed the pattern of
water availability in the Cauvery Delta. As a result of reduced inflows, there has been increased
groundwater usage.

Thiruvaur district possess about 1, 88,000 Hectares of Cultivable land and year round
cultivation of agriculture crops such as paddy, pulses, oil seeds have been practiced with help of
both surface and ground water through submersible electrical and diesel motors. Exploitation of
ground water is increasing at the rate of 10% every year.

Available data shows that, 1655 pump sets had withdrawn   2.04 TMC of ground water
for agricultural purpose during the year 1982. Over the years number of pump sets increased
into 17225 pump sets with a withdrawal rate of 43.752 TMC in the year 2012. Water table

Shri S. Natarajan, IAS presently posted as Project Director & Member Secy., H & F W Deptt., Govt. of Tamil Nadu
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during summer had gone from 6.5 meter in the year 1982 to 21.6 meter in the year 2012.

Conservative estimate prepared by the TWAD (Tamil Nadu Water & Drainage Board)
official’s shows net demand for water usage in a particular year is 54.69 TMC for all
purpose including agriculture. Current natural recharge level is 29.6 TMC. Thus, the net
imbalance arrives at 25.04 TMC which needs to be addressed.

The over-exploitation of groundwater results in lowering of groundwater table relative to
mean sea level and lead to saline water intrusion. Inadequate Rain fall, reduction of number of
water flow days in rivers and over exploitation of ground water for various purposes caused the
depletion of ground water and intrusion of saline water into first and second aquifers.

Saline intrusion now affects the coastal strip of about 20 km inwards. As a result of this
crop yields in many areas are poor. In some low lying parts it is not possible to cultivate due to
over soil salinity and drainage problems.

Ground water estimation committee has classified Valangaiman, Kodavasal and
Nannilam blocks as over exploited category where the ground water development is> 100%.
Thiruvarur block falls under critical category were ground water development is between 90 —
100%, and Mannargudi, Needamangalam, Kottur, Koradachery as safe category where ground
water development is <70. Thiruthuraipoondi and Muthupettai blocks are classified as saline
block.

This remedial measure would ensure raising of ground water through artificial recharge
initiatives and also maintaining water in the surface level, thereby supporting the water cycle. It
is also a measure against losses and damages enacted during rainy season in which excessive run
off of being observed causing damages to natural structures and also enabling under utilization of
water. The present initiative was conceived to address some of the burning issues such as water
scarcity and drought in Tiruvarur district located in Tamilnadu.

The problems are more or less applicable to the whole India; only the grade or intensity is
different and hence the model shall be adapted in any area with certain level of localization and
also fine tuning based on natural and social indicators.

Motivating factors for the project initiative

To address the perennial problems of
 floods and droughts

 sea water intrusion
 To develop water resource for the next generation considering the demographic profile,

and

 To mitigate the effect of the future climatic change.

Purpose & Priorities of the initiative
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Purpose of the initiative is,

 To improve the ground water quality and quantity
 To overcome the inadequacy of sub surface water
 To improve ground water level
 To ensure the sustainable availability of ground water
 To increase infiltration rate of rain water and surface run off
 To increase agriculture production thereby promoting the livelihood of farmers in the

District

Date of implementation of the initiative

This innovative sub surface dyke have been constructed in the year 2013-14 across
Vennar in the upstream of Moonar Thalaippu

Sub Surface Dyke

Subsurface dyke is a structure that is built across river bed with the intention of
obstructing the natural flow of ground, thereby raising the ground water level and increasing the
amount of water stored in the acquifer, by way of allowing imbounded water to reach the
acquifer through borewells

A dyke is a sub surface wall across the river bed which is made up of impervious
materials by using HDPE sheet. Sub surface dykes are constructed in wide streams with high
flow levels, for the entire width of the river and for a depth up to the lowest level where
impervious rock is met.

Advantages of Sub Surface Dykes

 It does not require additional surface reservoir
 There is no loss of agriculture land
 There is minimum evaporation loss since the storage is subsurface
 There is no siltation and loss of reservoir capacity and do not require maintenance
 The cost of construction is low and maintenance is negligible
 It is environment-friendly and it can be implemented with locally available materials
 Good quality water is usually obtained that is not contaminated by insects or bacteria

Specification of the materials used for the construction of dyke across Vennar
River

Size of the trench excavated:

Length – 125 Meter.

Breadth – 15 Meter by 5 Meter in two stages

Each cutting stage at 2.5 Meters put together 5 Meters Depth
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Size of the HDPE Sheet used

A single sheet having 125 Meters Length and 14 Meters Width.

No. of Sand Bags Used: 39,000 nos. of sand Bags each filled with send and attached.
This results a dead weight of 1500 Tonnes that can withstand the water pressure beneath the
dyke so as to prevent seepage of water.

Based on the gradient this can store approximately 42.37 million cft of water, covering
2.5 KM in length and 140 Meters of width with 2 Meters Height.

Method of Construction

A trench was excavated across the river to the specified above measurement. A layer of
reinforced HDPE sheet is laid above the clay; the sand bags were stacked over the HDPE sheet
to form a trapezoidal section. Then the two ends of the HDPE sheet is overlapped and wrapped
to increase its water tightness and to cover the sand bags to make the dyke. Alternate direction of
bags with bottom layer lengthwise of dyke and lap the unfilled portion under next bag by
tamping thoroughly in place. The upper edge should extend over the top of the dyke. The plastic
sheet obstructs the flow of sub surface water raising water table in the catchment area.

Similar sub surface dykes have been constructed in another 4 places in Tiruvarur districts during
the year 2013-14.

Benefits of Sub surface Dyke

 Ground water level has been raised on either side of river banks around 1 km radius after
construction of sub surface dykes from 70 feet (2013) to 40 – 30 feet (2015)

 Quality of ground water has been improved EC from 3 (2013) to 1.5 (2015)

 Further advance of saline water intrusion has been slowly stopped in sub surface dyke
constructed area.

 River bed sand erosion in reduced

 Eco-friendly surroundings

 Normally the summer paddy coverage in Tiruvarur District was around 400 Hectares.
before construction of sub surface dyke (2012 – 2013). But after one year of construction
the summer paddy area increased from (2014-15) 11000 Hectares to 19000 Hectares
(2015-16) Source: District Agricultural Department.

 The Cotton area has also been increased from 500 Hectares to 5200 Hectares.

 This is due to increase in water level in bore wells and improved quality of irrigation
water.

 Major area under summer crop in Tiruvarur District lies in Needamangalam,
Valangaiman and Kodavasal Blocks.
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Indirect Tax Reforms in West Bengal

Dr. Sudip Kumar Sinha12

Abstract

Commodity taxes in general and Sales Tax in particular plays an important role in resource
mobilization in sub-national state governments as per Constitutional provisions in India. They account
for 62% of tax revenue of state governments. The sales tax regime which prevailed before 2005 was
inefficient and the buoyancy was low. Indirect tax reforms in West Bengal started during 1998-99 and
gained momentum with the introduction of Value Added Tax (VAT) in 2005. West Bengal implemented
both tax policy reform as well as tax administrative reform during the last two decades. The author was
associated the reforms process of Commercial Taxes Directorate since 1988. The current paper examines
the effect of such indirect tax policy reforms in West Bengal and argues that such reforms have indeed
resulted in significant increase in tax revenue (VAT/Sales Tax) in West Bengal, particularly due to
significant tax administration reforms in the last few years.

Introduction

Tax revenue remained the most important source to finance development in developing
countries. Tax policy reforms in developing countries often ignored international and sub-
national tax issues. However, the last decade has seen fundamental changes in taxation measures.
Comprehensive progressive income taxes are no longer the favorite taxation tool. This is due to
the fact that income taxes, particularly on capital are often considered undesirable on economic
grounds and usually unattainable in practice, often due to political and administrative constraints.
Value Added Taxes (VAT) (and Goods and Services Tax or GST) is currently the more favoured
option around the world to raise revenue in an efficient way.

The author, who was pursuing doctorate in public finance and had formal training in
UNIX, C and ORACLE was associated the reforms process of Commercial Taxes Directorate
since 1988 upto 2014, as in-charge of the e-governance for nearly fourteen years and also as
commodity tax reforms analyst providing academic and policy support. The motivation of the
current paper is to examine the indirect tax reforms measures implemented in West Bengal in the
last three decades and to find out whether such reforms measures had significant positive impact
on indirect tax collection in West Bengal. The current paper shows that indirect tax reforms
implemented in West Bengal, during particularly in the last few years, have led to significant rise
in collection of sales taxes (and VAT) in West Bengal. It has indeed been a success story.

Dr. Sudip Kumar Sinha, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secretary, Finance Department, Government of West
Bengal.
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The paper is divided in three sections. The first section examines the indirect tax reforms
implemented by West Bengal in the last three decades. The second section evaluates the impact
of such reforms on indirect tax collection in West Bengal. The paper concludes in section three.

Indirect Tax Reforms in West Bengal

Sales Tax was introduced in the erstwhile State of Bengal in July 1941 in pre-
independent India by the enactment of the Bengal Finance Sales Tax Act, 1941 by the then
British Government which was obliged to levy tax on sales or consumption to support additional
expenditure of the World War (Administrative Report, CTD, 2013-14). According to
Constitutional provisions of independent India, however, it remains the most important source of
tax revenue for the State government.Like most states in India, Sales Taxes currently account for
nearly 62% of tax revenue in West Bengal.

Tax Reforms measures aimed at increasing efficiency of the tax system encompass two
distinct set of reforms – Tax Policy Reforms and Tax Administration Reforms. It will be
interesting to explore these two sets of reforms in West Bengal during the last three decades.

Tax Policy Reform

Tax policy reforms refer to changes in tax base and tax rates through changes in tax
statutes. Before implementation of Value Added Tax in 2005, the main indirect tax collected by
West Bengal was the sales tax – which was a tax imposed on sale of goods at post-manufacturing
level. The multi-point sales tax Act, the Bengal Finance Sale Tax Act, 1941 was applicable to
sale of all commodities at all levels of wholesale and retail. However, a few evasion prone
commodities were taxed at the first point under the West Bengal Sales Tax Act, 1954. The sales
tax system was inefficient and ineffective due to various reasons. The tax base was narrow due to
a long exempted list, provision of tax holidays to new industrial units and exclusion of services
from the tax base.  There was multiplicity of levies and tax rates with as many as 17 rates of
taxes. The tax laws were archaic and complex. Inputs and capital goods were taxed at the same
rates as output and since there was no provision of input tax credit, it led to cascading of taxes.

The effects of such an inefficient indirect tax system were manifold and clearly visible –
tax rates were high due to narrow base, there was high inducement for tax evasion due to high
rates, tax elasticity with respect to Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) was low, it caused
inducement for vertical integration of firms to evade and avoid taxes, origin based taxation for
inter-state sale resulted in tax exports and led to impediments in development of common
markets in India.

The first set of indirect tax policy reforms in State level sales tax was introduced in 1994
when the Bengal Finance Sale Tax, 1941 and the West Bengal Sales Tax Act, 1954 were merged
to a single multi-point West Bengal Sales Tax Act, 1994 covering all commodities. Tax rates
were also rationalized and number of tax rates reduced. Sales to a registered reseller or
manufacturer were taxed at a lower rate while at the retail level the goods were taxed at general
rate. This marginal reform, however, failed to address the problems of cascading of taxes due to
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absence of input tax credit, tax exports due to origin based central sales tax and narrow base due
to exemption and tax holidays.

The second set of indirect tax policy reforms in West Bengal were introduced with the
introduction of the multistage Value Added Tax (VAT) with effect from 1.4.2005, as part of state
level indirect tax reform measures throughout India. The author was a member of the core
committee the Commercial Taxes Directorate which implemented VAT in West Bengal. There
were many advantages of VAT. The number of tax rates was brought down to five. Tax holidays
were abolished and tax war among the states was minimized due to agreed harmonization of tax
rates under VAT. Input Tax Credit was allowed for taxes paid on inputs and capital goods to
remove the cascading effects. The resulting tax system was far more efficient compared to the
previous sales tax regime. However, services were still kept outside the purview of state level
indirect taxes and the origin based Central Sales Tax remained operational.

Tax Administration Reform

Although Tax Policy reforms are important to initiate low rate broad based taxes, “Tax
administration is too important to policy outcomes to be neglected by tax policy reforms” (Bird,
2004). Tax administration reforms normally take the form of modernization of tax administration
and human resource management. The most important objectives of the tax administration, apart
from raising adequate resources for the development process, are (1) to provide adequate
services to the taxpayers so that they can pay taxes easily and (2) to detect tax evasion. These
two parameters form the two most important pillars of compliance enhancing strategies of tax
administration.

Modernization of the Commercial Taxes Directorate (CTD) in West Bengal in the form
of introduction of sustained Information and Communication Technology (ICT)  started in 1989
with the formation of Information Systems Division, where the author was posted and the
acquisition of one host based system with a few dumb-terminals and a few PCs. Initiating
significant Government Process Re-engineering (GPR), the software architecture based on UNIX
and UNIFY RDBMS was developed partly by NIC and partly internally by Officers posted in the
Information Systems Division of CTD and the author was also part of the team which developed
the software modules. In 1996, the CTD migrated to client-server architecture with SCO UNIX –
ORACLE based platforms. With the significant increase in number of internal users, in 2003, the
system was upgraded to more robust three-tier architecture.

On the Wide Area Network (WAN) connectivity part also, starting with low bandwidth
Dial-up connectivity to connect PCs installed in different offices of CTD across the State, VSAT
and ISDN connectivity were implemented in early 2000s to connect the Local Area Networks
(LAN) installed in major offices of CTD. Finally the system migrated to Web based VPN
networks to offer 24x7 citizen centric services. Commercial Taxes Directorate could successfully
implemented LAN and WAN systems inspite of change management related issues of the
employees due to its focused and effective programs and dedicated officials providing
professional support.
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Web based platform was initiated in the early 2000s and by 2014, most web based
applications have been launched. The CTD has implemented an effective e-services platform on
its website covering the major areas taxation including e-registration, e-filing of returns and e-
payment of taxes. Internationally also these are the major on-line modules implemented by
advanced economies to offer ease of paying taxes.

Radical tax administration reforms in sales tax in West Bengal have particularly been
implemented since 2010-11. Starting with Emerging Presence offering basic information online,
the journey of e-governance initiatives in Sales Tax/VAT in West Bengal moved on to Enhanced
Presence as greater sources on information and e-tools and e-services, migrated to Transactional
Presence offering two-way interactive applications for citizens and finally culminated in
Connected Presence with better coherence, integration and co-ordination of processes and
systems within and across the department. In effect, modernization of Commercial Tax
Administration not only provided major relief to the tax payers in terms of online e-services
which can be availed from the comfort of his/her home and office, it has also enabled the Data
Analysis Wing (DAW) of CTD, using data mining and data analytics exercises, to detect grey
areas of possible evasion early from online data sources. The anti-evasion wings of CTD are
working on such reports on real time basis and investigation are being carried out on a more
focused basis to recover taxes evaded.

Impact of reforms in sales taxes in West Bengal

Was there any noticeable impact of the tax reforms process implemented in CTD?  Let us
look at the tax collection figures of Sales Tax in West Bengal.

Collection of Sales Taxes

Year Collection (Rs. Cr.) CAGR (%)

1977-78 198.02

1987-88 833.08 17.31

2007-08 8092.59 28.74

2014-15 24142.64 16.90

Source :  Administrative Report 2013-14, Directorate of Commercial Taxes, WB

It can be seen easily that the compounded annual growth rate of collection of Sales Taxes
(including VAT and Central Sales Tax) has gone up from 17.31% to 28.74% after major indirect
tax reforms were implemented in West Bengal in terms of tax policy reform and tax
administration reform during the period 1987-88 to 2007-08. As can be seen from the above
table, tax collection again nearly trebled during the captioned period. Tax collection has in fact,
nearly doubled from Rs. 13368.44 crores in 2010-11 to Rs. 24142.64 crores in 2014-15. This
significant increase in the last 4 years can be attributed to the significant e-governance initiatives
implemented during these years. Benefits of such e-initiatives are also reflected in compliance
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indicators of commercial taxes. E-payment as percentage of total payment rose from 65.77% in
2010-11 to 86.33% in 2013-14 (CTD, Administrative Report, 2013-14, Page-59). Filing of
returns also increased from 66% in QE March, 2011 to 86% in QE March, 2013(CTD,
Administrative Reports, various years). The VAT reform was, however, not poverty improving
(Roy, Raychaudhuri and Sinha, 2010).
Conclusion

From the discussion held above it can be comprehensively argued that the indirect tax
reforms measures implemented in West Bengalin Sales Tax administration, has resulted in
significant enhancement of such tax revenue. The current commodity tax regime (VAT/Sales
Tax) of West Bengal is also efficient and buoyant. The sustained reforms process which has
picked up its momentum during the last few years has reduced compliance costs for the dealers
and has also increased costs of non-compliance by detection of possible evasion of taxes at early
stage. This can be treated as a successful case study on impacts of sub-national indirect tax
reforms in a federal developing country.
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Intervention for Protection of Workers and Families in Closed Tea
Gardens in Jalpaiguri District
Pritha Sarkar1

Abstract

This paper is an effort to analyse the action taken by the district administration to solve a

chronic issue of addressing the problems faced by workers and their families in closed and sick tea

gardens of Jalpaiguri district of West Bengal. There were reports of deaths due to starvation and

acute malnourishment in the closed Tea Gardens. Such a scenario of sub human levels of existence of

thousands of workers was unacceptable to the district administration.The paper explicitly narrates the

different activities undertaken by the district administration comprised of providing basic amenities

like food security, housing, drinking water facility, etc. in the closed tea garden and includes

providing alternative means of employment through MGNREGS. The paper also highlights the

structural strengthening of governmental programmes and schemes. The active involvement of the

administrative machinery and inter departmental coordination to tackle this challenge was the

highlight of the operation.

The entire interventions were made under intense scrutiny of the media, Human Rights

Commissions and the people in general which made the job more challenging. It also brought to light

the human face of administration in a situation crisis and distress.

Smt PrithaSarkar, IAS is presently posted as District Magistrate, Jalpaiguri.
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Introduction

Located in the northern part of West Bengal,at the foothills of the
Himalayas and the Bhutan hills,JalpaiguriDistrict has international
boundaries with Bhutan and Bangladesh. The area is called the DOOARS
(door to Bhutan) and the present district is in Western Dooars. The major
economic activity of the District is traditionally the tea industry. The soil
texture and climatic condition prevalent in Jalpaiguri was favourable for tea
plantation which started since 1870s , by the British.Presently 17% land
area of Jalpaiguri comprises of Tea Gardens.

Tea gardens in DOOARS are Collector’s land, generally leased out for 30
years and due for renewal after the lease period.This practice started from
the TEA GRANTS given for cultivation of Tea during the colonial era. These
are tea gardens of large size (average 1000 acres and above ) with factory to
process the product . There are also few small tea growers (between 25-100
acres) who contribute to the region's total output. Apart from the Garden
based factories, there also exists tea factories (called BOUGHT LEAF
FACTORIES ) which buy the tea leaves from Small Tea growers8.

The DL&LRO9 office supervises all Tea gardens of the district through
TOUZI Section10 of Collectorate. Touzi Section is responsible for all official
transactions with the Tea gardens ( specifically LARGE TEA GARDENS )
including General Regulation ( under Plantations Labour Act ) , Rent
collection , Lease renewals , Cess Collection etc .

There are around 185 tea gardens in undivided Jalpaiguri District. The
district was bifurcated in June 25th, 2014 into Jalpaiguri and Alipurduar
districts. There are 120 Tea Gardens in the bifurcated district.

Issue of Closed Tea Gardens :

Out of 120 Tea Gardens there are 3 that are closed in Jalpaiguri District i.e.
- Redbank, Surendranagar andDharanipur. Raipur tea garden of Jalpaiguri
was closed and re-opened ( on 10/07/2014 ).There are two more in
Alipurduar district--Bandapani and Dheklapara.

8 Small Tea Growers - as per the specification , those who grows tea in less than 25 Acres of land , are called as
Small tea growers . They constitute almost 27% of the total growers as of now.
9 DL&LRO - District Land & Land Reforms officer
10Touzi Section - It is the section in the Collector's office to oversee leased out tea garden lands on behalf  of
DL&LRO , empowered under section 6(3) of WBEA Act 1953



The closure of Tea Gardens are on account of poor garden management,
Wage issues, Low Productivity of tea bushes, Demand – Supply mismatch
created by Bought leaf factories of the District and militant trade
unionism.The owners want quick returns which is hardly possible as tea
industry has its unique time factor to break even for the profits.Tea leaves
take almost four years to attain the time to pluck the leaves and also the
regular re-plantation of a portion of tea garden ( approx 2%) every year is
mandatory to maintain the sustainable growth of plants.Poor management
leads to sickness and finally closure. Infact, due to dearth of professionally
adept garden managers the future and goodwill of the tea industry of the
DOOARS is at stake.

From early 2000 the situation turned critical many a time, for one or more
reasons mentioned above. This affected the economic prosperity of the region
and more importantly the livelihood of thousands of tea garden workers and
their families. There were cases of death due to starvation and severe
malnourishment reported during 2003-04, mainly in closed tea garden areas
(the figure was as high as 30 then). After a brief pause, CLOSED TEA
GARDENS (CTGs) became a matter of serious concern once again from June
2014 onwards in the DOOARS area .

The direct consequence of the closure has been loss of livelihood and food
insecurity. Indirectly it has resulted in poor health of workers, school drop-
outs, shabby dwelling units, no electricity and a general deterioration of well
being of workers. Immediate intervention from District administration was
necessary to provide the basics to the hapless workers and their families and
to prevent snowballing of the crisis. The focussed intervention reduced the
ill-effects of loss of livelihood to a large extent.

Brief details of the closed tea garden:
Table 1

Sl.
No
.

Name of the
TG

Name of
Block

Area of
TG (in
acres)

No. of
Worke

rs

No. of
Non-

workers

Total
population

1 Redbank Dhupguri 1376.56 888 4058 4946
2 Surendranagar Dhupguri 520.10 301 1983 2284
3 Dharanipur Nagrakat

a
1140.59 500 1258 1758

4 Raipur Sadar 826.61 617 2383 3000
Total:- 3863.86 2306 9682 11988



Rationale for the intervention of the district
administration :

The Plantations Labour Act, 1951 provides that the planters would
provide housing facilities, drinking facilities, educational facilities, health
facilities and other welfare measures and in addition to it wage as assigned
to it by the Minimum Wages Act, 1948.

However, in the aforementioned Closed Tea Gardens the basic
amenities as envisaged by the Plantation Labour Act was not in existence.

Further, it was reported by different News Papers that the Trade
Unions and the family members of the deceased had claimed that the several
deaths were due to hunger and starvation. There were queries from both the
State and the National Human Rights Commissions based on the news
paper reports on starvation deaths in these closed tea gardens. The State
and Central Government also sought report on the status of these tea
gardens from district administration. Above all, the sub-human level of
existence of the workers and their families and their vulnerability was an
unacceptable state of affairs to the district administration and intervention
was an imperative.

Several surveys, field visits and meetings were conducted by the
administration to sort-out the problems faced by the workers/ non workers
of these closed tea gardens. Based on these surveys and also field data multi
pronged interventions were initiated to contain the situation.

Details of theinterventions :
I.FOOD SECURITY and FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE :

To combat malnutrition,availability of food grains to all affected family
through the implementation of Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) was ensured.
Rice and wheat at the rate of Rs. 2 /kg was supplied @5kg and 3 kg
respectively/month/family.Sugar and kerosene oil was also provided at
subsidised rate. 8294 workers are receiving AAY foodgrains.

All eligible workers within three months of closure were brought
under Financial Assistance for Workers in Locked-out Industrial Units -
FAWLOI11. 1869 workers have received this benefit so far @ Rs.1500/ month
per worker.

11 FAWLOI - was introduced by the Government of West Bengal in the year 1998 to provide financial assistance
to the workers where closure\suspension of work\lock out has been declared for more than one year.
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RATION DISTRIBUTION AT RED BANK TEA GARDEN

Also Food & Supplies department took initiative to open Model Fair
Price Shop in closed tea gardens to be run by SHGs of tea garden women
with an estimated cost of Rs.7.69 lakh each.

II. SAHAY

SAHAY12( a state funded scheme ) is running successfully in all the closed
TGS in the district and through this programme food support is provided for
those who are not capable of working or those families who do not have a
working member.

12SAHAY - a Poverty alleviation scheme by the Government of West Bengal to supply amenities such as cooked
food , health assistance to the people who are destitute and helpless , through a SHG group designated as
SAHAY



FEEDING SAHAY PRAKALPA BENEFICIARIES AT RED BANK TEA GARDEN

III.MGNREGS WORK

For the immediate relief of the distressed labours, the District
Administration did a special review for implementation of MGNREGS in the
closed tea gardens and had to implement it innovatively. It may be noted
that:

 The tea garden workers are generally indifferent aboutMGNREGS as they
have their own livelihood within the garden.

 The tea garden workers are averse to any type of work other than
traditional tea garden work like pruning, shrub clearing and nursing of
tea bushes. Such work are prohibited under MGNREGS.

A total of 1991 job-cards were issued in the CTGs. 85804 man days
were created with an average employment of 43.10 days under MGNREGS in
the financial year 2014-2015.  150 nos. of schemes were taken up. Total
expenditurewas Rs.15548503/-A special corpus of Rs. 2 crore was provided
by the State government for this purpose.



IV.ICDS
At present 18ICDS centres (i.e.) on an average of 6 per closed TG are

functioning smoothly for nutritional requirement of Lactating Mothers and
Children upto 5 years. Pregnant mothers are being registered under Indira
Gandhi MatrivaSahayagYojana.

***Severely acute malnourished children are provided with
poustickaahar @ Rs.18.66 in addition to normal SNP at
the centres.Their growth charts are being monitored regularly.

Anganwadi Centre

V. MID-DAY MEAL
At present the programme is running in 7 Government aided schools (6
primary school +1 upper primary school). Total enrolment is743 and Mid day
meal served to all . The local SHGs have taken up the assignment of cooking
food.
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Smooth running of ICDS centres and provision of midday meal has

reduced considerably the level of malnutrition amongst children.

VI. Other major interventions undertaken :

 OLD AGE PENSION THROUGH BCW DEPARTMENT

- A total of 263 ST old age pension @ Rs.1000/- per month is being
disbursed regularly.

 NSAP ( National Social Assistance Programme) PENSIONS
- Including Widows and Senior citizens

 CONSTRUCTION OF TOILETS THROUGH " MISSION NIRMAL
BANGLA"

- Around 768 Toilets constructed inside Closed tea gardens.

 DISTRIBUTION OF CYCLES ( through BCW Department )

- Total 170 nos. of bicycles have been distributed to the ST girls at
closed tea garden till date

 PROVISION OF HOUSING
- The beneficiaries of the said three closed tea gardens have been

allotted free housing facilities under Indira AwasYojana (IAY)&
Geetanjali13housing schemes

13Geetanjali - A state run Housing scheme for the needy poor families which are left out in the IAY list of the
concerned financial year. This scheme is by State Housing department along with various other state
government departments such as Forest , Fisheries , Minority affairs , Backward classes welfare etc.
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 FORMATION OF SELF HELP GROUPS AND CAPACITY BUILDING
UNDER ANANDADHARA

- 20 new SHGs has been formed in REDBANK &
SURENDER NAGAR TEA GARDENS

 PROVISION OF DRINKING WATER SUPPLY

- all the TGs of the district the scarcity of drinking water has been
adequately addressed despite problems of water tables in higher
altitudes mainly through rig bore tube-wells.

Conclusion:

Tea is a major source of livelihood to the people of Jalpaiguri. The
challenge of providing basic amenities to around 12000 TG workers and
their families who were reduced to below subsistence level of existence was
daunting. The administrationin this case had to do sounder intense pressure
from workers and their unions, glare of the media and scrutiny of the higher
officials at both state and centre. The aim was to work towards an
alternativelivelihood option for the workers who were strictly speaking not
under the direct responsibility of the Government. A significant number of
this affected group were Sc/ST, women, children. The added responsibility
was of protecting this vulnerable group.A basket of existing schemes and
programs were used innovatively to mitigate the crisis. Convergence of
various schemes in its true sense happened. A team of officers along with
representatives of workers constantly monitors the situation.

At present,one of the closed gardens has reopened and three of the
gardens have been taken over by the State Government.What was most
important was that the human face of administration was largely visible.
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Public Grievance Redressal System in Bihar: The Experience of a District
Magistrate
Kunwar Jung Bahadur 1

Abstract:-

The point in choosing this topic is very clear. No modern government can claim to be a
democratic system, if it fails to get the feedback from the people about the actual functioning of the
system. In Bihar the concept of ‘Janata Darbar’ has been institutionalized and all heads of the office are
required to listen to the grievance of the public on a fixed day in the week. As the District Magistrate is
the kingpin of the administration. DM ‘Janata Darbar’ acquires special important.

’ Janata darbar’ is an inter-active system in which any person can just walk is into the officials
chamber of the District Magistrate and narrate his grievance. It is the duty of the District Magistrate and
all the officers of the district to listen to, and resolve the grievances of the complainant.

Public grievance redressal system needs close monitoring. Many officers and employees with
vested interest do not like that ordinary people should complain against them. Thus the District
Magistrate has to be very vigilant and he should effectively ensure the transparency in the system.

Public Grievance Redressal System in Bihar: The Experience of a District Magistrate.

The concept of ‘Public Grievances Redressal’ is rather new. Before the dawn of

the modern democracy it was supposed that the public or the subject could not or

should not have any grievance against the king government. Some benevolent despots

used to listen to the grievances of the public but it was rare and was not

institutionalized.

Someone may ask why the redressal of Public grievance is so important? The

answer lies in the history itself. The kings who did not listen to the grievances of the

people were either toppled or got killed. Marie Antoinette classical comment ’let them

eat cakes’ shows that the Queen had no understanding of the grievances of the people

Kunwar Jung Bahadur, IAS is presently posted as Excise Commissioner-cum-Inspector General Registration, Govt. of
Bihar.
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of Paris. Thus France had to go through much bloodshed and many violent revolutions.

On the opposite the British had evolved a type of public grievances redressal system by

the 13th century itself. The Magna Carta in 1225 is definitely the first instance of

grievance redressal is Britan and history testifies that Britan evolved into a modern

democracy without bloodshed or revolution.

Taking cue from the historical experience all the modern democracies have

evolved some types of public grievance redressal system. In India Public Grievance

Redressal system has been established, institutionalized and specific rules & regulations

have been framed for the operation of the system.

In the similar way the Govt of Bihar has established the Directorate of Public

Grievance Redressal under the Cabinet Secretariat. This Directorate is responsible for

the disposal of all the application received from the public. The Govt. of Bihar has also

launched a website which given every citizen an opportunity to upload his grievances.

It is the responsibility of the Directorate to get the matter enquired into and get it

disposed of by the concerned authority within stipulated time.

In orders to ensure a quick disposal of the public grievance the Govt of Bihar has

evolved a very novel institutions called ”Janata Darbar”. At the highest level it is called

”Janata ke Darbar me Mukhya Mantri” and down the line there are’ Janata Darbar of

the Commissioner’ and DM’s ‘Janata darbar’. The ‘Janata Darbar’ system is an inter-

active system under which the a citizen inter-acts with the highest level of the executive

personally. It is a fact-to-face interaction is which the executive have the opportunity to

feel the pulse of the people. It is a creative public problem resolution system is which a

complaint gets an opportunity to express by grievancs against the system or a particular

officer freely and without any fear. Perhaps it is the most popular institution in Bihar.

The poor, Dalits, the woman and all the disadvantage classes are using this system to

get justice. The ‘Janata Darbar’ system is more popular than the RTI. Under RTI a

person must lodge his demand of information is writing along with the stipulated
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stamp duty. But is ‘Janata darbar’ system a person can just walk into the chamber of the

Chief Minister or the District magistrate and he has the right to be heard and his

grievance should be disposed of.

In CM’s ‘janata darbar’ every Monday nearly 300-400 petitions are received. It is

the responsibility of the Directorate to see that each and every applications reaches to

the concerned official is time within stipulated time.

The Public Grievance Redressal System at the district level is head by the District

Magistrate, and he is supported by ADM and one Public Grievance Officer specially

posted for this purpose.

The Public Grievance Officers’ at the District Level is the nodal officers and it is

his responsibility to coordinate different sections at the collectorate level to get the

grievances disposed of. He also coordinates with the Directorate of Public Grievance

and sends weekly report to the Headquarters.

The District Magistrate fixes one particular day in the week for ‘Janata Darbar’.

Usually it is Thursday. On this particular the District Magistrate along with all the

district level officers are seated in a hall. The complainant goes to the District Magistrate

with application and narrates his grievances. The District magistrate is expected to give

patience hearing and try to resolve the issue, if possible, instantaneously. If an issue

needs enquiry or it is related to some Act or Rule, it is referred to the concerned officer

and the complainant is given a computerized receipts.

On the basis of my experiences as District Magistrate of a district in Bihar, I can

say that there are , at least seven types of complaints at DM’s ”Janata Darbar’.

i. Not getting the benefits of the schemes-The complainant may say that he is not

getting the full benefit of the scheme like IAY, pension or Scholarship-that

with no specific reason he is being denied the benefits of the scheme.
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Resolution :- If there is no specific complaint against any particular officer, the

District Magistrate may asks the concerned BDO or any other field officer to resolve

his problem. Even a direction through mobile phone may solve the issue.

ii. Land Disputes:- In rural areas many people come to DM’s office to narrate that

their land is being encroached upon by some other people, or that his Parcha

(land given by the Government) Land is being encroached upon by the

person of a local strongman.  Mostly the dalits come with this type of

complaints.

Resolution – Land disputes are to be solved on the basis of Bihar Tenancy Act

or Land Ceiling Act.  Thus land disputes need thorough enquiry.  Thus land

dispute are invariably referred to an enquiry officer.  And when the report

comes, the dispute is resolved in the light of the Act or Rules.

iii. Complaints of Harassment – Poor people and specially the dalits or lower caste

people complain that a particular officer or employee is harassing him and

demanding bribe for a particular work.

Resolution – The District Magistrate should take this complaint very seriously

and he should get the matter enquired into within a week.  The complainant

may be asked to submit an affidavit that his allegations are true.  If his

allegations are found true, the District Magistrate  has to take action against

the erring officer or the employee.  In these matters the District Magistrate

should take deterrent action.  I, during my posting as District Magistrate, got

lodged eleven F.I.R against the erring officers or the employees.

iv. Complaints against the Government policy – There are many instants when a

person comes and requests that he is very poor and thus he should get the

benefit of IAY or Pension Schemes.  But the fact is that the person is not in the

waiting list’ of IAY, neither has his name been listed in the BPL.
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Resolution – This is really a very problematic situation.  The District

Magistrate may know that the complainant is very poor and he needs one

unit IAY, but he is helpless because Rules does not provide IAY for those who

are not in the ‘waiting list’.  It a testing time for D.M. He has to convince the

complainant that his claim is not justified. The District Magistrate may help

that person in getting him benefit of some other schemes running the District.

v. Complaint only to harass an officer – It is also found that on the promptings of a

local politician or criminal, a person may falsely complain that particular

officer or employee is harassing and demanding bribe.  He may also say that

he has given a certain amount to a particular employee to get things done.

Resolution – If the complaint is false and fabricated on the basis of the

enquiry, the District Magistrate is expected to take action against the

complainant.  During my tenure two FIRs were lodged against the person

who had made false allegation only to harass a particular officer or employee

vi. Non-functioning of a school or a hospital – some people may come to complain

that a particular school or a hospital is not working properly. These type of

complaints comes are increasing.  The people are pressurizing that the

schools or hospitals should work properly.

Resolution – The District Magistrate should take such complaints very

seriously because it affects the general interest of the people. He should get

this enquiry done within 24 hours and act upon.  In most of the cases the

complaints are found correct.  In this situation serious action is to be taken

and it is to be ensured that school or hospitals are functioning.

vii.Complaint that the complaint lodged earlier has not been acted upon.  The

complainant may narrate that his earlier complaint lodged two months back

has not been acted upon.
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Resolution – Given the red-tapism of bureaucracy these types of complaints

coming in volumes. It is duty of the District Magistrate to ensure that each

and every complaint lodged is acted upon.

Conclusion

As we see, Public Grievances Redressal System in Bihar is the most effective

institution of Good Governance.  The ‘Janta Darbar’ system has definitely introduced a

lot of transparency in administration.

The Chief Minister and the District Magistrate use this system to get the feedback

from the people concerning the implementation of all the schemes.  It is an old adage

the taste of pudding is in eating’. So the people who are directly benefitted from the

scheme are the best judge on its implementation.

The Janata Darbar system also keeps the officers and employees on the alert.  The

know that the people have direct access to the D.M. and if they do not delivers, they

would be in trouble.

This system provides, also, a fairly good evaluation of the performance of the

system.  Many an important policy change have been introduced on the feedback

garnered from the complaints in Janata Darbar.

In the twenty first century no government can advise its citizens to ‘eat cakes’.

Such a government will be guillotined at the hustings.



Earthquake 2001 in Gujarat – From Tears to Smile
J C Chudasama1

Abstract:
The Government of Gujarat (GOG) established the Gujarat State Disaster Management

Authority (GSDMA) on February 8, 2001 to co-ordinate the comprehensive earthquake
recovery program. The GSDMA has been registered as a society under the Societies
Registration Act.

Govt. of Gujarat has entrusted charge of Director (Housing & Administration) of GSDMA
from July 2005. GSDMA has launched Owner Driven Housing Reconstruction Program after
the disaster. There are two aspects to construction. The first, we could call “hardware” – the
houses, roads, lights and material erections. The second is the “software” – what goes into the
build-up spaces, the human communities, their modes of living, interacting working.

The Govt. of Gujarat introduced a holistic and extensive reconstruction and rehabilitation
pro g ram designed to address the needs of the affected people comprehensively. It encircled  a
number of sectors such as housing, physical infrastructure,  social infrastructure (education &
health), urban  reconstruction, livelihood restoration, social rehabilitation, community
participation and long-term disaster management.

This paper attempts to compile highlights on approach, challenges & its outcome of the
reconstruction activity.  It is the story of how, in response to one of the greatest challenges of
the time, a holistic reconstruction program was conceptualized, formulated and implemented.

1. Introduction - The Kutch Earthquake 2001:

The Kachchh earthquake of 26 January 2001, was one of the most severe disasters in recent

times. On the morning of 26th January, the Nation’s 52nd Republic Day, a devastating

earthquake occurred in the Kutch district of the state of Gujarat. The earthquake was felt as

far away as Delhi in the north, Kolkata in the east and Chennai in the south.  Bhuj town and

the village Bhachau, 60 km east of Bhuj, were the worst affected and many other areas of

Gujarat including its state headquarters Ahmedabad, were badly affected. The earthquake

devastated the Bhuj and nearby regions of Gujarat causing extensive loss of life and property.

The total loss of life due to the earthquake is 13,805 and 12, 05,198 houses have been

damaged. Some statistical informationare as follows:

Table 2.1:  Kachchh Earthquake Death Toll

J.C. Chudasama, IAS is presently posted as Addl. Industries Commissioner, Industries & Mines Deptt., Govt.
of Gujarat
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Sr. District Men Women Children Total

1. Ahmedabad 290 244 218 752

2. Anand 0 2 0 2

3. Banaskantha 9 13 10 32

4. Bharuch 3 4 2 9

5. Bhavngagar 2 1 1 4

6. Gandhinagar 2 0 6 8

7. Jamnagar 28 62 29 119

8. Junagadh 1 4 3 8

9. Kachchh 3,229 4,573 4,419 12,221

10. Navsari 7 6 4 17

11. Patan 11 13 14 38

12. Porbandar 4 3 3 10

13. Rajkot 106 204 119 429

14. Surat 25 9 12 46

15. Surendranagar 26 46 38 110

16. Vadodara 0 1 0 1

Total 3,743 5,184 4,878 13,805
Source: Director of Relief, 2001

The Kachchh district accounted for about 88% of the deaths. The number of people injured

was estimated to be about 167,000.

Initially, the number of house which had collapsed and which had been damaged were

estimated to be 2.69 lakhs and 5.44 lakhs respectively. As time passed, there was an increase,

based on the verification of these numbers. The number of residential premises, which

needed to be reconstructed thus reduced, with verification and refinement.

Table 2.2 Changes in figures of collapsed and damaged houses over time
(Figures in lakhs)

Sr. Category Feb-2001 Mar-2001 Mar-2002 Mar-2003 Mar-2004

1. Fully Collapsed
Houses – G5

3.3 3.71 2.38 2.45 2.15

2. Damaged Houses
– G1 to G4

6.0 9.23 10.16 10.44 9.28
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A Joint Assessment Team made a comprehensive assessment of damages and needs from the

World Bank (WB) and Asian Development Bank (ADB) in collaboration with the Govt. of

Gujarat and the Govt. of India. Assessment of damage to housing units posed the greatest

challenge because of the number, complexity and the spread in terms of geographical area.

2. Gujarat Emergency Earthquake Reconstruction Program

(GEERP):

The Govt. of Gujarat introduced a holistic and extensive reconstruction and rehabilitation

program designed to address the needs of the affected people comprehensively. It encircled

a number of sectors such as housing, physical infrastructure, social infrastructure (education

& health), urban reconstruction, livelihood restoration, social rehabilitation, community

participation and long-term disaster management.

The GEERP – a comprehensive earthquake rehabilitation and reconstruction program was

introduced with state government funding as well as with assistance from the Govt. of India,

World Bank and Asian Development Bank with the following Objectives:

a. Promoting sustainable recovery in disaster-affected areas; and

b. Laying the foundation for sustainable disaster management capacity in Gujarat

With following development, outcomes are to be achieved:

i. Vulnerability  reduction through infrastructure build to disaster-resistant standards

ii. Increased risk awareness and preparedness of communities to natural hazards

through access to more sustainable incomes and enhanced knowledge of hazards

and disaster reduction techniques.

iii. Enhanced emergency preparedness and response capacity of the relevant entities.
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The major component of the program was to build, retrofit, repair and strengthen house,

schools, buildings in the health sector and public buildings affected by the earthquake,

through the application of earthquake-resistant technology.

3. Owner Driven Reconstruction Program

The reconstruction of houses is probably the most innovative aspect of the Gujarat

Reconstruction program. It has been a participatory program with an emphasis on multi-

hazard resistant construction and capacity building.

The basic approach is owner driven reconstruction. People reconstruct their houses

themselves, with the assistance and facilitation of the government. In addition, NGOs have

undertaken construction of some houses under the public-private partnership program.

Under the public-private partnership program, 41,902 houses were reconstructed. Overall

statistical information are as follows:

Table 4.1: Details of reconstructed houses:

Sr. Component Target Completed
% of

Completion
1. Repair – G1-G4

category
928,369 908,751 97.89%

2. Reconstruction – G5
Category

215,255 202,343 94.00%

The most important and unique feature of the program is perhaps the owner-driven

approach to reconstruction of houses. In the entire process of reconstruction, community

participation was ensured. It began from the stage of damage assessment,
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3.1. Damage Assessment:

Damage assessment is a difficult task, as it involves a large number of houses and

families spread over thousands of villages. Several damage assessment teams

were deployed.

3.2. Approach:

Immediately after the earthquake, it was felt that, the affected people should

relocate themselves to areas other than those severely affected. The decision

was, however, left to the community. The Gram Sabha or village council, was to

take a decision on relocation and in-situ reconstruction. In the event of

relocation, the site was identified by the villagers themselves. It is interesting to

note that there was minimum relocation because in most cases people preferred

in-situ reconstruction. Out of the 2.15 lakh houses that are being reconstructed

only 5,720 are fully relocated.

3.3. Features:

There was no rigid or uniform design for the houses. Owners themselves could

choose a design based on their needs and preferences. Financial assistance, from

the government was given in three installments, keeping in view the stages of

construction. In most cases, the payment was made through bank account.

About 6.6 lakh bank accounts were opened for such payments.

Another interesting feature of the housing program in independent technical

audit and quality control of the house through a process of third party audit, so

that they conform to hazard resistant standards. There were three agencies,

namely the National Council for Cement & Building Material (NCCBM), the
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Central Building Research Institute (CBRI) and IIT, Powai. These agencies have

developed a quality control manual for quality checks on the building being

reconstructed. They also developed a training program for engineers.

The Govt. of Gujarat has also issued a resolution to the effect that the houses

which were reconstructed should be registered in the names of both husband

and wife, so as to protect the right of the woman to the house. In the case of a

window, the house is registered in her name and not in the name of any other

relative.

3.4. Method:

Over a thousand outlets were opened by the Gujarat State Civil Supplies

Corporation and cooperative societies to supply building materials such as

cement and steel at reasonable prices. About 1,900 engineers were recruited on

a temporary basis and stationed at villages, for supervision and technical

guidance for owner driven houses. Measure of capacity building and

dissemination of information were taken. A large number masons and engineers

were trained and over one billion pamphlets on earthquake resistant design for

repair and reconstruction were distributed. As the villagers themselves and

reconstructed their houses, they became familiar with the techniques of

retrofitting and multi-hazard resistant construction.

3.5. Challenges:

An important issue which emerged during the process of reconstruction was the

problem of tenants. No doubt the housing packages did make some provisions

for them. However, most of the schemes and components of the program
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focused on owners. In addition to houses, shops also have tenants. With the

collapse of houses, tenants were automatically displaced. In many cases, after

reconstruction, owners refused to rent out the premises to tenants. In some

cases, arrangements were made to allot land to tenants on payment of

development charges. The problem was more acute in the case of commercial

premises. In such cases, the allotment of alternative land to tenants does not

satisfy them because location is crucial to commercial activities.

There were also some instances of encroachers. They do not have ownership of

land, and hence, are not entitled to any assistance. However, some provision was

made to give them some assistance, for example, the schemes meant for families

below poverty line. There were also cases of absentee owners and tenants who

had been occupying the premises for decades.

4. House Insurance:

Insurance is important for managing catastrophe risks. The need of insurance is well

accepted. However,  private insurers do not readily come forward to provide such insurance

because large catastrophic events can wipe out all the reserve. Gujarat had a mechanism for

public sector insurance known as the Gujarat State Insurance Fund (GIF). At the national

level, four state owned general insurance companies in the public sector were already in

existence. After liberalization, few private companies also emerged.

The insurance covers 14 types of risks including fire, earthquake, explosion, cyclone and

flood. The coverage is for a period of 10 years. All the reconstructed houses are to be

compulsorily insured, whereas it is optional for other categories of houses. The premium rate

is fixed by the Tariff Advisory Committee. The premium amount of Rs. 349.10 for an insured
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sum of Rs. 1.0 lakh. The premium amount is deducted when the third installment is paid to

the beneficiary.

5. Concluding Remarks:

GSDMA received the prestigious Sasakawa Award, Certificate of Merit from the United

Nations and Green Award from the World Bank. It also received a Gold Award, the highest

award of the Commonwealth Associations for Public Administration & Management (CAPAM)

for ‘Innovation in Governance.’

Overall, the Gujarat Earthquake reconstruction efforts have been widely acclaimed by

international experts and multilateral agencies. When compared with similar program

elsewhere in the country and abroad, the performance of Gujarat has been considered

spectacular. Not surprisingly, the recognition has come in the form of international awards.

* * *
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e-GRAM Vishwagram Project: Use of Technology for Public Service in rural
area of Gujarat

R. G. Bhalara1

Introduction:-

At Present in Gujarat out of 14025 Village Panchayat, 13,685 eGram centers are
established in Village Panchayats. eGram Centers have been equipped with VSAT Broadband
connected PCs (with Scanner, Printer ,UPS, Web Cam, VoIP Phone) and to provide the e‐
services to rural citizens. Village Computer Entrepreneur (VCE) is working on PPP Model and
delivering services to rural citizen in these eGram Centers. The recruitment of VCE is done
from village level itself.

eGram Broadband VSAT connectivity Network is also known as PAWAN Network is
Asia’s Largest Public Domain VSAT Network.Following are key attributes of this network:

Category Availability for BandwidthAvailable
Total

(in Mbps)

Data 2500 Concurrent User 16 Kbps burstable up to 256 Kbps/site 72 Mbps
VoIP 50(25 Duplex) Per Node 16 Kbps burstable up to 64 2 Mbps

Kbps
Video Conference 18Duplex Channel Per Node 512 Kbps 19 Mbps

(36 Users)
Video Broadcast Channel 1 Channel 3 Mbps 3 Mbps

Project Technical Support Team
To support the entire ecosystem, Technical Support and Training Service Provider

Team (TSTSP) deployed at eGram , Taluka(Block), District and State level ( total strength of
575 IT Professionals ) with core job of hardware and software support and capacity building
of Village Computer Entrepreneur for successful service roll out in rural area and this team
is also taking care of technical support requirement of Department of Panchayat and its

R.G. Bhalara, IAS is presently posted as Addl. Development Commissioner, Gujarat State



related offices in district , taluka’s too. Connectivity Network is supported by trained VSAT
Engineers team ( total 125 engineers) .

Services Enablement in Project
At Village level VCE are giving eServices which are broadly divided in two category:

1. Offered G2C Services

I. Birth & Death Certificate
II. Caste& Income Certificate

III. Tax Collection Receipts
IV. Land Right Records Services (RoR‐ 7/12 & 8A)
V. Application Forms of various development Schemes through Mahitishakti.net

VI. ITI Application Form
VII. Data Entry work for Government Departments like Health , Sports ,Gram Sabha

,Vanbandhuetc
VIII. Electricity Bill Collection Work

IX. E Ration Card Coupon
X. iKisan‐ Farmer Registration

XI. GSPC Bill Collection work

2. B2C services rolled out by VCE through entrepreneurship model are
as follows:

I. e‐Ticketing of Railways, Airlines , Bus
II. Utility Bill payments (Telephone, Mobile, DTH etc)

III. DTP work
IV. Financial Services

Information and Communication Dissemination

Digital News Letter is published on panchayat website and soon with the help of
Gujarat Portal all department forms will be available from eGram.
At present State, District Officials are conducting regular video conference with eGram
centers every day. Free VoIP Telephony is available for Rural Citizen from eGram
Centers.

Through PAWAN Channel important programs and informative programs are
transmitted for information Department, WASMO,Health Department , Education
Department ,Distance Learning session of eServices (Like RoR, RTO, eration card etc)
and computers course like Adobe online training is relayed .

Shri Harish Sukla * IAS Development Commissioner, Gujarat



EServices Roll Out Status Report
Electricity bills collection:

eGram Centers perform electricity bill collection work. Volume of work and financials are as
given below:

Financial Total Bills
Amount

eGram Income (VCE Charge
Collected

Year Collected per Bill is Rs 7/‐)
(In Lakhs)

2014‐15 6873415 59770.73/‐ Rs. 4,81,13,905/‐

2013‐14 6237217 52243.28/‐ Rs.4,36,60,519/‐

2012‐13 5740751 39274.50/‐ Rs.4,01,85,257/‐

2011‐12 5421261 32880.44/‐ Rs. 3,79,48,827/‐

2010‐11 5396664 29146.20/‐ Rs.3,77,76,648/‐

Total 29669308 213315.15/‐ Rs. 20,76,85,156/‐

Delivery of Land rights of records (RoR):

eGram Centers provide online authentic copies of Land RoR. Volume of work and financials
are as given in following table::

Year Number of RoR Certificate eGram Income (@ Rs. 5/‐)
Issued

2015‐16 8403327 4,20,16,635/‐

2014‐15 16914365 8,45,71,825/‐

2013‐14 13120014 6,56,00,070/‐

2012‐13 9295245 4,64,76,225/‐

2011‐12 7738032 3,86,90,160/‐

2010‐11 4179227 2,08,96,135/‐

2009‐10 1663227 83,16,135/‐

Total 61313437 30,65,67,185/‐



eRation Card (PDS System) started in April 2011 and e‐coupon issued so far are:
Year E‐ Coupon Issued So far VCE Income (In Rs.)

2015‐16 52033168 10,40,66,336/‐

2014‐15 242160864 48,43,21,728/‐

2013‐14 124889368 249,778,736/‐

2012‐13 2166606 4,333,212/‐

2011‐12 1207282 2,414,564/‐

Total 422457288 84,49,14,576/‐

GSPC Gas Bill Collection Started in September 2013 and Bill collection so far is:

Financial Year Total Bills VCE Income(@Rs. 7/‐)
Collected

Sept toMarch‐2014 89325 6,25,275/‐

2014‐15 215284 15,06,988/‐

2015‐16 54915 3,84,405/‐

Total 359524 25,16,668/‐

Financial Inclusion

 62 VCE passed Rural Authorization Person (RAP) exam conducted by IRDA ,
and now they are empowered to start 52 companies insurance products
through single login. 

 PAN Card services started from eGram centers and so far 1045 application
submitted. 

 PRAN Card (PFRDA) generation has been started from eGram centers and so
far 884 application submitted. 

 As per Ministry of Finance guidelines, Currently 650 e‐Gram centers are
working as pilot for Financial Inclusion Services across Gujarat. 


B2C Services by VCE through their entrepreneurship skills: 

Transactions Transactions Transactions
Category (Year2013‐14) (Year2014‐15) (Year2015‐16)

Mobile Recharge 63,793 1,25,602 18,617
DTH Recharge 4,408 8,443 1,267
Election Services/Epic Card print 4,910 5,645 532
UID Print 8,560 7,990 1,500
LIC Premium 1,294 3431 437
Farmer Registration ---- 1933 28
Aadhaar- eKYC ---- 43,518 11,122
Total 82,965 1,96,562 33,503

mailto:@Rs


http://apna.csc.gov.in has been enabled in eGram centers since November ‐2012

for providing B2C services to the villagers. Using which eGramVishwagram Society has

earned commission of Rs 31,635 till March‐2014. Now Farmers can get registered on

iKhedut application through eGram Center, total 14,97,418 farmers have been

registered through eGram centers from March‐2014 to June‐2015.

Birth and Death data entry service is provided by eGram centers across Gujarat

through http://badea.guj.nic.in. Since Jan‐2013 till November‐2014 total 4,67,896

entries have been registered through eGram VCE worth Rs.7,01,844

Support for First Year Technical admission (B.Tech / Pharmacy / ITI) is provided
from eGram Centers for benefit of students. CSCs also provide online results of 10th and
12th year examinations as well as forms for appearing in these examinations.

Now rural citizens can apply for Jobs, in eGram itself through OJAS application.

eGramcenter also undertake miscellaneous work of data entries:

For example during Khelmahakumbh 2011‐Sports person online registration process

was started through eGram and per registration charges collected by VCE is Rs 7/‐ .

Year Data Entries completed (in Lakhs) Amount earned by VCE’s (in Rs.)

2014 10.76 0.53 Crore

2013 25.91 1.29 Crores

2012 21.69 1.51 Crores

2011 17.61 1.23 Crores

VCEs perform data entry work for Gram Swagat Program .

VCEs completed data entries related to health of 1.10 Crores rural school children in the
year 2009‐ 10.

VCE completed data entry of 89,057 records related to VanbandhuKalyanYojna in the
year 2012.

http://apna.csc.gov.in
http://badea.guj.nic.in


Capacity Building Program
In the eGramVishwagram Project , capacity building program is continuous part of
activity .

1> Total 4047 VCEs passed CCC Exam so far.

2> Taluka Level Executive of TSTSP team is giving continuous training support to
VCEs in their regular monthly visit at eGram Level.

3> eGram Connectivity Infrastructure is having unique dedicated facility of training

through PAWAN Channel (Bandwidth Provision – 4 Mbps) where continuous

program broadcasted through it , following is sample list of program which is

broadcasted on daily basis along with different other informative programs:‐

a. Feel Gujarat Visit Gujarat

b. Operation Savdhan

c. Online Ration Card Training for VCEs

d. Khushboo Gujarat Ki ‐Gir

e. Adobe Software Training

f. Khushboo Gujarat Ki ‐Kutch

g. RTO Learning Licensee Training for VCEs

h. Khushboo Gujarat Ki –Somnath

i. e‐Poster

j. BSNL DSA Training Course

k. Badea Training

l. Trendmicro Training

m. GSPC Gas bill training

n. Financial Inclusion Training

Ministry of Information and Telecommunication, Government of India recognized

eGramaseGram CSC Center from 4th Feb 2010 and in compliance of that already e

GVGS installed 12895 OMT SMART Tool. 

Department of Panchayat on behalf of Govt. of Gujarat signed tri‐party agreement to



start National Optical Fiber Network(NOFN) in State for connectivity to all villages,

which will be redundant to existing available VSAT Network.

Other On line Services

 Rural Citizen are now able to get following services.
I. State Government's Job Application Form though OJAS Portal

II. 10th & 12th Exam's Online Results
III. ITI, BE/B.Tech admission Forms
IV. Different Government Forms through Mahiti Shakti web site
V. Data Entry work for

Krushi Mahotsav, Gram Sabha, MGNREGA
Khelmahakumbh, Gram Swagat
Birth and Death Data Entry Application
U WIN Card

VI. CV writing, DTP work, Scanning Facility, Free VoIP Telephony

Future Road Map
In some of the department to get certificate it is very lengthy procedure and

citizen have to go frequntly at block level office (Taluka leve) and also get delayed, the
existing procedure is under following steps.

Present Procedure for Caste\Income Certificate

Applicant collect Form from Gram Panchayat/Taluka
Panchayat/ATVT center

TCM verifies the application Form and documents
and Signs it

Applicant needs to go to ATVT center for
photographic certificate

Application comes to Taluka Panchayat for further
vertification

Applicant comes to Taluka Panchayat for Registration

TDO signs applicant's certificate



Proposed eGram ICDP Portal

 Integrated e Service Delivery Portal

 Single Login for all VCEs to access any e Service

 Portal will be having services of G2C and B2C by integrating on single platform

 Portal will be having payment mechanism gateway

 Portal will be having personalized Dashboard which having message pop up,

important announcement

 Aim to increase VCE income by integrating more services

Following procedure will be followed for training certificate at e Gram
center village level

Government Support Required
 the facility are available at block level to be rolled out at eGram level through

VCE for which agreement to be done by department
 Revenue sharing agreement to be carried out



 Either department to authorize someone like TCM/Multi (Talati Cum Mantri)
purpose Health Worker/Teacher at village level to authenticate certificates
issued from eGram or procurement of Digital Signature.

 Empowerment for formation of District Panchayat eGovermance Society -
where some executive and financial power will be given to DDOs (District
Development Officer) for eGram Centers for availability of consumables,
Digital Sign. etc.

 Approval for hiring of manpower and IT infrastructure.
 Alternative connectivity approach for bigger villages through Existing Option

Fiber of BSNL (Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd.
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Case Study of Successful Participatory Irrigation Management in Panam
ProjectTushar M. Dholakia1
Abstract

PANAM Project  is a Major Irrigation Scheme, constructed on river Panam, a
tributary of  Inter-state Mahi River.  The Main Canal has a discharging capacity of  741
cusecs. 100 km long main canal and  38 Distributories& Minors  forms a Network of
@800 km. Area  under irrigation is 36405 ha.

The beneficiaries in command area are comprised of  economically backward,
tribal,  marginal farmers.

Irrigation has been commenced since the year 1980. The irrigation management
of the Project  was considered as the worst  due to various reasons l ike topography of
the area,  Perennial canal,  cropping pattern,  major issues of  Maintenance and Repairs
etc.

The problem was overcome by taking various steps simultaneously l ike, scheduled
closure of  the canal during hot weather season,  carrying out phase wise various kinds
of canal remedial  works of  immediate nature, short  term as well  as  long term
restoration works in planned manners,  systematic implementation of  Participatory
Irrigation Management scheme etc.

PIM was introduced by organizing series of  seminars,  study tours  etc,
encouraging & protecting farmers adopting PIM, implementation of  Rotational Water
Supply for distribution of  water etc.

Due to dedicated efforts of  f ield staff  including Executive Engineer to Canal
Chowkidars and enthusiastic co-operation from the WUAs, within 2 years water could
be supplied up to the last  100 t h km and in 38 t h tail  distrubutory satisfactory. As a result
Highest  Rabi season irrigation were recorded during the year 2010-11 and 2011-12.
The project  was considered as one of  the most ideal project .  Delegates comprising of
leading farmers as well  as off icers from various states have visi ted the area and have
seen the results.
I t  was an Excellent Example of  Team Work.

1.0 INTRODUCTION:

PANAM Project is a Major Irrigation Scheme, constructed on river

Panam, a tributary of Inter-state Mahi River, flowing through Madhya

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Gujarat.

Tushar M. Dholakia, IAS is presently posted as Director, Social Defense, Government of Gujarat
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The Project is situated @40 km North-East ofGodhra, @ 200 km

eastward from the state capital Gandhinagar.

The Panam Main Canal has a discharging capacityof 741 cusecs.The

length of Main Canal is 100 km.

The distribution system having38 Distributories/Minors/Direct

Outlets forms a Network of total length of around 800 km. The area

covered under irrigation is 36405 ha.

The beneficiaries in command area are comprised of economically

backward, tribal, marginal farmers.

Irrigation has been commenced since the year 1980.

mailto:@40
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2.0 Difficulties Faced During Irrigation Management- Causes

2.1 Topography:

The Panam Main Canal,in the initial reach, passes through the hilly

terrain up to 32 km. On one side of the canal,therearehills, while on the

other side,Panam river flows roughly parallel to thecanal.In this area,

the embankment height varies from 6 m to 18 m.

The canal running through this high banking area was frequently

got damaged during Monsoon period due to slippage of rock debris,

boulders etc. from the hills. The accumulated heavy debris in the forms

of heaps not only obstruct the canal flow but also caused severe

damages to canal Lining.
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Hence, severe difficulties were faced to make the canal run

particularly in Kharif season whenever there is a delay in rainfall

during end of August or Early September Months.

2.2 Perennial Water Supply ForAll 3 Seasons:

The Panam Dam was constructed in the year 1973on Partnership

Basis of then Public Works Department with Vadodara Municipal

Corporation and other Public Sector Enterprises. Reservation of water

was made for them but could not be utilised due to sufficient

availability of water in Mahiriver.

The saved water in the Panamreservoirhad drawn the attention of

local dignitaries, political leaders and on their demand;water for

irrigation had to besupplied for the hot weather season.

With the passage of time, the farmers were used to get water forhot

weather season and with support of local leaders, the users were

succeeded to make the canal run for every Hot Weather Season besides

having no provision in the original planning of Panam Project.

This situation led to the release of irrigation water in canals for all

3 - Kharif,Rabi& Hot weather seasons. Due to perennial irrigation,

there found a Major Shift in crop cultivation pattern in the initial 60

km length of commandarea. Majority of Farmershave adopted paddy

cultivation for both Kharif& Hot weather seasons.

The paddy cultivation in hot weather raised the demand of water

for growing seedlings in the months of January & February. This

situation adversely affected the critical period for the wheat cultivation

for the rest of command area.Thehuge demands of water in initial area

create shortage of supply of water in the remaining area.
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On the other hand, due to non-maintenance of field channels by

thefarmers, the free flooding method of irrigation in the paddy

farmspracticed by the farmersresultedinto a lot of wastage of water.

Due toover irrigation in the initial reach of command area, the

problems like water logging started to appear. Agricultural lands were

reported to be less fertile and less productive.

2.3 Detoriation of Canal system & Structures due to Aging Effects:

The Canal Network was built during 1977 to 1980. Irrigation has

beencommenced since Kharif 1980. As the time passed, Canals

encountered various problems like damages/settlements in the lining,

heavy leakages due to structural deterioration of Aquaducts, Siphons,

Super passages, Pipe drains etc.

The efficient implementation of Long term Repairs, Maintenance,

Remedial measures to canals could not be carried out due to perennial

water supply in the canals.

Due to rare and tare of canals, the canal breaches and damages

were became Chronic Problems. Occurrences of frequent canal
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breachesdisrupted the Irrigation Schedule.Hence beneficiaries were

used to take water fromthe canal by various illegal means

includingdamaging the canals for their own interest.

As a result, the Tail Enders always experienced the shortage of

supply. The farmers in the tail area could hardly tolerate the situation

and often due to anger and dissatisfaction, they were used to willfully

damage the canals.

3.0 Essential Measures taken for effective Irrigation Management:

As a strategic move to resolve the problems cited above, the Panam

Project Circle sought the permission from the Government to close the

canal for the hot weather during the years 2009, 2010 and 2011 facing

strong political opposition, allegations every year.

During the non-supply of water for the hot weather, canal remedial

works of immediate repairs, Short Term as well as Long Term

Restoration works were carried out in time bound and phased manner.

During summer-2009, the accumulated rock debris from different

chainageswas completely removed from the entire length of main canal

betweench.0 to 32 km.

Such removal of the debris and cleaning of canal activities were

documented with photographs and videography andsubmitted to the

Government with detailed report to carry out any kind of Inspection

before onset of Monsoon.
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In the entire length of Panam Main Canal, various structures like

aqueducts, siphons, pipe drains etc. were repaired on priority basis

with Guniting, Grouting, Jacketing with RCC etc. wherever applicable.

Such remedial works were executed on priority basis every year to

ensure release of enough irrigation water. All Administrative

Procedures like according of Administrative Approval, Technical

Sanctions, Tender Procedures and Fixation of Agencies were carried

out in planned manner so that works could be commenced from the

very Next day of Closure of Canal.

As an impact as a whole, the entire canal has become able to carry

design discharge.

4.0 Contribution of the Participatory Irrigation Management in the

field of Irrigation Management

The Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) has played the

most significantrole in the area of Irrigation Management.

Only Canal Remedial Measures works could not be able to

distribute Irrigation water to the Tail Enders. This could be happened

only due to successful implementation of PIM in the command area .

Before the year 2007-2008, very little information as well as

understanding was prevailing among the farmers and officers/staff
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members regarding Participatory Irrigation Management.

But sequentially arranged Training programs, at different places of

command area, organized Motivational Tours etc.by the diligent

officers/trainers from WALMI (Water and Land Management

Institute),Anand has created remarkable awareness and enthusiasms in

farmers and departmental officers to form Water Users’ Associations .

In the above workshops, the farmers and the field staff were given

information pertaining to the PIM, concept,it 's benefits, methodology

etc. in a simplified manner by the experts from WALMI as well as from

the members ofthe other similar cooperatives in the Gujarat State.

Agricultural experts shared knowledge and information aboutCrop

Rotation, seed selection, Fertilizers, Pesticides being used, facts and

myths about water requirements etc.

Experts from the Drip and Sprinkler Irrigation Companies gave

Live Demonstrations at various locations in the field to motivate

farmers for adaptation of the same.
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Incentives like Prize distribution to Best WUA as well as to the

field staff were given publically to encourage others. All such

workshops were organised from Morning to Evening with Breakfasts,

Lunch and Evening high tea.

On demand of farmers, one day workshop for women only was

organised in collaboration with WALMI-Anand.

It was a grand success as large numbers of women participated

actively. They had learnt various aspects of Participatory Irrigation

Management in detail.

But PIM could not be implemented effectively by arranging

Seminars, Workshops only. Serious and result oriented efforts are the

key requirements.
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4.1 Active Role of WUAs:

For the efficient implementation of Participatory Irrigation

Management, Officers/Staff of the Panam Project had taken up the

Remedial works of Minor canals in the Phased manner and completed

the vulnerable remedial works of canal network in time.

The Minors to be handed over to the WUAs were jointly inspected

and works were carried out by WUAs under Departmental Supervision.

Moreover, Priorities were given to supply water to WUAs. Sincere

efforts were made to win the trust of farmers by delivering sufficient

and timely discharge to the WUAs at any cost. Due to this core

competence of the officers/staff of the Panam Project, high number of

WUAs could be formed.

Simultaneously,theWUAs havedeveloped capability to distribute

water successfully to their members on their ownas well as to

undertake canal maintenance and repairingworksthemselves.

Formation of WUAs and its successful managementhave resulted

into improved brotherhood and harmony among the members which
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resolved many local disputes regarding the supply and distribution of

irrigation water.

The Most Important Feature of PIM is successful implementation

of “VaraBandhi” system (Rotational water supply–RWS).

The management of farm holders voluntarily adopted the internal

RWS system in the area. The farm holders take unanimous decisions to

run Distributaries, Minors etc. to ensure efficient and proper

distribution of water in time bound manner. Users create tendency to

refrain from unauthorizeduse of water.

Due to this trend, the wastage of water is minimized and the area

under irrigation has been enhanced.

In important Distributories, even 70% flow against the designed

discharging capacity has become capable to deliver irrigation water to

thetail area of the Distributory.

The saved quantity of water could be supplied to the 100km long

Panam Main Canal. The 37/ R Minor off taking from the 97th km of the

Main Canal got timely and sufficient quantity of water for the first

time for the wheat cultivation during Rabi-2010-11.

5.0 Outcome:
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As a result, during the Rabi season 2010-11, the maximum

irrigation of 16232 ha was recorded in the 30 years history of the

Panam project which is 85 % of the irrigation potential (18000 ha).It

was again crossed during the very next Rabi season 2011-12 by 17200

ha (90 % )Irrigation.

During the year 2011-12 Rabi season, the irrigation water could be

supplied up toentire100km length of Panam Main Canal and also inthe

last 38 thdistributory up to the DerolvillageinKalol Block of the

Panchmahaldistrict. The beneficiary farmers expressed feelings of

satisfaction for getting the irrigation water.

Integrated and coordinated efforts from the officers of Panam

Project Circle and office bearers of the WUAs set an example in the

field of PIM.

To view and assess the unforeseen success of the Participatory

Irrigation Management, the officers and leading farmers from the

Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar
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Pradesh have visited the WUAs of the command area on 22-12-2010

i.e. during the irrigation period. They met the office bearers of the

WUAs and discussed various aspects and parameters behind the

success.

Afterwards, on 19-2-2011, approximately 46 Nos. of Class 1/Class

2 Trainee officers from the Maharashtra Engineering Training Institute,

Nasik have visited the various locations of Panam Canal Network and

learnt about functioning of WUAs.

On 19-4-2011, a delegation comprising of Chief Engineers,

Superintending Engineers & Executive Engineers (14 Officers) of the

Orissa Government have visited various WUAs of Command area.
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On 21-1-2012, a delegation comprising of Chief Engineers,

Superintending Engineers & Executive Engineers (12 Officers)

ofTamilnadu Government have visited various WUAs of Command

area.

Thus, remarkable success has been achieved through the excellent

Team Workof the PanamProject Circle's Staff and Water

Users’Associations of command area.

Jai Hind
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Single Line Administration in Lahaul&Spiti
Hans Raj Chauhan1

Abstract

The present paper will mainly focus on the introduction of a "Single Line Administration" in
district Lahaul&Spiti especially in view of its unique topographical features and typical geographical
conditions prevailing in the valley. Apart from mentioning briefly about the district profile, the paper
will also touch upon the starting and implementation of a Tribal Sub Plan (TSP). The paper will
further throw light on some of the developmental issues that are important in the district. Some
cultural aspects will also be touched upon in this paper. As the valley remains cut off from the rest of
world for at least six months, there are certain challenges and bottlenecks that are faced by the
district administration during the winter season will also be discussed in the present paper. Changes
that have improved the overall conditions of the valley will also be discussed in the paper.

The paper will conclude on the premise that after the introduction of ‘Single Line
Administration’ in Lahaul and Spiti  the overall scenario of the valley in terms of taking forward the
pace development  has, in fact, improved.

Introduction:

The present paper will mainly focus on the introduction of a

"Single Line Administration" in district Lahaul&Spiti especially in view

of its unique topographical features and typical geographical

conditions prevailing in the valley. Apart from mentioning briefly

about the district profile, the paper will also touch upon the starting

and implementation of a Tribal Sub Plan (TSP). The paper will further

throw light on some of the developmental issues that are important in

the district. Some cultural aspects will also be touched upon in this

paper. As the valley remains cut off from the rest of world for at least

six months, there are certain challenges and bottlenecks that are

Hans Raj Chauhan, IAS is presently posted as Deputy Commissioner, LAHAUL & SPITI



faced by the district administration during the winter season will also

be discussed in the present paper. Changes that have improved the

overall conditions of the valley will also be discussed in the paper.

The District Profile in Brief:

Lahaul and Spiti attained the status of a district in the year 1960

with its headquarters at Keylong. It is the biggest district in Himachal

Pradesh having a geographical area spread into 13833 square

kilometres.There are two Sub Divisions, two Tehsils, one Sub Tehsil

and two Developmental Blocks in the district. As per  latest census the

total population of the district is 31528 out of which ST population is

24238(72.95%).Similarly, the literacy rate of the district is 77.24% as

compared to the entire state which is 83.78% as per census,2011.In

addition to it, there are 41 Gram Panchayats and 521 revenue villages

in the district.

Issues Requiring Developmental Thrust:

Horticulture, Agriculture and Tourism are the important areas

that require a focussed and sustainable planning and approach to

yield tangible results for improving the overall economic conditions

of the area. The valley has vast scope in these areas and the farmers

of different parts within the district take a keen interest in agricultural



and horticultural activities. The progressive approach of the people

could be judged from the fact that the farmer of the valley was earlier

more interested in growing hops and then he switched over to peas

and  now the attention is being given towards growing vegetables

and developing apple orchards. In this way, farmers of the valley

keep on trying and shifting their focus on different types of farming.

Similarly, tourism is another area which has huge potentials in the

valley. The, mountains, glaciers, rivers, forests, pastures monasteries

and ancient buildings are the attractions which need to be exploited

from the tourism point of view.

The valley also has a rich and unique cultural identity. People of

the valley celebrate tribal fair in the month of August, wherein they

come and participate in their traditional costumes. Similarly, people

celebrate festivals during winter in the form of Halda and Phagali

where all the rituals and traditions are performed by the tribal

people. These local festivals are celebrated generally in the month of

January/February every year. The celebration of Halda is symbolized

as mini Diwali as well as the beginning of a New Year. Similarly, the

celebration of Phagali is symbolized as taking blessings from the

elders.



There is no doubt that these are some of the potential areas

which require to be tapped and developed, but the valley has its own

limitations in terms of limited working season especially when there

is a heavy snowfall then all the activities within the valley come to a

standstill. Such harsh climatic conditions prevailing in the district

again throw a new challenge to the administrative machinery working

in the valley which could be categorised as under:

A. Limited working season:

Since the area remains snowbound and landlocked for almost 6

months i.e. from December to May, the working season for

developmental activities is limited to 6 months only, resulting in delay

in completion of works and higher costs of construction.

B. High maintenance cost of roads and irrigation channels:

The soil of this valley is loose and sandy and as such roads and

irrigation channels get damaged even with slightest rain, melting of

snow landslides, falling of boulders and avalanches. Thus the repairs

of Kuhls and roads consume hefty sums of money and sometimes it

costs more than that for new construction.

C. Non-availability of skilled and semi –skilled labour:

Since the involvement of local labour is quite negligible and

almost all skilled and semi-skilled labours are imported from outside



the Valley, the labour rate as applied to tribal areas is 25% above the

normal rate prevailing in other areas. Material cost and transportation

charges are higher than those in other areas of the Pradesh due to un-

certain climatic conditions and difficult topography.

D. Expensive transportation:

In most cases, the schemes which are to be executed are situated

at inhospitable altitudes and all the materials required for the

execution are to be carried through manual labour. This also causes

higher labour charges and consumes more time.

E. Poor connectivity:

The internet connectivity is very erratic and seasonal in the

district.  After the closure of Rohtang pass, the internet remains

unserviceable for almost six months due to damage to cables by

heavy snowfall. This cripples the timely delivery of official mail, and

proper implementation of many govt schemes which are based upon

connectivity.

F. Problems in health services during winter season:



Entire valley remains cut off from the outside world and the

district headquarters in winter season. Due to shortage of specialist

doctors in the valley, the District Administration has to face a lot of

difficulties in handling the public pressure. For patients needing

emergency treatment or evacuation, the local administration has to

depend only on helicopter service.

G. Unwilling attitude of officials to serve hard / tribal areas:

Those who get posted to tribal areas remain by and large

unwilling to join their duty in hard areas and try to avoid their

postings under one or the other excuses. The result is that so many

posts remain unfulfilled and the pace of development gets affected

due to shortage of staff.

It is against this backdrop that the Govt of HP decided to start

the concept of "Single Line Administration” in district Lahaul and Spiti.

Introduction of Single Line Administration:

The concept of Single Line Administration was introduced for

the first time in Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District in the year 1986

with a post of Resident Commissioner. After analysing the success of

this system in Pangi Sub Division the same system was also



introduced in districts Kinnaur and Lahaul and Spiti and Bharmaur Sub

Division of Chamba District w.e.f. 15.041988.The pace of overall

development had been quite slow and sluggish within the district

prior to this system. As the Deputy Commissioner had no specific

powers to control and supervise the functioning of other departments

in the district, so there was hardly any satisfactory progress which

could be easily noticed and realised from the developmental point of

view. The public in general was also facing lot of difficulties in getting

their work done well in time which was further causing inordinate

delay even in routine matters. The officials from line departments

used to take advantage of this situation by leaving the valley without

seeking permission from the competent authorities. In this way, there

was hardly any control of Deputy Commissioner over the officials of

line departments. But the introduction of "Single Line Administration"

in the district has totally changed the face of the valley in terms of

socio-economic development. Now, the Deputy Commissioner of

Lahaul and Spiti under this system enjoys special powers.

The chief administrative authority within the district vests in the

Deputy Commissioner, who more due to singly line administration is

not only District Magistrate and Collector but for all intents and

purposes, is also the head of all the district level offices. In addition to



the usual and traditional role as Deputy Commissioner he has

multifarious duties. As Deputy Commissioner, he is the executive

head of the District looking after development, Panchayats, local

bodies and civil administration. As District Magistrate, he is

responsible for the maintenance of law and order and is the head of

Police and prosecuting agency in the district. As Collector he is at the

apex of the revenue administration and is responsible for the

collection of land-revenue and all dues recoverable as arrears of land

revenue. He is also revenue applause authority. He ensures the

successful execution of plan schemes and coordinates the functions of

all development departments and in fact due to the peculiar

circumstances and situation of the area his functions are largely those

of a Development Officer. In order to avoid procedural delays and in

the interest of early disposal of work, he has been given special and

enhanced powers. He has been declared Head of Department for all

offices functioning in the district.

In addition to the above, the Deputy Commissioner has been

invested with so many other administrative and financial powers. He

can effect transfers of non-gazetted staff within the district in respect

of staff of all the departments. The Deputy Commissioner is also the

disciplinary authority and is competent to take disciplinary action in



matters concerning non-gazetted staff posted in the district. He can

order any punishment, short of dismissal and removal from service.

This arrangement has been made to ensure smooth working in the

area because of its remoteness.

The concentration of powers in the Deputy Commissioner is

primarily to ensure the speedy disposal of work and execution of

development schemes. These arrangements have worked very well.

Tribal Sub Plan:

The tribal sub plan was started in 1974-75 in the State and entire

tribal population was brought under the ambit of the Tribal Sub Plan

by 1987-88. The flow of funds from State Plan to Tribal Sub Plan has

substantially increased over a period of time from 3.65% in 1974-75 to

about 9% at the end of the Eighth Five Year Plan and same level for

12th Five Year Plan. The adoption of single consolidated demand in

the Annual Budget and introduction of single line administration in the

ITDPs  have been outstanding achievements of the State in

furtherance to the cause of socio-economic development of tribal

community in the State.

A fundamental change in the process of formulating the Tribal

Sub Plan Strategy as per guidelines of the Ministry of Social Justice

and Empowerment now the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India



has been introduced at the end of the 8th Five year Plan. The past

practice of planning process from top to bottom exercise has been

reversed and decentralized process taking Integrated Tribal

Development Project (ITDP) as a Planning unit has been started. The

formulation and implementation of Tribal Sub Plan has been made

need based, more practical and result oriented. After making

separate budgetary provisions under this system, the district has

been able to progress considerably in every field. All the

departments functioning in the district have been receiving sufficient

funds under various heads.  The funds allotted under Tribal Sub Plan

(TSP) for district Lahaul and Spiti were Rs 26.52 Cr.for the year 2014-

15 and the achievement was 100%.It all goes to prove that the

introduction of single line set up along with tribal sub plan has

brought about rudimentary changes in the overall development of the

district.

The provision of making and allocating a separate budget under

Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) for district Lahaul&Spiti is another step to

provide an aggrandising fillip to take forward the developmental

schemes and programmes with a committed and focussed

administrative set up. In this way, the Deputy Commissioner of the

district enjoys tremendous powers to control, supervise and monitor



the overall functioning of all the departments in the district. The

progress of all the schemes are reviewed at the end of every quarter

and if any department is unable to spend the allotted amount due to

one or the other reason, then the Deputy Commissioner has got all the

powers to divert the unspent funds to another scheme.  In addition to

it, the Deputy Commissioner also writes the Annual Confidential

Reports (ACRs) of all Heads of Offices working in the district. The

budgetary control and writing of ACR are two important tools

available with the Deputy Commissioner that further keeps the

working of other officials constantly under watch and supervision.

Another distinction is that the DC directly reports to the Tribal

Department at the State Secretariat instead of following the channel of

Divisional Commissioner. Thus the role of Deputy Commissioner of

Lahaul&Spiti is not only different from other DCs in Himachal Pradesh

but also somewhat unique in itself.

Benefits of Changes:

Ever since the basic changes were introduced in the overall

administrative functioning of district Lahaul and Spiti,the pace of

development has been gaining momentum. All major decisions are

taken by the Deputy Commissioner on the spot without sending files



unnecessary to the higher authorities which used to consume a lot of

time and energy prior to this system. By giving financial and

administrative powers to Deputy Commissioner, there has been a

considerable shift and focus in the attitude and functioning of line

departments who work directly under the control and supervision of

the District Administration .The Deputy Commissioner under single

line is in a position to exercise his powers more effectively which in

turn makes his role quite crucial to the overall development within the

district. In this way, the functioning under single line is definitely

proving to be a better one and had it been not there in the valley the

overall scenario would have been quite different from what one sees

today.

Conclusion:

The introduction of a Single Line Administration as well as the

beginning of a Tribal Sub Plan has really transformed the basic

scenario of the district. Programmes initiated and schemes launched

under Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) have not only improved the economic

conditions of the local people but have also pushed them forward with

new hope and vision. The pace of development gets faster in the

entire district during summer and remains the same pace somewhat



sluggish due to moderate to heavy snowfall during winter. As a result,

the District Administration has to encounter with other challenges and

problems in terms of managing flights and natural disaster happening

due to avalanche and snow blizzard etc. But despite all these

challenging circumstances and difficult conditions existing in the

valley officials from all the departments have been able to perform

their task with full sincerity and commitment under the Single

Administration in district Lahaul&Spiti. As far as introduction of such a

system in other districts of HP is concerned, it might not work so

effectively there for the simple reason that the climatic and

geographical conditions are totally different in Lahaul and Spiti. Other

districts remain linked and connected throughout the year and Lahaul

and Spiti is the only exception which remains cut off for a period of at

least six months in a year. It is primarily for this reason that such a

system has been introduced in this district to meet the aspirations of

local people and fulfil the demand of providing quick justice to the

tribal people residing in the land locked valley.
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Industrial Development Costs - A Law & Order Situation in Anuppur
District, Madhya Pradesh
Narendra Singh Parmar1

Abstract

This incident looks like a routine Law & Order, but it forced me to rethink about our basic duties and
the interpersonal relationship of the District Magistrate & the Superintendent of Police in the district
postings. I experienced that still the Executive Magistracy can control the odd situations arise out
with the industrial growth. If this case were in the hands of Police Officer then there might be some
lives were at risk, as police may go to the extent upto firing.

The law in it’s intent is very clear about the system of Civil Officer’s control over the Police forces.
The powers given to the D.M. are diluted by the executive letters of police department and the
comments of some judicial officers but the enforcement of law and prevention of crime through
District Magistrates can create an environment to the citizens of this country to develop in every walk
of life.

This paper may lead some questions relating to the role of the District Magistrates in developmental
activities of the district.

 What should be the interpersonal relationship between the D.M. & S.P.?

 Should the institution of D.M. be revamped to create an atmosphere of developmental
security of the citizen?

 To establish the civil control over police forces is the need of present scenario?

 Should a District Magistrate be depend on the intelligence system of police?

Background

A number of coal mining projects are already there in  the District, and coal is being sent to
different parts of the country through South-Eastern Coal field limited (Government of India
Undertaking). For the purpose of commercial use of this coal, the Madhya Pradesh Power
Generating Company (Government of Madhya Pradesh Undertaking) is generating
electricity at it's two units, each of 200 megawatt at Chachai Thermal Power Project and
distributing it within the state and in the country.

Due to the suitability of this region for Thermal Power Projects, the state Govt. Has made a policy to
set up thermal power stations by attracting private investment in this sector. Under this policy the
Hindustan Power MB Power,( M.P.) Power Ltd.  is setting up a Mega power project of  2520 mega
watt thermal power  at Jaitehari , 15 kilometer away from district headquarter.

The setting up of Thermal Power Projects has started a new chapter ofindustrialization in this
district. 600 megawatt of electricity generation has been started in the first unit of this project
popularly known as called Mozer Bear plant.

I got posted in the district on 15.12.2014 and on the date of joining itself, I was asked by the
Commissioner Shahdol to restart the work of the disputed final phase of the railway line which was
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being set up to supply coal to this project . The work was stopped for last 50 meter stretch for the
past 3 months. This railway line was very important for the plant functioning.  After careful analysis
of the available information, I informed the State Government that it will take around one month to
restart the work of railway line and that any act in haste might increase the obstruction further.

Historyof incidence:

Each and every day of one month's time limit was very crucial and important for accomplishing the
work of 50 meter railway line in a safe and organized way.

In the name of farmers Movement, 2 years back some leaders from Uttar Pradesh came here and
organized a demonstration to obstruct the land acquisition for the plant. The violent crowd had
surrounded and caused serious injuries to the Then Superintendent of Police,Tehasildar and some
other revenue / police personnel’s, during the stone pelting from the crowed. After that the political
parties were constantly creating obstacles in completion of this railway line in the name of public
resentment.
On 8th November 2014 when an attempt was made to start the balance work of the railway line,
one family of the earlier land owners whose land had been acquired for this project, became violent
and the females of this family laid down before the heavy vehicles. Therefore the work had to be
stopped and the Police and other govt. Personals had to step back. Taking advantage of the
situation the ex-land owner had caused injuries to the employees of the company also.

Since September 2014 the boiler of the first unit of this project has been lighten up and the constant
supply of coal to it was very vital, the company made an adhoc arrangement to transport the coal by
road.

To prevent the repetition of the earlier events a strategy was formed, on the basis of the
information available from the company's letters.a list of 24 persons was prepared who were going
to the site unauthorisedly and were creating obstruction in the work. a list of 24persons along with
the detail information of their background and earlier activities prepared for the action.

From this list It was found that particularly one farmer family (10 members including 3women) was
actively involved in obstructing the work.  Two years back part of this family's land has been
acquired for the railway line and Rs 6 lac has been accorded as Compensation cost. But the Head of
the family, Sri Ram Milan Rathore was not collecting the compensation. His intention was to extort a
big amount of money from the company in addition to the compensation decided by the govt.

This family has got support from the labour unions affiliated to Communist Party of India (CPI) and
were asked by them not to accept less than Rs. 60 lakhs.

Action Taken:

A detailed information was collected about this family and it's members who were responsible for
earlier events from my S.D.M. Jaitehari. Similarly a list of persons was also prepared who were not
willing to get the railway line complete and were actively working for that purpose.  From the
analysis of the collected information it came out that the whole Rathore community of their area,
who are originally farmers, were giving support to Ram Milan Rathore for their vested interests. The
Rathore community in the jaitehariregion, have got a habit to interfere in almost every matter to
fulfill their vested interests. Some persons of this community, who were lawyers,journalist, and
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politicians, have assured Ram Milan Rathor and his family that the recent activities of obstruction in
railway line will ensure a huge financial benefit to them.

There has been a tradition of using such incidents by the labour unions affiliated to CPI for achieving
their vested interests. Their intention was to force the company management to provide extra
financial benefits and facilities to their labourers and leaders and to get payment without doing any
work.

So now it was clear that an organized and effective action was the only way. By maintaining
complete confidentiality a strategy was prepared for further actions in a meeting held on 14.1.2015
with the S. P., Anuppur,S.D.O.(P) & S.D.M. Jaithari. It was decided that prohibitory actions must be
taken up against Ram Milan Rathore who is 65year old and all other members of his family who
were involved in the past incidents. Finaly the date of 17.1.2015 was decided to arrest all of them in
the early hours, so a smooth operation should be there.

On 15th and 16th january2015 the duties were explained to the administrative and police
personnels and by afternoon of 16.1.2015 we requisitioned the police force from theI.G., Shahdol
Range.

On 17th January 2015, by 6.00 AM, Sri Ram Milan Rathor, his sons, daughter-in- laws and grand sons
were arrested on the basis of jail warrant issued by the S.D.M., Jaitehari and were sent to shahdol
jail but one of his son Sri Anand Ram Rathore managed to escape from the house.

The Company management was already informed on 14.1.2015 to confidentially keep it’smachinery
ready so that railway line work can be completed within 48 hours of prohibitory actions,and with
this preparation the railway line construction work was started at full speed from 9 AM onwards on
17.1.2015.

I along with S.P. inspected the site around 10:30 a.m. and found that the work was going on
smoothly. S.P.Anuppur, who was posted there for more than a year, thought that the police
personnels posted at the site were in access, so he asked some of it's personnel to return back to the
police line.  I also came back to district headquarter for accomplishing other administrative works,
after instructing the S.D.M, to  ensure the smooth continuation of the work. At 1p.m. we were
informed that ShriAnand Ram Rathore has tried to burn himself with kerosine in front of his house.
The available police force has immediately rushed and saved him but due to his serious condition he
was sent to the district hospital from there he was referred to the medical college, Jabalpur and
from there to Safdarjang Hospital, New Delhi,to save his life.

Meanwhile the labour unions and persons with vested interest instigated the workers who were
working inside the plant and asked them to stop the work and to assemble in the campus of the
plant. The S.D.O.(P) and S.D.M. had tried to control the crowd but defied and a violent crowd of
around 2000-2500 number reached at the main square of the Jaiethari town and started damaging
and destroying the property and also started assaulting the police officials and personnels.some
police personnels got severely injured. This uncontrolled crowd went to the railway line and started
throwing stones. It forced the limited number of police personnels ,who were posted at the  site and
the security guards of the company to leave the place.  Crowd, put the machines on fire and stopped
the railway line construction work. They even snatched the revolver  from one D.S.P. with this
incident the construction of railway line was stopped.
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Establishing law and order:

After receiving the information at the district headquarters, the first thing done was to sent back the
police personnels who were returned from the site earlier. I.G. was requested to provide extra police
force. the S.P. was asked by his senior officers to reach to the site immediately, But considering the
previous incidents, I advised him not to go without sufficient police force as it could make the things
worse and his life might be at risk.

By 2.30 pm, police forces of 60-70 personnels were assembled at district headquarters. S.P. was
asked to brief the force about the seriousness of the situation in front of me. After 10minute's
briefing we started and stopped one kilometre before the site. S.P. asked the rifle party to be with
me for safety purpose, he put the vehicle with the tear gassquad just behind the force. by that time
the mob disbursed in some groups and stopped the pelting. after taking over the control of the site,
the crowd was given warning to leave the place. We used the cane parties to disperse the crowd.
Then the main square was taken under control. Vehicles with police force were deployed to prevent
the re-assembly of crowd.

After that the S.D.M. asked to impose the prohibitory order U/Sec. 144 Cr.P.C. in the township area.
To enforce the order sufficient number of officers were placed on each main road and all the
sensitive points of the town. The construction work of railway line was ordered to resumed and by
10 in the night the work was started again and completed by 19th January 2015.

Now the action was to be taken up against the identified persons, many of them have already gone
out of the area. Finally after 3 days continuous operations 40 persons were got arrested from
different locations, they were produced before the court and sent tojail. thus the severe law and
order problem was successfully managed and brought under control with the earlier experiences.

Conclusion:-

The incident mentioned above is an example of the serious lapse of the indigence system of
police network. This is an example of the actual role performed by the Magistrates to lead
the police force in such a difficult situations. We rescued our police men and saved the life
of the persons effected.



Skill, Employment and Sustainability in Narsinghpur District, Madhya
Pradesh
Naresh Pal Kumar1

Abstract

Introduction- District Narsinghpur is agro-centric and the youth of all capacity and age group
were least exposed to the job and career opportunity. It is true if the any society does not update it with
the changing world it always regress to the backwardness. The real demand of community is to ensure
sustainability in the resources of income to their offspring. We mobilized all resources of district and
explored the market demand for human resources. We adopted following activities –

 3511 Placement through 32 Job fair technical and non-technical .

 Institutional training 1-3 month and Placement 433 youth.

 Training for Self- employment(518+220) through R-SETI and bank linkages.

 Training and Skill certification for 531 youth.

 596 Job in armed forces.(153 belongs to DisttNarsinghpur)

 Career counseling in  schools and colleges.

 Counseling for Persons with Disability-226.

 Flagship Schemes for Employment to create self-employment.

 Broaden the base for wage employment and assets to the marginal man to establish his own
business.

 Enhance Agriculture Entrepreneurship and strengthen the mechanization through CHCs.
Conclusion- we approached to community with the, age group of 15-35, market led skill
development interventions and counseling at all level with changing scenario.

Introduction-During the tenure of Collector Narsinghpur with the interaction to community I
decided to work with youth who can change the nation by changing themselves by multifarious
interventions. The district is full of agro-centric. The hidden unemployment can be observed
everywhere.We conducted a bigger workshop on ‘employability and skill development’ in which
all stake holders(Govt. departments, KrushiVigyanKendra, ITI, ITC, Skill DeveoplmentCenters,
Farmer Training centre, Confederation of Indian Industry-Chhindwada, Apparel Training and
Design Center, NGOs, Bankers, NABARD, Vocational Rehabilitation Center- Jabalpur,
JanabhiyanParishad,NehruYuvaKendra, Youth representative etc.)took part and discussed needs
and opportunitiesabout employment. On the bases of discussions and suggestions we formed our
strategy to systematize the skill led employment interventions.

Narsinghpur at a glance- Narsinghpur is the district situated at centre of  India on 22.55’ to
23.15 north  latitude   and 78.38 to 79.38 east longitude. The district has an area 5125.55 square
km . The district sits in the basin of the Narmada River. It is a sacred river, as holy as river
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Ganges.Major sources for irrigation are tube wells, wells, canals, rivers and   ponds. Irrigation
has mainly been done by tube-wells.According to the 2011 census Narsinghpur District has a
population of 1,092,141. The district has a population density of 213 inhabitants per square
kilometer  . Its population growth rate over the decade 2001-2011 was 14.04%. Narsimhapur has
a sex ratio of 917 females for every 1000 males, and a literacy rate of 76.79%.In the district,
26.55% of the area is covered by the forests which are a mixture of herbs, shrubs.Being an
agricultural land, large industries are rare in the area. Also most of the industrial institutions are
agricultural-oriented.

Employability interventions- After organizing the core team, we took integrated steps- a-
Converging with the ongoing government self employment schemes, b- strengthen the Skill
Development Centers. c – explored the job and placement market and compiled the data base. d-
Need based survey conducted on saturation base. e- Use the youth data in skill development and
training cum placement.we initiated integrated intervention in the employment sector as
follows-

i. Employment through Job fair- The growth and development in the secondary sector is
on leap and bounce with the support of State. But lack of second line (human
resources) it is being conversed in the sick units. Other side the rural and urban youths
who really in need of job, always deprived of grabbing the opportunity not having the
information about vacancies of post. Thus we did two exercises . First we got compiled
the data base of companies, placement agencies, NGOs and institutions who actively
working with the placement of youth along with their needs(educational qualification,
age, sex, work experience, physical disability, academic qualification etc.). On the
bases of placement demands we organized job fair at cluster level and made the
publicity. Second we maintained a data base of unemployed youth categorizing with
their eligibility, options and preferences. Now we are having data base of 24023. In my
tenure of Narsinghpurwe could get provide the opportunity of job and placement to
3511 youthof various capacities , by conducting the 32 job fairs at all over the district .
The students, who, are having  non technical education got maximum placement made
in the Textile and spinning mills, security guards, insurance agents, marketing
executives, construction(bar bending, mason, site supervisor) etc.)other side those who
have technical certification(SCVT,NCVT)got the opportunity in electronic,
mechanical, automobile and refrigeration industries. Although theinitial retention was
not as per opportunities provided. But it opens the new horizons of jobs to the youth by
initial exposures. It increases  their marketing competency and  miscellaneous
opportunities. In the future those who continued the job, became the role model for
other youths and  also worked  the source of employment to others directly.In the future
the interventions are required only in skill and certifications which will work as value
addition among human resources..



ii. Employment after training– it is observed, if some kind of short duration(1 to 3
month) skill training provided to fresh youth , their job competency increases with
value addition. Some of them are as follows-Auto mobile Repairing, Computer
hardware, Computer Software, Four wheel driving, Mobile Repairing, Computer tally,
Office management, Plumber, data entry Operator, security Guard, Armature  winding,
Business promotion executives, Electrical (Home) etc. In the last financial year we
organized 12 training batches and made 433 placement in various sectors on the skill
labour wage rate. All the training and placement got conducted by the agencies, which,
were procured by inviting EOI (expression of interest) through news paper. Now Mr.
kamleshMehra s/o Mr. DaulatMehra, village
PadariyaTehshilGotegaonis working with IPS co.
and earning Rs. 14000 per month, same
MrshivcharanMehra, Mr. SahabMehra, Mr.
DurgeshMehra are earning Rs. 8000 to 12000  per
month.

iii. Self employment after training- Male and female,
who , are not interested to go out of the district and
want to start their own business at home or nearby
surroundings, are being provided training for self
employment. The institutional training is being
provided by R-seti. In the last financial year 21
training for self employment organized. In which
591 trainees took part and its settled number is 518,
that is 86.30%. The training modules and duration
were on the provided guidelines of MoRD. The beauty of trainings is the
EDP(Entrepreneurship Development Training), which makes them aware about pros
and cons of business dynamics and formalities. The major sectors of training were
Dairy farming, dress designing, GEDP, Computer basics etc.
Other side on the demand base we got conducted training by independent agencies such
as sewing and cutting by ATDC, Para –vet by Bhopal dugdhsangh to support in dairy
sector . 220 youth got trained.

iv. Open recruitment rallies-District  Narsinghpuris being agriculture based, the ratio in
the Indian Army of this region was less than to other region of Madhya Pradesh. To
grab the opportunity for the respectable job in the army, we organized the Army
Recruitment Rally and 596 youth got the jobopportunity ,in which 153 belong to
narsinghpur.finally in year 2014. We provided the model test papers for written
examination and got conducted extra classes with help of School education department.

v. Skill certifications- In the distt. We are having one ITI and two SDC(Skill
Development Centre). Trade Electrician, Fitter, Welder and COPA are being run by ITI
. 231 students have been joining classes. In the SDCs , Meson, Fabricator
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welder(Arc.), Electrician domestic and
commercial, Account and tally, Arc and Gas
welding trades are being taught. In the last
financial year 300 youth were trained and made
certified by SCVT. On the other hand some trade
like electrician, fashion designing, Computer hard
ware and software as diploma courses are being
run by poly-technique.  For those who qualified
the diploma courses , we organized a campus job
fair with renowned companies and provided job
opportunity.

vi. Career counseling– The students who are still studying in the schools and colleges are
being provided career counseling by veteran professionals. We share even the trends of
jobs- salary wise, region wise, trade wise and sector wise also, with students, so that
they may select their career as per exposed data. We also share the information of
ongoing professional courses and the address of institutions to the students which make
them aware about to fulfill their dream. We also provided the information concerning
WebPages, where they can explore the job and the magazine, bookswhich, will assist
them to prepare themselves for better career.

vii. Flagship employment oriented schemes- Under theCM yuvauddyamiyojna our
achievement was 113%. We got financed on need based activities such as – NTPC unit
requires the dumper so we got financed four dumpers one JCB machine, Two fly ash
bricks unit. Being situated at national highway we got financed three hotel with
restaurant. In the agriculture sector one Harvester. The peculiarity was the optimum
finance to be made which , is worth Rs. 49 Lac average per unit. That is highest among
the other Distt. of Madhya Pradesh.The efforts on Yuva   entrepreneurship were
appreciated by the department of Commerce, Industry and employment in MP.same
the  progress achieved higher side on CM flagship schemes as on CM swarojgaryojna
103%, PM RojgarYojna 113% and CM Arthik kalian yojna the achievement of District
was 121%. It all could be possible only the systematize strategy of employment.

viii. Person with disability- with the help of Vocational Rehabilitation Centre- Jabalpur, we
conducted counseling camps for PwD. According to their disability, the opportunities
are being counseled to them. A data base also prepared to make them placement
through the organizations(Ageis . vishesh, sarthak,VRCetc).While in job fair , we
facilitated to the company’s representatives to recruit maximum number of PwD as per
the guideline ofGoI. We also promoted maximum PwD to get the training and
certification in the counseling camps.

ix. Wage employment – Under the scheme of MNREGA, wages oriented activities were in
constrains. In the financial year 2013-14 district could utilized only 94% of the its
budgetary provision with the generation of 10.38 Lac man days . In the scheme, our



concern was to increase the wages opportunities converging with individual beneficiary
schemes. We enhanced the pyramid of wage oriented activities from last financial year
2013-14 , 14158 to 17491(24% more) activities in the financial year 2014-15. In the
financial year 2014-15 we utilized 115 % excess to budgetary provision with the
amount of Rs. 5158 Lac while it was Rs. 2736 Lac in the financial year 2013-14. On
the other hand , if we see the man days , it hiked 10.38 Lac to 17.86 Lac.(72%).  As per
the ranking under MGNREGs , district stood on 32nd place to 17th .

x. Agriculture entrepreneurship-with the enhancement of employment activities the
primary sector started to feel labor scarcity. We  expanded and strengthen  ‘custom
hiring centers’ to provide improved agriculture machines and implements, so that they
can take place of labor and  convert  the agriculture sector from livelihood level to
profit making profession. We have extended 32 (18 govt. and 14 private sector)Custom
Hiring  Centers,are equipped with improved agro- implements .The main crop of distt.
is Sugarcane , and it requires a lot of labor in harvesting and transportation. To replace
the labor with machine, we introduced 8 sugarcane bigger harvester. During the
Krushimahotsav , we displayed and made publicity of improved agriculture implements
to enhance the productivity, and provided the training and benefits to 101393 farmers
by agriculture scientist and experts. We also promoted agriculture allied activities such
as dairy, goat rearing, fishery, sericulture, poultry etc.

Conclusion- My core experience was to hit the youth(15 to 35 age group) with the changing
technology, enhance the employability exposures, provide the social security and mobilize to
financial institutions to come forth for ease process of financing. My basic soul of intervention
was feedback, learning and facilitation. I ensured active participation of all stakeholders.My
major concern was to trigger the youth for their destination according to their skill and
eligibility. It is always required to modify the skill development  program according to the
demand of market. Reach of our efforts was school going students to forties marginal man, from
women to PwD, from general educated to technical educated youth, from self employment to
placement, from training  and capacity building to financial linkages, from wage employment to
mechanization, from individuals growth to sector development. It increased the focus of outer
agencies to the district. Multifarious activities were taken on integration and convergence mode.
Students got counseling to decide their future otherwise very few sectors were exposed to them.
At the last it was not my efforts but the dream of youth and their parents. Every parents strives
for their offspring’s to settle with sustainability mode. We initiated it only with the diversified
interventions.



Effective Monitoring - Way for Leap in Watershed Program in

Rajasthan

M.S.Kala1

Abstract

In 2009-10 Government of India launched “Integrated Watershed Management Programme
(IWMP)” all over the country with a funding pattern  90:10 (GoI : State Government). By
2013-14. Under the program Rajasthan was having an amount of Rs. 1189 crores but could
only utilise 20%. I joined as Director to the implementing department for this program
namely watershed development and Soil Conservation in June, 2013 in poor position. I had
brain storming meetings with all officers of the department and intensive field visit of 15
districts and introduced a three tier monthly monitoring system at gram panchayt level, block
level and district level. This system made all the levels vibrant and effective monitoring in the
state .The paucity of manpower was addressed by modifying the duties of watershed
development team the most important link between community and department.
Transparency was established by putting brick hoardings at all the project sites and
publishing news of these projects in newspapers. We started inviting Public representative
like MLAs, MP, Zila Pramukh , Pradhan at work sites of the watershed projects of their
respective areas for their practical and effective guidance in implementation. These efforts
resulted into getting an installment of Rs. 421 crores from GoI in the subsequent year thus the
total  amount with the department was 1610 crores out of which I utilised 97% and excellent
works for resource poor farmers of rainfed areas like water harvesting, pasture development,
plantation and horticulture plantation could be taken up in the State. For this excellent
achievement  the State Govt. awarded in 2015.

1 Background: Integrated Watershed Management Programme

(IWMP) is being implemented in 33 districts of the state. The

program  is a process oriented program and requires preparation of

annual action plan, transparently in utilisation of funds ,

preparation of detailed project reports (DPRs) formation of

watershed committees, deployment of Watershed Development

Teams, to  provide opportunities  for capacity building, to provide

livelihood opportunities to watershed community, to prepare new

projects, evaluation  of  ongoing  projects, preparation  of GIS

database .
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Since a lot number of processes and stake holders are involved

simplification of procedures, understanding among stake holders

and management of human resource is a big challenge in the

program and the difficult part is to make its mass movement in lack

of little awareness about the program. Due to complexity in

prevailing systems led to poor progress in the beginning years By

2013-14. Under the program Rajasthan was having an amount of Rs.

1189 crores but could only utilise 20%. I joined as Director to the

implementing department for this program namely watershed

development and Soil Conservation in June, 2013 in poor position but

effective monitoring, simplified procedures and utilisation of available

scarce human resources through motivation the progress in the program

leaped tremendously. The situation is graphed below :

2 Tools for taking the program from silent mode to vibrant

mode

2.1 Effective and qualitative monitoring of Integrated
Watershed Management Programme.

 A three tier monitoring system was introduced. For this
meeting for monitoring of activities were to be organised at all
the levels involved in implementation i.e.   WC monitoring,
PIA monitoring and WCDC monitoring. What to be monitored
at each level was clearly spelt out. I closely monitored that
these meetings are being held this not only resulted into



effective monitoring but clarity on what to be monitored at
each stakeholders level.

 A provision of providing incentives to the Watershed
Committee members to attend the monitoring meetings was
introduced for making the programme a people programme.
This increased not only awareness but transparency and
contribution of indigenous knowledge of village community in
planning and implementation.

 Monthly meetings were organised for reviewing the progress
and to resolve the issues hindering the programme.

 The financial progress  was more than double the previous
years

 Intensive tours by at each level and the officers of the head
office were also made district OICs for bridging the gap
between districts and directorate and for effective monitoring.

2.2 Simplification of the procedures for implementation of
the programme simultaneously maintaining the financial
discipline.

 There were many procedure which were too complicated and
were hindering the implementation  of the programme. Like
there were too many steps in approval of the DPR due to
which the preparation of DPR was getting delayed. These
were reduced.

 The process of preparation of UC was also simplified.
 There were difficulties in the procurement procedure which

were adversely effecting the progress. The tender process
was simplified.

 There were many administrative and financial approvals which
were reduced to single administrative and financial approval.

2.3 Administrative issues of Watershed Development and
Soil Conservation Department and human resource
management.

The biggest challenge was to boost up the moral of the
departmental officers who were in low spirits due to stagnation in
their promotions for last 20-30 years and acute shortage of the staff
not only in terms of filling up of the posts  (only 40% post were
filled) but also very less posts in the department as compare to the
number of projects  and volume of work. No single recruitment was
initiated in the department in last seventeen years whereas the
work load of department increased 10 times in 18 years and
manpower was reducing due to retirement Thus the department
was crippled due to shortage of staff. With lot of deliberations with
finance department, the restructuring of department was done and
posts were created as per the quantum of work.



 This boosted the functionaries of the department and
with a same man power the achievements in the year were
more than double of the previous years and even more than
the cumulative of the last four years (nearly double).
 Process of recruitment 376 junior Engineers was also
completed and this happened after sixteen years in the
department

Besides promoting the staff the key for the success to the leap in
progress was motivation, love and respect to each person which
every human desires ie I used humanity than any other tool. I was
their voice at every level of government and political system and
the staff reciprocated by their hard work.

2.4 Linking consultancy service of WDT with their
performance in programme. I knew that  the process of new
recruitment and creation of post will take considerable time so my
focus was on to utilise the available human resources and during
my intensive field visits, brain storming with all districts officers
and weekly brain storming with head office officers I could realise
the untapped neglected and hence involved in unproductive
works(local politics ) human resource which were watershed
development team members. These were hired by department on
consultancy basis which signifies that they were to be paid when
they provide the consultancy ie carry out some work and not to be
paid monthly, but the department was paying them without
monitoring the work they carried out. Instructions were clearly
infiltrated that the payment is to be made as per the contribution
of the WDT member in physical and financial progress. and
accordingly the Memorandum of understanding with them were
revised. Initially there were lot of repulsions from these members
who were around 1700 but once it was clear to them that the
consultancy service means remuneration on performance and non
performance does not entitle them for monthly emoluments they
started contributing and results were tremendous

2.5 Convergence -Watershed programmes can not satisfy all the
needs of community reflected in the PRA exercise/or other
development activities. Convergence with regular on-going
programmes of Line departments (agriculture, horticulture, forest,
and animal husbandry) and other rural development schemes has
always been an individual effort but mandatory convergence has
always been a big issue. There is scope for development of system
through institutional arrangement /process. We focussed on
watershed saturating DPR and accordingly initiated the process by
keeping three parts of DPR one from the Scheme of department ie



IWMP, Part B from Mahatma Gandhi NREGS which provides
abundance scope with untied funds for watershed development and
Part three from Other departments

For this officers from line departments were also placed in
department.

2.6 Efforts for effective training :

 Focus was given on linking training with Livelihood and one
such example was collaboration with Raymonds. The
participants were provided Machine as well.

 The technical Manpower was trained in  a systematic manner
with continuous hand holding at intervals on new technology
aspects like GIS and Remote sensing who were unable to
utilise the GIS data lying with them which was prepared
spending Crores of rupees.

2.7 Transparency:

 Brick hoardings at prominent points of villages, displaying the
details of expenditure on each activity by painting on the
activity itself

 Involvement of elected representatives by inviting them for
distribution of chaffcuters, revolving fund to SHG or
individuals in public meetings

2.8 Focus on neglected aspect of the programme

2.8.1 Livelihood : Livelihood one of the major component of IWMP
was neglected. I started with sensitisation of Head office officials by
sending them in the market  to explore the possibilities for
livelihood  and made it a buzz words among the field functionaries
as a result  the expenditure level under this component increased
and large number of groups(more than 5000) were formed and
provided financial assistance for taking up some livelihood activity.

2.8.2 Organic Farming

The adverse effects of fertiliser’s pesticides are well known today
hence emphasis was on promoting organic farming especially vermi
compost and compost pits and many good examples were seen in
watershed areas one such commercial unit is well established in
Nagaur.

3 Conclusion:



The administrative reforms for addressing the human resource
challenges and procedural issues and close monitoring of the
program resulted into recognition at Government of India
Level and the State was awarded for its best Practices. The
progress in the financial year despite of enforcement of three code
of conducts (parliament elections, Panchayat elections and
Muncipilaty/local bodies) was Rs.709 crore which was Rs.217 crores
in 2012-13 ie is Three times the time I joined the department. The
department has recruited 347 technical manpower.



4 Rainfed Agriculture demands innovations one such
innovation was plantation in one litre - The Sundaram
Technique

A few photographs show the activity which was successful
in desert areas

Field condition Pre development

Deep ploughing after first rain of the Monsoon and fencing
to prevent grazing



Barbed wire Fencing as in desert other kind of fences are
not successful to prevent grazing. This was a initiative
taken as earlier only ditch cum bund kind of fencing was
permitted which technically is not viable in desert areas
and hence failure of DCB in solving its purpose was
resulting into entry of animals in pasture which was
destroying it. Also there is tremendous livestock pressure
in western Rajasthan

Again Deep ploughing after last rain to conserve
maximum moisture and digging of pits Then plantation
with mulching. Mulching to prevent evaporation which is
high in desert areas.



Covering each plant with local bushes in the month of
November for Prevention of plant from cold. The
temperatures even dips upto minus 4 degrees in
Sikar/Churu



All this resulted into converting barren desert land into
productive land
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The Revival of a Sick PSU – An Experiences in UP State
Handloom Corporation
Rajeev Sharma1

Abstract
On the basis of distribution of money and opportunities, broadly India can be divided in to
four segments i.e. areas around New Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon, Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Hyderabad, Pune etc.; middle class towns like Kanpur, Lucknow, Bhopal, Meerut,
Jaipur etc.; tehsil level and other small towns; and finally remaining rural areas. The
sizeable amount of money and opportunities are predominately concentrated in the first
segment, resulting in to mass immigration of people in these affluent pockets from the last
segments, in search of livelihood, creating acute problem both in urban and rural areas.
Indian traditions of family based production in dairy, handlooms, metal works, potteries,
wood work etc. have huge potential for creation of opportunities in third and fourth segment.
To support the production, marketing, financing, technology transfer, management etc. for
these activities, the government created various organizations and UP Handloom
Corporation was one of them. Initially it performed well but after the end of the subsidy era,
due to various reasons its downfall started and it became sick. The Handloom is the second
largest unorganized sector after agriculture and millions of people subsist on it. And if
government support is not provided to it, it will never withstand brutal market forces.
Keeping above factors in mind systematic, effective and concerted efforts are required to
revive it, as was done by me and positive results started to come within a small span of time.
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On the basis of distribution of money and opportunities, broadly India can
be divided in to four segments i.e. areas around New Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon,
Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Pune etc.; middle class
towns like Kanpur, Lucknow, Bhopal, Meerut, Jaipur etc.; tehsil level and
other small towns; and finally remaining rural areas. The sizeable amount of
money and opportunities are predominately concentrated in the first
segment, resulting in to mass immigration of people in these affluent
pockets from the last segments, in search of livelihood, creating acute
problem both in urban and rural areas. Indian traditions of family based
production in dairy, handlooms, metal works, potteries, wood work etc.
have huge potential for creation of opportunities in third and fourth
segment. To support the production, marketing, financing, technology
transfer, management etc. for these activities, the government created
various organizations and UP Handloom Corporation was one of them.
Initially it performed well but after the end of the subsidy era, due to various
reasons its downfall started and it became sick. The Handloom is the second
largest unorganized sector after agriculture and millions of people subsist on
it. And if government support is not provided to it, it will never withstand
brutal market forces. Keeping above factors in mind systematic, effective
and concerted efforts are required to revive it, as was done by me and
positive results started to come within a small span of time.

4. Context of the study

(A)Geographical distribution of money contributes a lot in affluence

and poverty in the region. I could not find data in this regard but in

my opinion on the basis of distribution of 100 rupees in economy,

the India may be broadly divided in the following segments.

The segmental division of India on the basis of money and
opportunities

Sl.
No.

Cate
gory

Area Popu
latio

n

Money
in the
segment

Opportunities
in the segment

Re
ma
rks

1. A Delhi and adjoining areas like
Gurugaon, Noida, G Noida,
Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata,
Bangalore, Hyderabad, Pune,
Ahemdabad, Surat, etc.

10 60 Maximum

2. B Big towns like Lucknow,
Kanpur, Bhopal, Meerut,
Trivendrum, Chandeegarh,
Gauhati, Nagpur etc.

15 25 Few
opportunities

3. C Small towns and tehsil level 6 10 Little
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urban bodies opportunities
4. D Rural and interior areas 69 5 Only traditional

opportunities

(the data are indicative only since no real data was available in this regard)

(B)The above data clearly indicates the geographical economic

disparities prevailing in present India. To patch up this huge gap, the

opportunities are to be created in segment C and D by industrialization.

Our present dayindustrialization on European patterns is creating more

problems instead of making us prosperous. The differences and salient

features of traditions of Indian and European production system are

given below.

The difference between Indian and European Traditions of
Production

S.No. Indian Tradition European Tradition
1. Family based production. Unit or factory based production.
2. Based on owner - production concept. Based on owner – employee –

production concept.
3. Few finances are needed. The financial requirement is often

quite high.
4. Less space is required. Substantial land is required.
5. Predominately local raw material is used. Usually raw materials are

imported.
6. Technology transfer hereditarily. Specific technology required and

time to time updation is needed.
7. Only family members are employed. Substantial employment is

generated.
8. No fix work time. Working time is fixed. Often it is

round the clock.
9. Very little or no competition. Acute competition.
10. The resource persons for training are

family members.
Specific training is must for
operating various systems of
production.

11. Eco – friendly. Create ecological imbalances.
12. Continuity is maintained. Big gestation period and a

definite life span.
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(C)Considering above two points we need industrialization in such

manner that it suits our socio-cultural environment and should

support masses for longer period. No doubt in present world

context we cannot ignore industrialization on western patterns but

simultaneously we also need mass based industries as done by

China and Japan. Here the role of various government, semi-

government, cooperatives and other bodies become prominent and

they come forward to support the entire process with the element of

both modernity and traditionality.

5. Body of the paper

After agriculture Handloom is the second largest sector in India which supports

Indian economy at Grass root level. According to national handloom census 38,46,835

workers are engaged in weaving and allied activities in India, generating employment to 65

lacs people. Number of looms working is roughly around 35 lacs.The sector has a vast

potential for creating opportunities in the field of production, management, marketing and

other allied activities in rural areas and for lower economic urban groups.

As for as U.P. is concerned approximately 1,16000looms pertaining to2.17 lacs

weavers/households are functioning, as per handloom census 2010. To protect and safe

guard interests of weavers and allied workers U.P. Handloom Corporation Ltd. was

established in the year 1973 as a Govt. Company with the following coreobjectives:-

1. To promote assist, aid and finance new and existing handlooms and power looms.
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2. To manage establish, operate and conduct establishments, undertaking, enterprises

of any description or to facilitate or accelerate handloom or power loom industry.

3. To provide technical, financial, marketing or any assistance to accelerate handloom

industry.

4. To buy, sale, manufacture, export or import or otherwise deal in all kind of

handloom or power loom machinery and appliances, equipment, raw materials

necessary for manufacturing of handloom and power loom fabrics etc.

5. To take steps to train weavers and to educate them in new techniques for

manufacturing of handloom fabrics.

6. To develop handloom and power loom market in India and abroad.

Since the inception the corporation was patronized by the state Govt. and flourished

on various annual grant and subsidies till 1997. After that Govt. withdrew subsidies and

grants substantially, it resulted into decline of the corporation's affairs and corporation

started accruing heavy losses which ultimately led to retrenchment of approximately 850

employees in April 2004. But even this step could not improve corporation’s health and by

Dec. 2013, approximately 1200 employee opted for V.R.S.

On 1st January 2014 when I took over as MD, the corporation's position was as under:

1. Since May 2012, four secretaries and 5 part time M.D.'s were posted.  I was the 6th

one and part time.

2. Total staff strength was reduced to 249.

3. Out of 72 corporation's owned or rented showrooms 60 was functioning at very low

pace.

4. No handloom products were purchased since 2005 and business was in very poor

shape.
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5. Most of the licenses, permissions and membership certificates were lapsed.

6. Salary to employee was not regularly paid and its pendency was from 18 to 60

months.

7. The corporation’s reserve funds were reduced to 45.00 lacs only.

8. Liability to PF office often led to attachment of corporation bank account by P.F.

Commissioner.

9. Scores of litigations at various levels, Civil Court, Labour Court, High Court, Supreme

Court etc. were making functioning difficult.

10. Shabby office atmosphere which was not conducive for proper functioning.

11. Employees were demoralized and demotivated. Most of them do not come to office

or if they come they sit idle without any work.

12. Corporation's main activity was restricted to Govt. supply and counter sale was

totally over looked and neglected.

Considering the vast potentialsand opportunities in both rural and urban sectors, I

saw a challenge to improve the handloom affairs and offered my services in this

regard in 2012 but Government gave me additional charge of Handloom Corporation

in January 2014.When I took over as M.D., I worked in the following manners:-

A. Man Management –

1. I started direct communication with every employee and invited their views in

writing to improve corporation's health.

2. Weekly meetings from senior manager to class fourth employee were organized so

that their involvement in the decision making process and execution could be

possible.
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3. A six day art of living camp was organized for employees to activate and motivate

them in proper direction.

4. Regular briefing and trainings, where required were given.

5. 18 new apprentices were engaged in different fields to benefit corporation with the

experiences of new and old.

6. Two weeks training for ITI and polytechnic students was organized.

7. Regular disbursement of salary to employees since Feb. 2014.

8. Post retiral dues were given to several employees and a plan was chalked out to pay

all dues in stipulated time frame.

9. Office atmosphere and working conditions were improved. The emphasis was given

on punctuality and discipline.

B. Finance Management

1. Proper accounting of money coming and going, strict account wise monitoring.

2. Various accounts operated by RMM/Depot Managers were closed. One account for

one region operated by RMM and few accounts at HO as per requirement were

made functional. Thus 48 accounts were closed.

3. Proper financial delegation was made and financial powers of depot managers and

RMM's were specifically fixed. Beyond RMM's limit sanction for payment is to be

obtained from head office.

4. The money deposited in various accounts was collected and deposited in the one

main account at H.Q.

5. All surplus money was deposited into fixed deposits and interest was used in

managing salary payments and daily routine recurring expenditures.
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6. P.F. commissioner was convinced for not attaching corporation’s account and tried

to get issue settled.

7. Balance sheet for the year 1997-98 was prepared.

8. 5 pending audit Para since 2005 were dropped by Public Account Committee U.P.

Govt.

9. Daily monitoring of incoming or outgoing funds.

10.     Efforts for recovering outstanding corporation’s dues on various individuals and

institutions. The substantial amount was recovered.

C. Business Management

1. Revival plan for Rs. 93.55 croreswas sent to U.P. Govt. for sanction.

2. Check list and guidelines for showrooms inspection.

3. Strict action on unaccounted goods and items present in showrooms.

4. Priority of marketing of corporations goods over other goods. Products were marked

with ‘Handloom Mark’.

5. Phase wise renovation of showrooms.

6. Posting of adequate staff according to business potential of showrooms.

7. Proper documentation and accounting of business.

8. After 2003, Handloom cloth worth Rs. 1.25 crores was purchased with RMM's/Depot

Manager's consultation and distributed to various showrooms for sale.
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9. The products were purchased from weavers and societies directly and for this 125

weavers and societies were registered.

10. A decentralized marketing scheme "self employment scheme" was launched on

small security to sale the handloom products. 17 individuals/societies were

registered in this scheme.

11. Mobile van shops were engaged to sale out the handloom products. The sale was

done by top managers of the corporation.

12. Personally inspected most of the showrooms.

13. Tried to make showrooms rent regularly paid and efforts were made to renew rent

agreement of different showrooms.

14. Handloom products marketing in variousmelas, exhibitions and congregations were

organized.

!5. Corporation participated, in 3 days buyer seller meet, organized by Export

Promotion Council for Handicrafts in India, at NOIDA.

16. Pricing policy for handloom products sale was changed and rationalized. All sorts of

discounts were curtailed.

D.            Others

1.            Condemn vehicles and other wastes were disposed off which created office space.

2. Old computer systems were upgraded and fourlatest systems were purchased for

smooth functioning.

3. Air conditioners and coolers were made available to make congenial atmosphere for

working.
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4. The effective and proper advertising was made to attract the customers. The

customers satisfaction was given the to priority.

My above efforts resulted into the following benefits-

1. Better working conditions.

2. Employee's satisfaction.

3. Rs. 5.5 crore reserve fund.

4. Approximately Rs. 215.00 lacs were paid to employees as salary and post retiral

dues.

5.            Business turn over during this period was Rs. 27.24 crores.

6. Professional business management led various firms and institutions to work with

us.

7. New hopes developed among weavers and producers and the confidence was

developed in such a way that they started delivering products on credit.

8. A renewed confidence was created in the customers and they were started coming
to Handloom Outlets and started purchasing products. Their feedback was also
taken on quality and prices. The customers were assured that products will be
replaced if quality is not up to standard.

9. A new hope was generated in the corporation.

Experiences andConclusions:-

1. Those who advocates that government should not enter in such type of
business , probably they need to amend their views because after
saturation in agriculture sector, the handloom is the only sector for rural
areas and for lower income groups of urban areas having unlimited
opportunities and potentials. It’s products have worldwide unlimited
demand.

2. Government support is needed to protect industry from the competition
of open market since till today the handloom sector is not so organized
that it could resist on its own the market forces in India and abroad.
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3. For proper development of any sector the key persons must work with
clear vision and specific goals. For handloom in UP the key persons are
concerned Minister, Secretary and Managing Director of the
corporation. The officials must have fix tenure.

4. Despite severe downfalls, there is always way out for recovery, if affairs
are managed professionally with the cooperation of all concerned and
with specific vision, utmost care and intelligence.

5. The handloom sector can contribute a lot to improve Indian economy. In
fact it is a sector where our masses can be engaged with little efforts.

6. Man management and customer management are key issues in this
field. The satisfaction of both is required for healthy growth of the
corporation.

7. The corporation should not depend on Government finances. It must
grow and work its own. Government supports often become fatal. Such
assistance should restrict to fundamental issues alone.

8. Except few top and key officials, other functionaries should be hired on
contract.

9. Use of modern technologies in communications, internet, vedio cameras
etc. facilitates business. In fact I was planning to monitor all show rooms
via internet connected cameras with the central control at HO.

10. On line marketing is the need of hour. If any corporation wants to
survive it must go for on line marketing through its own network.

11. In my opinion, various supervisory roles were not performed, as they
should be performed. That is why the corporation became sick.

If these points are considered while managing any commercial body, it can
be revived, irrespective of its any type of sickness. As for as the handloom sector in
India is concerned, it is most important sector because it involves traditional
technology, less finances, power, space. The workers are traditionally trained and
very little training in modern techniques is required. The sector has a potential to
revolutionize Indian economy. The concept of ‘Sashakt Bharat’ will not materialize
without   improvement in this sector.
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Flood  Management – An Experience in West Bengal
Ramkrishna Maity1

Abstract

The state of west Bengal having a large coastal area is always susceptible to frequent occurrence

of flood arising out of cyclonic storms formed over Bay of Bengal. The southern part of the State usually

have to face critical flood situations almost every year causing large scale damage  of crop , loss of

human life as well as extensive damage of property. The present study is based on occurrence of one such

devastating flood which the district of PaschimMedinipur in West Bengal had to encounter in the year

2007. A brief outline has been given on the origin of flood, its impact and the extent of damage it caused

to the people. A critical analysis of the situation has been given with greater focus on the challenges

faced by the district administration in conducting rescue and relief operation of the marooned people

during the period of crisis.

BACKGROUND

The incidents of natural  disasters in India are increasing at an alarming rate causing loss of

a large number of human lives , crops and other valuable properties. It has been estimated that

every year  6 (six) percent of the total population of our country are being affected by disasters.

The extent of only flood damage, the most frequent type of natural disaster in our country,

during the period from 1953 to 2010  is shown below:

Sl.

No.

Item Average per year Maximum (Year)

1. Area  affected ( Million Hectare) 7.208 17.50 (1978)

2. Crop area  affected( Million Hectare) 3.679 15.180 (2005)

Shri RamkrishnaMaity, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Transport Deptt., Govt of West Bengal
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3. Population  affected (Crore) 3.9 7.045 ( 1978)

4. Human lives lost (Nos.) 1612 11,316 ( 1977)

5. Cattle  lost ( Nos.) 89,345 6,18,248 (1979)

6. House  damaged ( Nos.) 11,94,637 35,07,542 (1978)

7. Value of crop damage (Crore) 693.866 4246.62 (2000)

8. Value of damage to houses ( Crores) 275.481 1307.89 (1995)

9. Value of damage to public utilities

(Crores)

814.596 5604.46 (2001)

10. Value of damages to crops, houses &

public utilities ( Crores)

1804.419 8864.54 (2000)

( Source :  Central water Commission, Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India )

It is in that context, Flood Management appears to be an emerging field for in- depth study,

analysis and formulation of an effective strategy to  combat  the flood situations  more

efficiently  in future .

1. NATURE OF FLOOD ENCOUNTERED IN PASCHIM MEDINIPUR DISTRICT:

The district of PaschimMedinipur , being nearer to the coastal area of West Bengal , is
always prone to  encounter cyclonic storms  formed in Bay of Bengal specially in monsoon
season and  afterwards  starting from the month of July to end of October.

The river Kangsabati which has a long course through this district is the main river  having
a major  dam or reservoir in the upstream known as the biggest earthen dam of Asia situated in
the neighboring district of Bankura. The other major river  passes through this district is
Subarnarekha which has its origin in the neighboring  state of Jharkhand and after traversing a
course of more than 50 kilometers within this district it enters into the state of Orisa. It has also
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got one reservoir in the upstream at Chandil in Jharkhand. Both the rivers have a large
catchment area within this district. The other rivers are Keleghai ,Silaboti, Chandia .

Flood in PaschimMedinipur generally occurs due to excessive rainfall arising out of cyclonic
storms formed in the  Bay of Bengal and hit the coastal area of the state. Such excessive rainfall
in the catchment area of the rivers often causes  sudden release of huge quantum of rain water
from the dams of river Kangsabati and  Subarnarekha resulting inundation and water logging in
large scale. The release of flood water from DVC Barrage also often causes inundation of a
segment of low lying area of the district in its North-Eastern part  underGhatal Sub-Division
which is also the most  vulnerable flood prone  area  of the district. A large part of land in that
Sub-Division has a basin like character and encircled by Ex-JamindariBundhs and river
embankments constructed during British regime to protect the mainland from river water
during high tide. Many of those embankments  being very old and without having adequate
maintenance , are susceptible to breaches in weak points  in high tide of rive water in flood
situations.

In the month of August, 2007, the district had to face a severe flood situation which was
originated  from a severe cyclonic  storm formed in Bay of Bengal  and hit the costal areas of
West Bengal and Orisa. There was continuous heavy rainfall for three consecutive days causing
large scale water logging in many areas of the District. The average rainfall per day was as high
as 150 mm. The situation took a serious turn when the  Irrigation  authorities started releasing
flood water from the  reservoirs. The Kangsabati dam released a total quantum of almost
3(three) lakh cusec of flood water over a period of successive three days. Same was the
situation for DVC barrage wherefrom more than 2.75 lakh cusec of flood water was released
within a spell of 3 days . The Jharkhand State authority also simultaneously released more than
2 lakh cusec  of water from Chandil  reservoir .

2. IMPACT OF FLOOD AND EXTENT OF DAMAGE:

The district consists of  29 Blocks and 8 Municipalities. There were extensive waterloging  in
many of the areas due to continuous heavy rainfall . The situation aggravated when huge
quantum of flood water was further released simultaneously  from  three dams/ reservoirs
within a short span of time. There were incidents of breaches  of river embankments in several
places  which rendered the overall flood situation more critical. More than 20 Blocks and areas
of 5 Municipalities were inundated in a large scale. Many  of the public roads were submerged
in flood water resulting disconnection of transport services. Power supply, Telecommunication
service werealso fully disrupted.
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Finally,  Army and Air Force authorities had to call for emergency rescue and relief
operations.8 (eight) sections / troops of  Army Rescue Team were put to rescue operation out
of which 5 (five) were deployed in Ghatal  subdivision ,the most critically affected area, which
was fully disconnected from the District headquarters. Air Force Troop from Kalaikunda Air
Base started  searching through Air Force helicopters  and airdropping of food packets were
continued  for three consecutive days  in the fully waterlogged areas. The Civil DefenceWing ,
the Block administration, members and staff of the Panchayet Raj Bodies, the notable NGOs ,
viz., Ram Krishna Mission, Bharat SebashramSangha etc. all embarked upon emergency rescue
and relief operation besides the defence team.

A snapshot on the extent of damage is given below:

Sl. No. Item Extent of damage

1. No. of Blocks & Municipalities affected Blocks: 21 Nos, Municipality : 6 Nos.

2. Total No. of Gram Panchayets,  Wards

affected

Gram Panchayets : 172 Nos.

Wards                     : 65  Nos.

3. Total No. of Village affected 3448 Nos.

4. Total No. of Families affected 1,48,650 (Approx.)

5. Total No.  of People affected 8.50 lakh (Approx.)

6. Crop area affected in  Hecter 1.72 lakh Hec. (Approx.)

7. Money value of crop damaged Rs. 165 crore (Approx.)

8. Total No. of Houses damaged Fully  damaged  :  48908 Nos.

Partly damaged :  68018 Nos.

9. Money value of damaged houses Rs.   225  crore (Approx.)

10. Loss of Human life 82  Nos.
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3. CRITICAL  ANALYSIS  OF THE SITUATION  AND CHALLENGES FACED:

The Administrative Machinary had to face a lot of challenges in conducting
emergency rescue and relief operation during the period of that crisis. Some of the
problems which stood in the way are noted below:

3.1 SUDDEN  DISCHARGE  OF  HUGE  VOLUME OF  FLOOD WATER FROM BARRAGES:
The people of the district had to face a sudden release of unprecedented magnitude
of almost  8(eight) lakh cusec of flood water within a period of 72 hours over and
above the excessive quantum of rainfall arising out of cyclonic storm. This had led to
a situation where everything went out of control and it made the district
administration fully paralysed.

3.2 INACCESSIBILITY OF THE AREA AND  DELAY IN REACHING  TO  THE MAROONED
PEOPLE:
Since more than two third of the whole area of the district was hit by that calamity
and a large number of villages were inundated and water logged , the rescue team,
life boats etc. were grossly inadequate to serve the whole area which causes delay
in reaching the marooned people. Even the Army Rescue Team , being limited in
number and with a few boats, could reach only a few of such worst affected villages
during first two days of operation. The rescue boats used by the Army has the
limitation that it can be operated in  a specific level/range of flood water. The non-
availability of adequate number of Country Boat also stood in the way in prompt
and effective delivery of services by the Govt. machinery.

3.3 APATHY OF MAROONED PEOPLE TO SHIFT TO FLOOD SHELTERS:
Affected people often found unwilling to move to the flood shelters/ temporary
camps leaving behind their household belongings, cattle in their damaged /partially
inundated houses particularly when  such flood shelters/ temporary camps are
located in a distant place. This not only causes risk of their life in staying within a
damaged house which may collapse at any time  but also makes it difficult for the
Govt. machinery to supply foodstuff and other essentials.

3.4 PROBLEM OF DRINKING WATER SUPPLY:
Supply of drinking water was a major challenge in the worst flood affected areas.
Since all the govt. and private tubewells  were submerged in flood water, it was
decided that water in poly pouches will be supplied and mobile water purification
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and packaging plant was commissioned. Unfortunately, it was not adequate to cater
the need .

3.5 ABSENCE OF A WELLEQUIPED & TRAINED CIVIL DEFENCE EMERGENCY  FORCE:
The Civil Defence Department of the Govt. have limited manpower, machinery etc.
to tackle the situation during the period of crisis especially when there is a demand
to serve over a large area.

3.6 SHORTAGE  OF MANPOWER  IN  MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE  TEAM:
Mobilisation and deployment of Medical Surveillance  Team  appeared to be a major
challenge for the District Administration . Since a large area of the district was
affected and many of the Health Institutions, viz., PHCs, BPHCs, Rural Hospitals were
partly inundated and water logged, providing medical care to the marooned people
was a major challenge for the administration  immediately after occurrence of the
calamity.

3.7 LIMITATION OF NGOS:
Although  a good number of  NGOs had come forward, they always preferred  to
serve in some selected areas  according to their choice. They were not much
interested  in rendering services  in an integrated manner in association with
Government machinery.

3.8 PUBLIC  UNREST CAUSING  DELAY IN SERVICE DELIVERY:
The local movements/ public agitations in some places stood in the way in prompt
delivery of services during relief operations. The marooned people organized road
blockade and some other agitationalprogramme in a few places during the extreme
period of crisis by which the process was only delayed. Unfortunately, in some cases,
those untoward incidents were stimulated by some political and social outfits.

4. CONCLUSION :

The efficiency of the administration largely depends on prompt delivery of services
especially during any period of crisis . In a flood like situation , conducting rescue
operation i.e. evacuation of the people from the critically affected areas becomes a
major challenge. Best output can only be delivered if there is a cohesion of activities and
services rendered by different organs/departments of the Government as well as the
NGOs and others.



Starting With Gender Sensetisation – An Experience from West

Bengal

Sudipta Chatterjee1

Abstract

My experience sharing presentation highlights the need for sensitization in implementing challenging

programmes related to gender concepts and gender empowerment.  The event, on which this paper is

based, took place years back and underlines the predictable mindset of people, which needs to be

sensitized in tandem with the growing need for gender equity.  This is one of many such grass-root

level experiences faced by me while trying to re-orient people for proper implementation of women’s

development programmes.  It became clear from this event that even for schedules meant exclusively

for women, it was thought more important for the male members of families to stay at the forefront,

rather than the women beneficiaries themselves. Among the issues addressed are gender related

mindsets and chronic difficulties faced in changing attitudes.

At the time of this experience, I was working as the Assistant Project Director of the West Bengal

Tribal Development Corporation under the Backward Classes Welfare Department.

INTRODUCTION

Gender discrimination is something that enters a person slowly and sits
quietly, so quietly that at times you don’t figure out it’s there unless you
look very closely. Vis-à-vis the still prevalent and obdurate reluctance of
our society to change patriarchal attitudes, bringing about enduring
development of women is a tall order. To ensure tangible outcomes of any
such endeavour,  prior sensitization of all players is the challenging area to
be addressed first. Sensitization is a sustained phenomenon marked by
gradual changes through a process of mental and attitudinal growth.

Smt Sudipta Chatterjee, IAS is presently posted as State Project Director, SarvaSiksha Mission, Govt. of West
Bengal



When it rains heavily, those who are forgetful of umbrellas, run
from it. Heavy rains actually remind us of the challenges in life. We are
taught by our experiences never to ask for a lighter rain but to look for a
better umbrella. In that spirit, I would like to recount one curious
experience of mine when I was Assistant Managing Director with the West
Bengal Tribal Development Corporation Ltd.. This incident highlights one
of my efforts to ensure sensitization of critical programme implementers
about programmes they are supposed to implement.

Quite a few dedicated interventions for the empowerment of tribal women
had to be put in place under my supervision. And evidently, bringing about
enduring development of poor tribal women is a daunting challenge, by
any standard. It goes without saying that creating gender parity in society
necessitates greater conceptual clarity and awareness building, starting at
the level of the most uninitiated. A clueless person is always the most
challenging to sensitise. The one who gives you a blank stare and keeps
thinking of other things while you are trying to put across a new idea! Of
course, also to be patiently cornered are the anti-change regressives and
the hopeless know-alls of society who are the toughest to convince.

It needs to be appreciated, that gender empowerment should not be about
distribution of sporadic alms to women, but about their education,
empowerment and mainstreaming. Try telling that to the average guy
standing in front of you and he will look at you like you’ve grown a
second nose.

As Assistant Managing Director in the West Bengal Tribal Development
Corporation, I took upon myself the critical responsibility of advancing the
rights and concerns of our below-poverty line tribal women. I was fired
with the ambition to promote their survival, protection and development in
a holistic manner.

During the time I’m referring to, anything vaguely sounding like it
concerned women and children was quickly labelled ‘Gender Budgeting
and Gender Development’ and things were left at that! Undeniably, there
was a system of data dissemination in place, there were government



programmes with impressive project options, subsidy offers and bank
loans with easy repayment structures. And yes, there were sundry
schedules on paper for capacity building and also, some allocations for
promotion of training infrastructure. There were even lengthy paperwork
and lengthier meetings. There was talk at various levels about addressing
crucial gaps in government actions for women by promoting inter-
departmental convergence.

Yes, creating gender equitable and child-centred policies and programmes
seemed the in-thing and sounded quite doable. Unicef was brought into the
picture and publications were circulated. Qualitative and quantitative
socio-economic indicators were projected and occasional attempts were
made to gauge the tangible outcomes within given time-frames.

Now, I have always been a sceptic of sorts. So, I guess I was somewhat
unmoved by all this impressive hullaballoo and wanted to see things for
myself. The lack of basic comprehension among those responsible for
successful implementation of schemes was a nagging worry. In spite of the
noises made and the literature doing the rounds here and there! Malcolm S.
Forbes had rightly said, “If you don’t know what you want to do, it’s
harder to do it.” And I had severe doubts whether so many important ‘do-
gooders’ around me really had any inkling about what good they were
trying to do and for whom they were trying to do the good. I doubted if
they even gave the issue much thought. Most people I know would sooner
lie down and die rather than think of things they had never thought of
before. We human beings are creatures of habit, and we like not to change
things, if that is the easy option.

I decided to initiate a preliminary sensitization campaign, covering the
cross-section of the functionaries involved and of course, the beneficiary
groups. Unless the women themselves realized the objectives and
potentialities of the schemes and programmes meant for them, we could
never get the desired results on a sustained basis.

So, I tentatively took up one important women-oriented scheme named
AdivasiMahilaSashaktikaranYojana, AMSY in short, which was
implemented by my Corporation. It was a microcredit, microsavings and



microinsurance scheme exclusively meant for BPL tribal women. The
process was executed through the machinery of the LAMPS or Large
Scale Multi-purpose Cooperative Societies formed under the aegis of our
organization, mainly for tribal development in the districts.

By educating and training the tribal women, helping them to accumulate
sufficient sums of working capital and providing them with required
market linkages, this ambitious and comprehensive umbrella scheme
aimed to build and expand their income generation choices. Through such
awareness growth and micro-financing support, the women were to move
towards self-empowerment, and, eventually turn into enabled economic
agents of the changes we wanted to see around us.

I selected the district of Purulia, as the progress of AMSY was pretty weak
there at that time. Just one scheme and one district, I decided, would give
us an idea of the sensitization required.

I requested the District Magistrate and Sabhadhipati to organize a well-
equipped and well-publicised day-long orientation programme. My
specific request was to involve all the grass-root level people, specially the
beneficiaries. I knew that ignorance about what we had to offer was the
greatest at the lowest level.

My boss and his boss kindly agreed to come with me to Purulia for the
event, which was the first of its kind. So it was quite an impressive team
that landed up outside the large crowded venue in the Purulia town on the
important day.

There were red carpets spread out for us and flowery-confetti flung at us
from all sides as we approached the crowded doorway of the large
conference hall. There were little dances moving in tandem with every
step we took. And folk songs and eager camera men and determined video
recordings obstructed our way towards the dais, which turned into a
hurdles-race of sorts. The sensitization programme I had in mind was to be
launched through a process of enriching dialogue and interaction. So, I
was impatient to get started, but we all had to bear with the noisy
formalities that seemed to mean so much to the local functionaries.



Finally, we were all seated on our decked-up dais. And below us were
seated the invited 500-strong participants, decked in their best Sunday-
wears and looking sublimely pleased with themselves. As far as I could
assess, they had one thing in common, they were all men and men with a
typical pack feeling one often sees in such rustic gatherings.

The air in and around the conference hall was one of a grand village
picnic. Attendants started serving drinking water, tea and snacks. The
speeches started. And I decided to detach myself from the proceedings and
just wait for my turn.

Well, I was young then, and believed in aggression. I was convinced that
the need of the hour was not for routine run-of-the-mill speeches but little
shock therapies. We know that a mind is like a parachute. It doesn’t work
if it isn’t open! And if it doesn’t open easily, one has to give it a nice
shake.

“Well, where are they?” I asked the organizers, when, finally, the mike on
the stage was mine.

“Who? Where? What?” was the typical expected reaction.

“The target beneficiaries, for heaven’s sake, those who should have the
right-of-way here today!”

There was the deafening hush expected, followed by some confused
murmuring among the men. I was planting ideas, like seeds. Well, we have
heard that the best time to plant a tree was twenty years ago. But the
second best time is always the present!

“Come on, gentlemen,” I was kind of enjoying this by now, “where are all
the poor tribal women for whom we are assembled here today? Why
haven’t you invited them? Why are they not even being addressed on the
occasion meant for them? It is for them that all these arrangements have
been initiated in the first place! It is for them that all this money is spent!”

When told that the beneficiaries in question had household chores to take
care of and their brothers and husbands and fathers and fathers-in-law



were among the audience in their place, I remember blowing my top quite
dramatically.

I had shouted in my loudest voice, asking them to bring the target group
over for being told what AMSY was all about. I had looked at the
dignitaries on the dais without feeling apologetic. They were blinking and
looking quite perplexed by now.

The hoped-for impact was slightly amusing. Everyone started running
helter-skelter. A few shocked-looking hurriedly dressed up tribal ladies
were dragged inside the hall in no time. Some unwilling gentlemen were
made to yield their seats for these apologetic new-comers, who didn’t have
the foggiest idea why they were there. They looked up at me shyly as I
explained to them how to avail of all the benefits we had brought to their
door under AMSY. I was happy to see that we were connecting!

My boss and his boss didn’t know whether to look pleased or angry with
me for all the surprising fuss. Well, my point was made. And the
organizers, starting from Sabhadhipati and District Magistrate down to the
Chairmen of the Lamps promised to involve the respective beneficiaries of
the respective schemes henceforth.  Their sensitization had started!

So, this little fiasco engineered by me seemed to be worth it. At least, I
could start hoping that next time, a few of the made-easy scheme
guidelines drawn up in the vernacular and some of the bank cheques
would find their way into the over-worked hands of these poor women.
And I could start hoping that these women would find a little confidence in
what they were capable of achieving.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps folks who are crazy enough to think they can change the world,
are the ones who do! I believe that I have been able to reinforce the
significance of sensitizing the people involved, if something important is
to be achieved with success. I have found that the root causes of inequities,
exclusions and discriminations are always lack of sensitization and



involvement at the fundamental level. Sensitization is the place to start
before venturing out on a challenging assignment. In conclusion, allow me
to reiterate that the vital thing in this world is not so much where we stand,
but in which direction we are moving. And the journey of a thousand miles
begins with one step.
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Reducing Vulnerability from Electric Bare Conductors and Other
Electrical Installations - An Example from West BengalState
Electricity  Distribution  Company  Ltd

Tapan Kanti Rudra1

Introduction :  Pursuant  to  the  Electricity  Act  2003,  West Bengal  State
Electricity  Board(Established  in  1955)  was  restructured  in  April  2007  into
two  State  owned  companies  e.g.  WBSETCL  and  WBSEDCL  separating
the  two  functions  of  Transmission  and  Distribution  of  Electricity
respectively to  put  in  place  modern  management  and  professional
approach  in  the  power  sector. Thus  the  West  Bengal  State  Electricity
Distribution  Company  Ltd[WBSEDCL]  came  into  being  on  01.04.2007.

WBSEDCL is one  of  the  largest Electricity  distribution  Companies in
the  Country(if  not  the  largest)  catering  to about  88,000square  kilometer
area  over the  entire  reach  of  the  State  of  West  Bengal  excluding  about
5000  sq km  area comprised  within  the  Kolkata  Metropolis. WBSEDCL  has
presently  a consumer  base  of  1.52  crore
(Domestic/Commercial/Industrial- all  inclusive) covering  over  80%  of
households with 2,91,092circuit  kilometer  of Low  Tension  Line,1,65,095
circuit  kilometer  High  Tension (33KV  &  11KV)  line,  517 no.  of  33/11
KV  Sub-Stations, 1,99,289  no.  of  Distribution  Transformers (11/0.415
KV) with  9361  MVA, capacity, 505  nos.  of  Customer  Care
Centres(CCCs)(lowest  unit  of  the  Company)  dealing  with the  consumer
issues at  the  field.

It  is one  of  the  three  best Electricity  Distribution
Companies  of  the  Country  as  assessed  by  the  Ministry  of  Power, Govt.  of
India  in  terms of  consumer  satisfaction,  financial  viability(continuously
making  profit every  year since  its  inception)  and  other  relevant  criteria.

The  Company  runs  with  about 15,500  regular  employees in
its  pay   roll  presently  and  about 18,000  outsourced  contractual
employees to maintain  its  business  processes  throughout  the  State.

It   is  a  Public  Sector  Company  owned  by  the  Govt.  of  West
Bengal  and  has  a welfare  mission of  providing  quality  power  to  each
household  of  the  State  by  the  end  of  March  2016.

Shri TapanKantiRudra, IAS presently posted as Director (Human Resource), WBSEDCL
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Through its  services  of  distribution  of  Electricity, WBSEDCL  not  only
lights  up  houses,  Commercial  establishments,  Industrial  units etc,  butin  the
process also  induces  faster  socio-economic development  in  the  region.

Since  the conductors  are  mostly  bare/ uninsulated, the
conductors  and  other  Electrical  installations pose  threat/vulnerability to
human lives,  cattle and  properties. Accidents  do  occur in  substantial
number  claiming  lives  causing  disablement  and  injuries  which  is  an  issue
of serious  concern.
The  standard  safety  protocol  is  thus  of  highest  priority  to  protect  the
lives  and  property of  the  members  of  public  as  also  the  employees (both
inhouse  and  outsourced).

Significance  of  the  issue :  In  the  domain  of  present  day  Public
Administration  there  are  certainly  a  number  of contemporary  burning
issues  touching  the  lives  of  common  citizens. Some  of  these  most
important  issues  are  surely Poverty  Alleviation, Improvement  of Qualityof
life, Disaster   Mitigation,
Gender  Bias, Empowerment, Health-Sanitation, Inter-Governmental
Relations, Decentralized  Democracy, Rural  Development, Urban
Development,  Self-Employment, Role  of  Public  Administration/Bureaucracy
in  the  backdrop  of  Liberalisation- Privatisation- Globalisation,
Equity,Accountability- Transperancy-Responsiveness-Efficiency, e-
Governance,Peoples  Participation, Citizens  Character, Human  Rights and
such  other  things. But  in  the  68th year  of  our  Independence,  it  would  not
perhaps  be  out  of  place  to  claim  that  most  of  these  issues  are  being
discussed  and  shared  for  quite  sometimes past  and  many  of  these  issues
stand  substantially  addressed.
The  issue  of  Safety    for  Public  in  general  and  the  employees  and  the
related  techno-social concerns  from  out  of  Electricity  Distribution  network
is  relatively  new  and  not  much  talked  about  in  public  domain. For  that
matter  the  issue  of  safety  and  safe  work  practice  in  our  public  life,
perhaps  demands  greater  attention. The  challenge  in  ensuring  Safety  is
also  no  less demanding  techno-social  skill  and  sustained  cooperation  &
efforts  at  all  levels. It  is  thus  considered  significant  to  share  the  relevant
information with  fellow  participants  in  this  forum  for  due  propagation.

The  Business  Process  in  WBSEDCL :
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Coming  out  of  the  legacy  of  the  State  Electricity  Board  period,
WBSEDCL has  completed  eight  years  of  its  existence  in  April  last.
Keeping  in  view the  State  welfare  objective  of  providing  quality  power
to  all  the  citizens  at  affordable  cost(regulated  by  the  Central  and  State
Electricity  Regulatory  Commissions)  and  its  vision  of  being  the  best
Electricity  Distribution  Company  in  the  Country, the  business  process
priorities  in  WBSEDCL  are

(1)Ensuring  consumer  satisfaction  to  the  optimal  level.
(2) Ensuring  Economic  viability, and
(3)Ensuring  Safety  and  Safe  work  practice.

While  the  regular  employees  looking  after  supervisory  and  regulatory
functions  mostly, some  of  the important  functions  charted  below  are
outsourced  and  performed  by  contractor’s  employees.

a) Construction  and  Maintenance  of  Low  Tension (LT)  and  High
Tension (HT)  Lines  including  fault/ breakdown  repairs  etc  through
Mobile  Van services round  the  clock.
b)Maintenance  of  Electricity Distribution  Sub-Stations(33/11  KV  and
11/0.415 KV).
c)Effecting  new  connections  and  disconnections(in  cases  of  default  in
payment).
d)Other  Services.

Goal Setting :

The set goals in WBSEDCL are

I. To be the best Distribution company.
II. To ensure highest degree of consumer satisfaction.
III. To sustain economic viability. &
IV. To ensure safety to public& employees

Extent  of  Accidents :
225 accidents occurred in 2011-12, meaningone accidentevery 1.6 days,
which stood lowered to 190 accidents in 2014-15 meaning one accident in
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every two days. In spite of large increase in the electrical lines in these years,
over15% decrease in both occurrence of accidents& number of victims is some
achievement and surely a journey towards the right directionto achieve  a near
zero accident status within shortest possible time frame.
The  extent  of  accidents  at  the  end of 2011-12  and  2014-15  respectively
are  appended below:

Table  I
Decrease  in  number  of  accidents  in  three  years.

2011-2012 2014-15 %Decrease  in
three  years

No.  of  Electrical
Accidents  occured

225 190 15.5%

No.  of  victims(fatal
and  Non-fatal)

259 216 16.6%

No. of  fatal  victims 111 111 0%

No.  of  Non Fatal
victims

148 105 29.1%

Table  2
Categorywise  Number  of  victims (Fatal  &  Non-Fatal)

Category 2011-2012 2014-15

Fatal Non-Fatal Total Fatal Non-Fatal Total

Company
Employee

08 20 28 04 13 17

Contractor
Employee

35 80 115 29 59 88

General
Public

68 48 116 78 33 111

Total
111 148 259 111 105 216
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Table  3
Monthwise  occurrence  of  Accidents

Month No.  of Accidents Remarks
2011-12 2014-15

April 27 13 During  the
Monsoon  months
of April  to
September most
of  the  accidents
are  caused(68%  in
2011-12  and  66%
in 2014-15)

May 27 23

June 35 32

July 25 26

August 22 18

September 19 14

October 18 14

November 16 12

December 08 13

January 05 09

February 14 06

March 09 10

Total 225 190

Identified  factors  Causing  Accidents

A. Direct  Causes

 Snapping  of  live  Conductors.
 Working  under  Improper  shutdown/absence  of  shutdown of

Electrical  lines.
 Non-observance of  Standard  Operating  Procedure(SOP)
 Non-use  of  Personal  Protective  Equipments(PPEs)
 Equipment  failure(Earthing Failure).
 Fall  from  height.

B. Indirect  Causes.
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 Lack  of  skill-Poor  quality  of  outsourced  Employees.
 Lack  of  Supervision.
 Lack  of  Training.
 Lack  of  market  availability  of  skilled  workforce.
 Theft/Unauthorized  use  of  Electricity.
 Large increase  in  Electricity  Network.

Table  4

Increase  in  Electricity  Network  during  the  last  four  years(2011  to  2015)

Sl.  no. Item Total
as  on  31.03.2011

Total
as  on  31.03.2015

%
Increase.

(1) 33/11  KV  Sub-Station. 432 517 19%
(2) H.TLine(33 & 11 KV) 92066  ckt  km 1,65,095 ckt  km 79%
(3) Distribution

Transformer(11/0.415 KV)
1,36,523  No.
6873 MVA

1,99,289  No.
9361  MVA

46%
36%

(4) LT  Line 91636  ckt  km 2,91,092ckt  km 217%
(5) Consumers 85.6  Lakh 152.18  Lakh 77.8%
(6) BPL  Connections 5.51  Lakh 27.89 Lakh 406%

[Data Source: WBSEDCL]

Implications  of  Accidents :

 Loss  of  Human  Lives/Cattle

 Loss  of  Reputation  of  the  Company.

 Legal  Complications.

 Financial  loss[ By  way  of  Payment  of Compensation/Solatium  ~ Rs. 5 cr.
per  annum  @ Rs.2.5  Lakh  per  death / @  Rs. 3  Lakh  per  permanent
incapacitation,  cost  of  treatment]

 Law  &  Order  problem.

 Vulnerability  to  the  public  in  general/Employees/workers.

Mitigation Strategy :

Any strategy to mitigate such a technical problem like this should be based obviously
on science and technology . Thus possible intervention could have been either
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i) To convert the lines underground , or
ii) To replace the bare conductors with Aerial Bunch cables (AB Cables )

But besides the question of heavy costs , converting the existing system
keeping the services un-interrupted, and the vastness of the existing
infra- structures , given the socio-economic context of our society , is a
distant proposition.

Thus, a mixed strategy of gradual replacement of the existing lines with
AB Cables or drawal of underground lines, wherever & whenever
practicable, coupled with other possible techno-commercial-management
interventions to optimalise the result is considered prudent and is being
worked on which is seen to  yield some result. The strategy is to be
sustained to maximize the result and reach the goal.

Remedial  Measures  initiated :

A. Techno-commercial interventions :

(1) Detailed  A,B,C  Analysis  of Accidents  to  identify  major  causes.
(2) Review  of  SOP/ Modification  of  SOP.
(3) Publication  of  Safety  Manual/Technical  job  Manuals/Inspection

Manual/M.I.S
(4) Modernization  of  P.P.Es
(5) Inspection  of  Lines/Installations.
(6) System  Augmentation-Fitting  Cradle  Guards /Spacers/Earthing/Tree

Trimming.
(7) Gradual  replacement  of  bare  conductors  by  A.B  Cables.
(8) Laying underground cables
(9) Training  of  Employees/Contractor  workers.
(10) Holding District Licensing Board meetings regularly .
B. Other Miscellaneous measures :

1)Awareness  building  through  Print/Electronic  Media/ParishebaMelas/ Group
Meetings  etc.

2) Fixation  of  Responsibility  Matrix  at  each  level.
3) Safety  Audit.
4) 25%  weightage  on  performance  on  Safety  in  Annual  Performance

Appraisal.(Class  I  officers)
5) Regular  Supervisory  Inspections  at  worksites.
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Extent  ofSuccess:

In  last  three  years,  in spite  of  large  scale  increase  in  the  distribution
network, a  substantial  decrease both in  number  of  accidents &
victims could  be  achieved ( over 15 %) . More  importantly, apart  from
this  tangible  gains,building  of  organizational  culture,  prioritization  of
Safety  Concern,  overall  enhancement  of  performance  and  re-assuring
public  faith/ Consumer  Satisfaction could  be  achieved  as intangible
gains.

The  organization  would  pursue  the  cause  concertedly, collectively  and
continually  to  achieve the set goal of a  zero  accident  status  for  the
Company  as  early  as  possible.

Conclusion :Various  case  studies  show  that snapping  of  live
Conductors can  happen  anywhere  any  moment. Thus vulnerability  is
wide  spread in  rural areas, busy  urban  hubs, market  places  etc. Accidents
have  been  seen  to occur  from live snapped conductors in  cases  where
housewife  has  been  electrocuted  while  in  her  domestic  work  at  her
courtyard,  farmer  going  to  plough  his  land  got  electrocuted  or  member
of public got electrocuted in busy market places / bus stands. Such  accidental
deaths/ incapacitation  often  causes  havoc  to  the  family. Death and or
incapacitation  inflicts long lasting suffering to the victims / families and to the
society.The electrical  network  cobwebs  the  country  in  every  part. The
insulated  A.B  cables and /or under ground cables are  much costlier .  It  is
not  possible  to  change  the  network  of  bare  un-insulated  wires overnight
or  in  a  single  go to either of the options for obvious reasons of cost and
other associated techno-social reasons.Thus, vulnerability out of electrical
wires/installations is surely a Public Policy issue that needs greater
attention at all levels.
Accidents  do  occur  in  various other walks  of  life  claiming  lives,
destroying  properties, as well. In  2014  about  4.5  lakh road accidents
occurred  in  Indian  Roads  across  the  country  claiming  1.37 lakh lives  and
incapacitating about  1.5  lakh  more  peoples. In  West  Bengal  alone, about
2000  people  still  die  annually  out  of snake  bites. Fire  hazards are  also
a  major  cause  of  concern  inflicting  heavy  damage  to  lives and
properties  across  the  country.Railway accidents, Civil Aviation Security,
Domestic cooking gas accidents, accidents at inland water transport
vehicles are also a serious cause of concern and needs to be studied and
addressed comprehensively as a Public Policy issue.
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It  is  thus necessary   to  build  widespread  safety  awareness  across  all
strata  of  the  society  from not  only  Electricity  related  issues  but  also
on  overall  gamut  of  Safety  in  all  walks  of  life, perhaps from the
primary school level..
Expectedly, sharing  this  techno-administrative  experience  with  fellow
participants  would bring  home  some  attention  in  the field of  Safety and
would  create  enhanced  general  perception/Awareness  on  Safety  Concerns,
as  a  whole. If that happens, the purpose would be satisfied then only.
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Initiative in Delhi Cooperative Housing Finance Corporation –
Employee Involvement Improves Performance

L.R. Garg1

Abstract

“No coal is so black that it would not turn red and glow when it comes into
contact with fire”. Motivation casts spell of magic on the human beings and
turns most depressed ones into high performing individuals. A motivated and
willing work force is the best instrument to achieve the outcomes of any
organization.

Motivation theories propounded by management scholars can be broadly
divided into two groups. Motivation could come from extrinsic sources, like
“competitive salary”, or intrinsic sources, like successfully accomplishing a
challenging task. Human beings look for satisfying their needs.

What is required is a real leader who can create miracles by inspiring,
motivating, empowering and energizing his fellow beings. “Collaborative
Public Management is a concept that describes the process of facilitating and
operating in multi-organizational arrangements in order to remedy problems
that cannot be solved-or solved easily-by single organizations”. The paper
discusses the challenges faced by a leadership in Delhi Co-operative Housing
Finance Corporation in successfully turning around its performance by
successfully motivating its employees and utilizing the tool of collaborative
Public Management. The Corporation was facing recovery problems for more
than 15 years, and the profits were declining.

Introduction:

In this short paper, I would describe the motivation and reward system prevailing in the Delhi
Cooperative Housing finance Corporation Ltd (DCHFC) based on my current knowledge and
supplementing that knowledge with the organizational material and experience gained during
The Delhi Co-operative Housing Finance Corporation Limited (DCHFC) is an Apex co-
operative organization in housing finance sector in Govt. of NCT, of Delhi, in which more
than 96% share capital is held by the Govt. There are 26 such Apex organizations in different
states in the country.
My association with the Corporation as General Manager during the period 2007-08 to 2009-
10. I would discuss the economic incentives, such as the pay and benefits, symbols of

Shri L. R. Garg is an IAS Officer of AGMUT cadre and presently posted as Secretary Education in the UT
Administration of Daman & Diu.
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prestige and status, job content incentives, such as autonomy, recognition, and interesting
work and certain other motivators and de-motivators.Whether the system is well balanced
will also be discussed. In the end, based on the theory I would suggest improvements that
might be made in the organizational structure.

Theory:
An effective management of an organization depends on various factors. Whether we

consider ‘competing values framework’ model of Quinn at el (2011), or the ‘four frames’
model of Bolman and Deal (2008) or any other theory or model of management, we find that
it is the ‘humanresources’ that play a vital role to make or mar an organization. Organizations
to reach and remain at the top rung keep human resource factor in the forefront. Quinn et al
(2011) strongly put forth that the “Individuals who are motivated, empowered and committed
are more productive and thus are essential components of winning organizations”.

A motivated and willing work force is the best instrument to achieve the outcomes
Desired bytheorganization.AccordingtoBolman andDeal (2008) skilledand motivated
workforce is a powerful source of strategic advantage and productivity. When thereis good
fit between people and organizations, individuals find meaningful and satisfying work,and
organizations get the talent and energy they need to succeed. Progressive organizations
implement high-involvement strategies by paying well, offering job security, promoting from
within, training the workforce, and sharing the fruits of success while others empower
workers and give workers more significance through participation, job enrichment, teaming,
egalitarianism and diversity.

Managers must create an environment where productivity, empowerment and
commitment are possible, probable and likely. Effective enactment of the “motivating self
and others” competency requires individual managerial leaders to achieve and maintain a
balance between push for effort and productivity and maintenance of overall health and
effectiveness for themselves and for their people.Raymond J. (2006) strongly recommends
that managers and leaders “should have a keen interest in staff motivation, given the role that
high-caliber, well-motivatedstaff plays in ensuring strong institute performance”. Raymond
refers to a survey conducted in 2001by the Urban Institute where ‘motivatingstaff’ ranked
first for higher productivity and increased retention.

Motivation theories propounded by management scholars can be broadly divided into
two groups: “motivational structures that rely heavily on external rewards and
reinforcements, and those rely on factors internal to the positional”.Motivation could come
from extrinsic sources, like “competitive salary”, orintrinsic sources, like successfully
accomplishing a challenging task. Human beings look for satisfying their needs. Maslow
(1954) proposed a pyramid of innate human needs- physiological, safety, belongingness,
esteem and self-actualization whereas McClelland (1961) suggests achievement, power and
affiliation as the three learned needs. Lawrence and Nohria (2002) identified four drives-
bonding, learning, acquiring and defending.  Raymond J. (2006) listed five sources of
motivation: achievement, recognition of achievement, interesting work content, opportunity
for growth or advancement, and competitive salary. First four are primarily intrinsic to job
satisfaction; the fifth (salary) is extrinsic.
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In view of the theoretical inputs, the motivation and reward system in vogue in
theDelhi Cooperative Housing finance Corporation Ltd (DCHFC), where I served as General
Managercanbe discussed as under:

DCHFC:
DCHFC is a financialorganization operating for giving loans for housing and

development of related infrastructure in cooperative sector in Delhi for good number of years.
Let me discuss extrinsic sources of motivation in DCHFC, in the first instance. The majority
shares in the Corporation are held by the government (about 96%), and the Board of
Directors was having 8 nominated/ appointed members by the government (out of 11
members) (DCHFC, 2008-09). Pay scales as applicable to the government staff were adopted
and implemented for the Corporation’s staff.So far as promotions are concerned, each staff
member gets at least four financial up-gradations to the next higher pay scale, once in five
years (though he/ she remains on the same post). Apart from the pay, the staff also gets
annual handsome ex-gratiapayment equivalent to some percentage of their gross annual pay
(Annual report of DCHFC, 2008-09). Other benefits include: welfare schemes for housing
loan at concessionalrates of interest,free health care under the scheme of Delhi Government
as extended to DCHFC employees, annual contribution from profit to the staff welfare fund,
scheme of interest-free loan for various purposes from staff welfare fund, etc.

Group of management scholars, like Herzberg, name the extrinsic factors as‘hygiene’,
which they consider, may prove demotivating in the long run. However, Raymond J. (2006)
suggests that both the intrinsic and extrinsic sources of motivation are important and “both
kind of stimulation” must be employed. So far as intrinsic stimulants are concerned, DCHFC
staff is quite motivated on this front as well. During the initial years of its loan operations,
DCHFC staff was highly motivated as the “sense of achievement” was high.Inthose days, no
bank or Financial Institution in Delhi was giving loan for such “unproductive activities” as
housing. After great efforts,the management couldarrange funds for financing cooperative
group housing projects. The newly recruited staff found the work interesting.They
experienced a sense of achievement, and identified opportunity for growth within the
growing organization.  They secured appreciation from the management and also from the
beneficiary members of the defaulter societies.

As the problems of recovery in respect of‘bulk-loaning’ started emerging, the
enthusiasm of the staff, however, started declining. Nevertheless, better pay scales, cordial
working environment kept their morale high.In the meantime, some factors of motivation
were introduced in the Corporation. The then General Manager, Mr Joshi, was a very
dynamic officer, whocould take careof allthe aspects and provided managerial and leadership
directions of a very high order in those initial difficult days. During his long tenure, the
organization scaled new heights. The organization started celebrating three major festivalsof
the country –the Deepawali, the Holi (festival of colours) and the New Year, every year. The
employees were being frequently sent on training. The DCHFC constructed its own decent
office building in south Delhi, a very prestigious area. As the organization was growing,
welfare schemes for the employees were introduced. Better pay scales with time bound
financial up-gradation(s); decent air-conditioned office building with modular new furniture
became the “symbols of prestige”.This was the time when service conditions for central/ state
government employees in India were not so good in the eyes of general public. However, in
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the DCHFC, employees enjoyed better “status” in view of the working environment and other
motivating factors discussed above.

However, with ever increasing default figures, and their efforts to recover outstanding
loan yielding no results, the initial enthusiasm in staff started fading; particularly with
indifferent attitude shown by Assistant Collector in recovery proceedings, unchecked illegal
sale and purchase of mortgaged properties of the defaulter societies; both profit and loan
figures started stagnating, or marginally fluctuating- all this had a de-motivating impact on
theemployees. Almost everybody was of the opinion that instead of giving more loans, the
Corporation should keep its surplus funds in fixed deposits and thrive on interest income. No
inspirational ray of hope was seen to find asolution to the problems within the Corporation.

In such a scenario, the remedies could come from ‘outside the four walls’ of the
Corporation. Solution to the problems could lie in the “collaborative public management”.
According to Michael McGuire (PAR Dec 2006) “Collaborative public management is a
concept that describes the process of facilitating and operating in multi-organizational
arrangements in order to remedy problems that cannot be solved-or solved easily-by single
organizations”. Here, the author focuses on the role of manager/ leader. By applying this new
approach of collaborative public management the new General Manager started
building“critical linkages with other agencies” i.e. offices of the Delhi Development
Authority (DDA), the Divisional Commissioner (Revenue), the Commissioner, Municipal
Corporation of Delhi, the Registrar, Cooperative Societies, Delhi Police, and others. This
resulted in expediting the recovery of long pending loan arrears, stoppage of illegal sale-
purchases of mortgaged properties.The “ Collaborative Public Management “ and the
motivational role are not self-exclusive but supplementary and complimentary to each other.

With these developments, there came a new “stimulation” to the employees of the
Corporation. Earlier, the staff was not exposed to the “collaborative public management”
techniques. Once we took up the matter of recovery and that of illegal transactions of
mortgaged properties with the concerned public authorities, their responses were helpful and
encouraging. The morale of the employees revived with new enthusiasm, upon receiving
encouraging replies from ‘high government offices’, they felt inspired and elevated in status.
Their efforts were recognized. This ultimately resulted in high profits. During the financial
year 2007-08, the annual profit was  Rs.162 million which jumped to Rs.227 million in 2008-
09 and further jumped to Rs.274 million in the year 2009- 10 as is seen in the figure –1. I feel
proud in saying that DCHFC had secured record profit at a time when the world was facing
difficult period of financial collapse and banks were failing due to problems in repayment of
housing loans.
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The steep increase in profits of the Corporation was a great motivating factor. The
staff was re-inspired like anything.Recovering substantial amounts of default amounts (at a
time when banks and FIs were facing difficulties in loan recoveries world over including
India), was really a challenging task, and the staff experienced a sense of personal
achievement. With this new inspiration, they took renewed interest in recovery matters as
well as loaning operations. It was for the first time that advances figure crossed all previous
records with more than Rs.750 million (Figure-2refers).

Source:DCHFC’sAnnual Reports of 2001-02 to 2009-10
(Figure –1)

Source:DCHFCChairman’s speech on 18th September, 2010 and
DCHFC Annual Report of 2001-02 to 2009-10

(Figure –2)
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Though there was no notified ‘reward’ policy in the corporation, however those who
did good work were suitable rewarded, for example – Employees sent on training by air an
attractive locations, though not entitled to travel by that class; re-imbursement of mobile
phone and interest free loan scheme etc.

From the above discussion,   it is very clear that motivation and award system in
DCHFC is by and large balanced one; it has been applying both the “extrinsic sources” of
motivation in terms of better salary structure and other pecuniary benefits(in the shape of ex-
gratia payments; health scheme; scheme for interest free loan and loan for house building at
concessional rates; other welfare schemes; etc.) as well as “intrinsic sources” of motivation in
terms of sense of achievement, off and on, a pat on the back by the General Manager; the
high-end work environment; staff photographs being printed on the back page of annual
report along with those of top management and senior officers; and other symbols of prestige
and status gave the staff members new inspiration. The Corporation had remained at second
position amongst such other (26 no’s) ‘Apex’ cooperative organizations in housing finance
sector in the country. And, nowwith DCHFC’s profits touchingnew heights, it acquired the
top position amongst such Apex Cooperative Institutions in the country.

Staff empowerment is another great motivating factor. The General Manager would
discuss the important matters regarding recovery and other related court matters with the staff
and generally “collaborative decisions” were taken. Once the matter was decided, thestaff
was given enough autonomy to deal with defaulter societies in explaining them the features
of the individualization scheme for loan repayment and also get the replies drafted from the
legal advisors, etc. These are the few examples of staff empowerment and autonomy. The
recovery related job, which was once monotonous and boring, became an interesting and
challenging task with the now re-motivated recovery team. From my experience in DCHFC, I
haveformulated a clear view that in organizations motivation is not existing in itself in
isolation solely on account of extrinsic factors(high salaries and other financial benefits), but
the motivation comes with the leaderwho inspires his team and instills in the staff a sense of
empowerment and job enrichment by team building, skill up-gradation, creating direct
relationship,collaborative decision taking, “co-creating” vision and goal setting.

Conclusion:
Now, I would like to suggest some improvements that may be made for keeping the

employees motivated and their inspiration level at a high. First of all, the DCHFC should
diversify its operations by exploring new areas keeping in view its missionstatement, values,
and objectives. Simultaneously, process for imparting new skills to the staff needs to be
initiated so that they are well prepared for accepting the new challenges in the new/
diversified area of operation. In the present scenario, there is not much scope for job rotation
beyond a particular level, however, for keeping the staff motivated and inspired job rotation
should be resorted to, which is possible only after the Corporation initiates activities in the
additional area of operation.
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Chief Minister’s Social Assistance Scheme for Infirms, Single Mothers and
Persons with Disabilities

H M Shangpliang1

Abstract

Social Welfare Department in the State of Meghalaya has been implementing many schemes for the welfare of

Women and Children. However, a marginalized section of the society like the infirms, single mothers and

persons with disabilities are not assisted with any benefits from the ongoing governmental schemes.

Accordingly, the Govt approved a scheme and called it the“Chief Minister’s Social Assistance Scheme for

Infirm, Single Mothers and Persons with Disabilities”.

The Scheme aims at providing financial assistance to the Infirms, Single Mothers and Persons with

Disabilities belonging to marginalised section of society having an income not exceeding Rs.36,000/- annually.

The number of beneficiaries enrolled within the first yeari.e. in 2012-13 was about 19,0000. Initially, the

Chief Minister allotted Rs. 7.00 crores for the beneficiaries. Again due to increase of applications an

additional amount of Rs.10.00 crores was sanctioned by the end of the year 2013.

The Social Welfare Department started Special Enrolment Drives. As a result, more than 32,000 beneficiaries

were enrolled for the scheme within three months. The Chief Minister had to allot another Rs 13.00 crores

for these additional beneficiaries of Special Enrollment Drives.

The morale and self-esteem of the beneficiaries hasbeen boosted by this benevolent Schemes and it has been

able to provide social security to the people and to lead a respectable life.

Social Welfare Department in the State has been implementing many schemes for the welfare
of Women and Children. However, a marginalized section of the society like the infirms,
single mothers and persons with disabilities are not assisted with any benefits from the
ongoing governmental schemes.

The Chief Minister observed that during his visits to different villages of Meghalaya,
he witnessed many poor elderly persons, infirm, single mothers and persons with disabilities
meeting him with a request for some financial assistance for their livelihood.

Shri H.M. Shangpliang, IAS is presently posted as Secretary, Social Welfare Department, Govt. of Meghalaya



Accordingly, the Chief Minister directed to submit a proposal to the Government in the
form of a Social Assistance Scheme to cover these marginalized sections of the society. And,
subsequently, the Govt approved the scheme and called it the Chief Minister’s Social
Assistance Scheme for Infirm, Single Mothers and Persons with Disabilities.

The Chief Minister launched the scheme in 2012. The Scheme aims at providing
financial assistance to the Infirms, Single Mothers and Persons with Disabilities belonging to
the marginalised section of society having an income not exceeding Rs.36,000/- annually.

The following categories of persons are entitled to the scheme.
(1) INFIRMS : (i) Age of Infirms Female - 58 years / Male 60 years. (ii) Must

belong to marginalised families with annual income below/not exceeding Rs.36,000/-
annually (iii) Certificate being bonafide resident through EPIC or Caste Certificate from
Competent Authority.

(2) SINGLE MOTHERS : (i) Do not have any means of livelihood.(ii)
Marginalised Families with an income not exceeding Rs.36,000/- annually.(iii) Death
Certificate of the Spouse to be obtained from the District Medical Health Officer or
Municipal Board.(iv) Certificate being bonafide resident through EPIC or Caste Certificate
from Competent Authority.

(3) PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES: (i) Disabilities Certificate to be issued by the
competent authority. (ii) Identity card to be issued by competent authority. (iii) No
qualifying age required.

Selection of beneficiaries
(a)INFIRM & SINGLE MOTHERS
(1).Selection of beneficiaries is done on the basis of application to be submitted

through the Block Development Officers subject to verification by the District Social Welfare
Officers/Child Development Project Officers as per eligibility criteria.

(2) The existing database of Block MIS for Indira Gandhi National Widow Pension
Scheme (IGNWPS) is taken into account to avoid duplicacy.

(b)PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(1)Identification of beneficiaries who are persons with disabilities is done by the Multi-

purpose Rehabilitation workers / Community based Rehabilitation workers and the
District Social Welfare Officers.
Rates :
The Assistance payable to each beneficiaries is Rs.500/- per month.
Mode of payment:



(1) The fund is placed at the disposal of the CDPO of all the ICDS Projects in the State,
of which fund is deposited in the Nationalised Bank available at the Block Level or through
any local Post Office.

(2)The Assistance is credited into the Public Sector Bank account of the beneficiaries.
The Director of Social Welfare is in-charge of the Chief Minister’s Social Assistance

Scheme and necessary instruction for its proper enforcement and procedures from time
to time.

The District Coordination and Monitoring Committee has been constituted in each
district to review and monitor the implementation of the scheme. The Committee will
coordinate with various agencies and stakeholders to ensure that the identification of
beneficiaries and disbursement of pension are smooth and transparent at all levels within its
jurisdiction.

Stoppage of Financial Assistance
Assistance shall cease to be payable on the death of the beneficiary. If a beneficiary dies

before receiving financial assistance for particular period when he or she was living, the dues
for that period will be paid to the immediate member such as husband, wife, son or
daughter.
Implementation of Chief Minister Social Assistance Scheme

This scheme is being implemented through all the ICDS Projects in the State. The
scheme is well appreciated and acceptable to the general public.

Intensive publicity campaign was carried throughout the State. Publicity was also
carried through important newspapers, FM Radio and TV Talks. Awareness programmes
were organised at various ICDS Project headquarters. The Anganwadi workers were
directed to inform the concerned beneficiaries about the Scheme in their respective
villages. Hoardings and Posters were put in important places in all Anganwadi Centres.
Road shows were also conducted in all district Headquarters.

The number of beneficiaries enrolled within the first year during 2012-13 was about
19,0000. Initially, the Chief Minister allotted Rs. 7.00 crores for the beneficiaries. Again,

due to increase of applications, an additional amount of Rs.10.00 crores was sanctioned
by the end of the year 2013.

The Social Welfare Department started Special Enrolment Drives in several rural
development blocks like Zikzak, Betasing, Rongjeng, Williamnagar, Umsning, Jirang,
Mylliem etc. during 2014 to reach out to the people in remote rural areas of the State. The
Chief Minister himself attended these programmes with his cabinet colleagues. As a result,
more than 32,000 beneficiaries were enrolled for the scheme within three months. The Chief



Minister had allotted another Rs 13.00 crores for these additional beneficiaries of the Special
Enrollment Drive.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that such people-oriented Schemes changes the
livelihood of the citizens in the State. The morale and self-esteem of the beneficiaries are
boosted by these benevolent Schemes. This Scheme has been able to provide social security
to the people and to lead a respectable life.

“I feel proud to tell you that I could buy a garment for my newly born grand
daughter with this money” – Smt.Jenoli Sangma, Siju, Garo Hills, 68 years (Infirm
beneficiary).

“I feel secured and happy now after I have been assisted under this Scheme since
the time my late husband passed away leaving this four children behind “– Smt. Susan
Wahlang, Nongmynsong, Khasi Hills (Single Mother).
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RatriChaupal (Night Camp) at Village- Dhauladata, Tehsil- Nadauti ,
District – Karauli Rajasthan -A Grass Root Level Program
B. L. Jatawat1

Success story of Ratrichaupal – Dhauladata

Dhauladata is situated in the Gadmora Gram Panchayat of Nadoti Subdivision of Karoli District.
It’s distance from District Headquarter  is 90 km., from Subdivision Headquarter 20 km. and from
Gram Panchayat Headquarter it is 7 k.m. away.
150 families of (special) other Backward classes are living in this village which is situated at 900
meter high hilly terrain in the North-Western side of Karoli.

Even after 68 years of independence, this village was devoid of basic facilities.  There is only one
Government institution and that is one Government Primary school.

Conditions prior to Ratrichaupat
The hill upon which Dhauladata village is situated, has boundaries with three neighbouring
districts. This is the only revenue village in Karoli District.Some villages of Sikray and Lalsot
Subdivision of Dausa District and Bamanwas subdivision of SawaiMadhopur districts are also
situated in this hilly region.

The villages of Dausa and SawaiMadhopur districts have facilities of Road, Drinking water and
Electricity. But these basic amenities were still not there in Dhauladata because it was the only
village of Karoli District.  The villagers of Dhauladata village have demanded on many occasions
and from various forums for electricity and drinking water facility, but to no avail. It has only one
Polling Station which is the highest polling station of Karoli District. Polling Party reaches there
via Dausa District.  A number of times the people have boycotted the election here as a protest.

No Administrative Officer has visited this village prior to this RatriChaupal because of it’s long
distance from the District Headquarters. One has to walk up to 7 k.m. (3 k.m. steep stretch and 4
k.m. narrow track) one can reach up to Kochar village by bike or jeep and from Kochar village one
has to cover 4 k.m. uneven stretch on foot to reach Dhauladata.

There is only one Pucca Building –Government Primary School, rest house are the huts with
thachet roofs in Dhauladata village.

For drinking water purpose, a pond has been made with people’s cooperation and rain water gets
accumulate in this pond. From July to March months the people as well as cattles drink water from
this pond. When the pond dries out completely, the villagers along with their cattles migrate to
Garhmora or other villages of their relatives.

Shri B.L. Jatawat, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Rajasthan Council of Elementary Education, Govt. of
Rajasthan
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Due to hilly terrain and small population the village was not provided the facility of electricity and
pucca road.  The patients are brought down to Garhmora by placing them on cots which is very
painful. When I got the information of boycott of Assembly Election 2013 by this village, I, as a
District Election Officer and District Collector, came to know that the reason for this boycott was
non-availability of the basic facilities in the village.

As a District Collector, I took the problems of Dhauladata as a challenge and asked the
Information and Public Relation Officer –HariomGurjar – to go to Dhauladata and to identify the
basic problems in consultation with villagers.  After completion of election process I called a
meeting of Electricity Board and various Departments like PHE, P&RD, Forest, W&CD and
prepared an action plan for providing basic amenities to Dhauladata village.

All the Officers were asked to write to their Departments to get sanction of Budget and State
Government’s approval within two months.

The Executive Engineer, Sri R.A. Singh Kasana has provided electricity line from Kochar village
of Dausa District to Dhauladata within 2 month’s.It has raised people’s hope for solution of
drinking water and other problems.

District Administration Reached First time
People were very happy when District Collector along with other officers reached this village by
covering the 7 k.m. long hilly terrain on foot for RatriChaupal and made arrangements for solving
the peoples’ problem.  The Senior Officers of District Administration have  first time selected this
steep and narrow path from historical Garhmora fort to Dhauladata.  The people of Garhmora
could not believe that the District Administration would come to their door and would solve the 67
years old problems in one day.

The elderly people of village got amazed, they told that this was the first time when District
Collector and other District Officials have visited their village and that their  relative have never
stayed with them at night due to these problems.

Aadhar and Bhamashah Enrollment at site:
Not only Aadhar Card, but the registration of beneficiaries for the Bhamashah scheme were also
done in this special camp organised by District Administration at Dhauladata.   Various problems
were explained by the villagers at this occasion, they also expressed their gratitude to the Hon’ble
Chief Minister, SmtVasundharaRajeSindhia for this especial step of District Administration. In this
camp 150 Bhamashah Registration and 171 Aadhar Card were made and distributed Bank
Accounts with zero balance were opened for the people who were not having any bank account.

Artificial Light First time in the life:
Karoli Electricity Board has supplied 3-Phase Electricity line from nearby Electrical System by
August’14 with an expenditure of Rs.11 lacs upon the directions from District Collector. First
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timein their life the villagers saw the artificial light in their houses and lanes during this
RatriChaupal in September’14. That day has brought a new dawn for them. It was a very important
occasion for the villagers of Dhauladata, when not only that electricity reached to their village but
the home connections were too issued to the 18 families who have applied for that.

RatriChaupal – A blessing:
Two single phase tube-well and two hand pumps for drinking water were approved immediately
by giving priority to the drinking water problem. During the public hearing of villager’s problems
at RatriChaupal. A proposal for opening an Anganwadi Centre was prepared.  Proposals were also
prepared for providing single phase Electric connection up to NayaderaDhani of village, to provide
CFL bulbs on the electric poles and to prepare footpaths for connecting various Dhani’s under
MGNREGA.

After providing information about various schemes under different departments the Bhamashah
Registration letters were issued after making necessary correction related to Pension and Revenue
records etc. were done in the received applications.

No migration:
Villagers informed that cattle rearing is their main business and they grow cereals in small farms.
Now after availability of electricity they can install tube-wells at personal level and that due to
availability of drinking water in May-June months also because of facility of single phase, the
migration from village would come to a halt.

Praising in Sujas and other Newspapers:
The effort of District Administration to arrange a RatriChaupal in Dhauladata village after a 7 k.m.
long walk, for solving the long pending (67 years) problems of their village got a good coverage in
the State Government’s Magazine –Sujas and other newspapers, published from the State and they
praised a lot. When District Administration was on it’s way to Dhauladata, they found some boys
and girls going back to their houses after study at Garhmora School.  It was very heartening that
the awareness and reach of education has come to their village already.

The Officers at RatriChaupal:
The following Offices were present at Dhauladata at RatriChaupal :

(1) District Collector, Dr. B.L. Jatavat;
(2) CEO, Z.P. Sri NiskamDivakar;
(3) Executive Engineer (Electrical) Sri R.A. Singh Kasana;
(4) ADM Maduti, Sri Bhagawat Singh Dewal;
(5) PHE Divisional Engineer, Sri MukeshMeena;
(6) Deputy Director, Women & Child Development Department, Sri Rishi Raj Singhal;
(7) I&PR Officer, Sri Hari-Om Gurjar;
(8) Divisional Engineer, MGNERGA, Sri P.L. Meena;
(9) Assistant Director, Statistical Department, Sri AkashPathak;
(10) CMOH, Dr. Ashok Jain;
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(11) District Food Officer, Sri Liyakat Khan;
(12) District Education Officer, Sri RamkailashMeena;
(13) Development Officer Maduti, Sri Devender Sing Bideswas from Police and
(14) Other Block Level Officers;
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Social Sector Scheme in Uttar Pradesh – An Experience

Kedar Nath1

Abstract

Important steps taken by State Government of Uttar Pradesh for transparency and time bound payment in
Social Sector Schemes through PFMS.

Works as following are very important, ambitions &innovative :-
Uttar Pradesh is most populous State in India, with a population of 199581477 as per Census 2011.  So

UP has over 1 crore pensioners and beneficiaries in different Social Welfare Schemes and category.
The three main schemes i.eSamajwadi Pension, Old Age Pension, pre and post matric scholarship and

free reimbursement have been running by the Social Welfare Department of Uttar Pradesh for the development
and empowering the families of society.

PFMS is Public Financial Management System. It was necessity to make and ensure a transparent and
full proof system of payment to the pensioners and the beneficiary.  After a proper study with concern authorities
of  Government Of India , UP Government adopted  ''PFMS" to make a financial assistance to pensioners and
beneficiaries through e-payment with a transparent way and well in time. In financial year 2014-15 three main
schemes-''Samajwadi Pension, Old Age Pension and Scholarship Scheme" of Social Welfare Department as taken
under PFMS payment gateway.

PFMS for SOCIAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT-
Under the above mentioned scheme some important steps have been taken by the Government of Uttar

Pradesh, to ensure transparent and time-bound payment to beneficiaries through PFMS from State level. The
main feature of PFMS are given below:-

• Tracking of funds across the scheme hierarchy
• On line information of bank balances/float
• Minimization of float by ‘just-in-time’ releases.
• Reduction in borrowings by GOI/State Governments - better cash management
• Gross and actual utilization of funds can be known
• Move from post facto accounting to real-time accounting
• Standardise the reports
• To provide a single platform for Payment, Accounting, MIS and DSS for all level of program managers
• Dissemination of relevant information to citizens.
• Enhance transparency, accountability and auditability in public expenditure.
• Tracking of funds from top to bottom and its utilization from bottom to top on real-time basis
• Can detect and minimize float
• Can go for just in time release of funds
• Can use E-payment for transfer of funds to implementing  agencies, executing agencies and vendors
• Can monitor & control projects from state & central level
• After payment the beneficiary will be informed through SMS alert.

-:Important websites & helpline no. for the pension and scholarship:-
* http://sspy-up.gov.in (Any one can know about the status of any pensioner from anywhere)
* http://scholarship.up.nic.in
* helpline/Tollfree No. 18004190001

Shri Kedar Nath, IAS is presently posted as Special Secretary, Social Welfare Department, Lucknow, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh
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As, thus, payment to pensioners and beneficiaries through PFMS are transmitted to their accounts
directly without involving intermediary steps so to make the system full-proof and accurate. In this way this
innovative system of payments of beneficiaries can be adopted & replicated in other social welfare schemes.

This scheme has been introduce for the first time by the govt. of Uttar Pradesh and has been receiving
good response & results.

Works as following are very important, ambitions &innovative :-

Uttar Pradesh is most populous State in India, with a population of 19,95,81,477,
in which male's 10,45,96,415 and females 94,985,062 as per Census 2011. Total area of
Uttar Pradesh is 2,40,928 Sq. Km. Total literacy rate is 69.72% along with male literacy
79.24 % and female literacy is 59.26 %. There are 75 districts, 400 tehsils and 689
municipal cities and towns. Total number of development blocks are820. As per Indian
Census 2001 about 80% population of Uttar Pradesh is Hindu, while Muslims makeup
around 18.5% of the population. Reminder consists of Sikhs, Buddhist's, Christians and
Jain's.

Uttar Pradesh government is committed for total upliftment of down trodent i.e.
schedule caste/schedule tribes/destitute and old aged persons. Due to social economic
imbalance, this group has not achieved the proper place in society. For the purpose above
mention as well as to promote the poor and socio-economic and educationally weaker
section of society, government of UP, through Social Welfare Department, is
implementing several scheme such as Samajwadi Pension, Old Age Pension, Pre and Post
MatricScholarship and fee reimbursementscheme, Ashram type Schools,Hostels,IAS and
PCS Coaching Centers,Old Age homes,Assistance for poor person of SC/ST/GENto
marriage of their daughters, National family benefitscheme, free boring sechme,self
employment scheme for SC's through Scheduled Castes Financial Development
Corporation (Anugam)etc, for the socio-economic and educational condition's upliftment
of persons concern to the weaker section of society. Indeed, keeping in view the above
targeted group and aim, Social welfare department has been established.

The following three main schemes have been running by the Social Welfare
Department of Uttar Pradesh for the development and empowering the above mentioned
families of society.

Samajwadi Pension Scheme-

Samajwadi Pension is an Ambitious plan of U.P. government. The aim of this plan
is to provide financial help for poor people who don't have appropriate income source for
living. Under this scheme head of the family get benefited financial assistant regularly
on monthly basis. This Ambitious Scheme Samajwadi Pension Yojana has been started
in the financial year 2014-15 and the target was to provide benefits to 40 lakh
families, in which 12 lakhs SC/ST, 10 lakhs minority and 18 lakhs General and Other
Backward Class (OBC) candidates.
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Head of selected families will get Rs. 500/- every month through e-payment
in their bank account. To get benefit, candidate must have an account in State Bank of
India/any Nationalize banks or any banks who have authorized by Reserve Bank of India
through core banking system and must have IFSC code.

Uttar Pradesh Government launched the Pension scheme on 07 Feburary 2014. The
Scheme is expected to benefit about 40 to 45 million rural and urban families living
below poverty line. This scheme will provide Rs 500/- to 750/- financial help as pension
on monthly basis to all category of Minority Families General, OBC, ST, SC categories
to the head of families. The samajwadi pension amount would be increased by 50/- per
year in the certain conditions which are fulfilled by the pensioners but the limit of
maximum pension amount will be rupees 750/- per month.

In the financial year (2014-15) 3335268 pensioners benefited financial assistance
as pension by this scheme. The Budget Provision for the financial year 2015-16 is Rs.
271600.00 Lakhs.

Eligibility Criteria for additional benefitof Rs. 50/- per year:-

 The children aged between 6-14 years of The selected families, must be enrolled in
any government/recognized  school.

 Attendance of the children in the school will not be less than 70% and this
attendance will be recorded on daily basis via SMS system.

 The uneducated members aged above 14 years of Beneficiary family, must be
enrolled in RashtriyaSaksharta Mission.

 Children having age less than 5 year in the family, must be regularly vaccinated of
all Vaccine in government hospital.

 Children of beneficiary pensioner, must be participated in Medical health checkup
camp organized by the school.

 Pregnant lady of beneficiary pensioner's family must be admitted for delivery in
CHC/PHC/DH's.

 All terms and condition will be comply for beneficiary family to get additional
help of Rs. 50/- per year.

Target of Samajwadi Pensions Scheme:

Government decided to provide the benefit of Samajwadi Pension Scheme up to 45
lakh families during financial year 2015-16 category wise beneficiaries will be mentioned
below :

 SC/ST Family : 30% - 13.50 Lakh.
 Minority Families : 25% up to 11.25 Lakh.
 OBC and General category family : 45 % up to 20.25 Lakh
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 It is very popular scheme in state and thus promoting the health & education of
public through this scheme.

OLD AGE PENSION SCHEME

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OLD AGE PENSION SECHME is also known as
"Vraddhavastha Pension Yojana". State Government of U.P. and Central
government(Bharat Sarkar), both are financial sponsor of this most popular scheme in
Uttar Pradesh. The Scheme of old age pension has been started in U.P. long back in the
year 1959. Later on when Govt. of India, launched ‘National Social Assistance
Programme’ on 15th August 1995 and Old age Pension scheme is covered under NSAP.
The scheme of pension was also clubbed with ‘National Old Age Pension Scheme’
(NOAPS). The Govt. of U.P. has a plan to benefit the old person in the age group of 60
years and above covered in B.P.L list 2002 in rural area and in urban area as per norms of
poverty established by Urban Development and poverty abolition ministry Government
of India.

The state of U.P is committed to cover all eligible persons included in B.P.L. list
above 60 years of age. The amount of pension per person per month is Rs. 300/- for
Beneficiaries aged 60 to 79 yearsand beneficiaries aged 80 and above 80 are getting Rs.
500/- per month under this scheme.

The pension is paid through the bank account of individual beneficiaries in four
equal installments of 3 months each in a year. No payment by cash or money-order is
neither allowed nor in practice in this scheme.

Eligibility
All individuals above the age of 60, who live below the poverty line according to

the BPL list 2002 established by the Government of India, are eligible to apply for
IGNOAPS.

Pension Amount
All IGNOAPS beneficiaries aged between 60-79 receive Rs 300/- (200/- Central

Share+ 100/- State Share) per month as a  pension. Person above 80 years receive a
monthly pension amount of Rs. 500/-(Total Central Share).

In the financial year 2014-15 total 3506365 old age pensioner get benefited from
this scheme by Social Welfare Department, UP.

Selection Procedure
Selection of the eligible candidates under old age pension scheme, will be done on

gram panchayat level in rural areas and SDMs, city magistrate in urban areas.
For ensuring maximum transparency in this scheme, it is compulsory to make

physical verification of beneficiary in the month of April, May and June. If government
found that pensioner is no more or not hold eligible criteria will be removed from the list.
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The Budget  Provision for the financial year 2015-16 is Rs. 152000.00 Lakhs.
Thus, with the other schemes state has over one core pensioners.

ScholarshipAnd Fee Reimbursement

The scholarshipat pre-metric/post-metric level will encourage parents from socio
economically weaker communities to send their school going children to school, lighten
their financial burden on school education and sustain their efforts to support their
children to complete school education. The scheme will form the foundation for their
educational attainment and provide a level playing field in the competitive employment
arena. Empowerment through education, which is one of the objectives of this scheme,
has the potential to lead to upliftment of the socio economic conditions of the Gen , SC
and ST communities. A web portal www.scholarship.up.nic.in is developed by state NIC
Lucknow for students online registration and verification by district authority.

The Budget  Provision for the financial year 2015-16 is Rs. 282259.48 lakhs.

Payment mode before PFMS system
Oldage Pension Scheme
1. District Social Welfare Officer generate the demand of Oldage pensioners
and send it to Head Quarter Lucknow.
2. According to generated demand of districts, Head Quarter allot the budget
to districts.
3. Then all District Social Welfare Officer made payment to bank accounts of
pensioners through E-payment system of treasury system.
Samajwadi Pension Scheme
The Samajwadi Pension Scheme started from Financial Year       2014-15 and
payment made through PFMS system.
Scholarship Scheme
1. In Scholarship Scheme student submit online form through website
http://scholarship.up.nic.in. &Last date of submission of application form decided
by department.
2. When last date of submission of application is completed then State NIC
generated the demand and send it to head quarter. Head Quarter allot the fund
according the demand of State NIC to District Social Welfare Officer.
3. District Social Welfare Officer made payment to bank accounts of students
through E-payment of treasury system.

www.scholarship.up.nic.in
http://scholarship.up.nic.in
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Why PFMS System Introduced in U.P
PFMS is Public Financial Management System and as per government guideline,

before financial year 2014-15 , assistant for beneficiaries in scheme of Social Welfare
Department was made to beneficiary account by District Social Welfare Officers.
Through several enquiries, complaints and audit reports, it has come to the knowledge
that through above payment process, there are some bottleneck by which some actual
beneficiaries were not getting the benefit well in time and proper way, though there
assistance were done by concern authorities. It was necessity to make and ensure a
transparent and full proof system of payment so that the beneficiary can get benefit well
and in due time. After a proper study with concern authoritiesof  Government Of India ,
UP Government adopted  ''PFMS" to make a financial assistance to beneficiaries through
e-payment with a transparent way and well in time. In financial year 2014-15 three main
schemes-''Samajwadi Pension, Old Age Pension and Scholarship Scheme" of Social
Welfare Departmentas taken under PFMS payment gateway.

PFMS for SOCIAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT-
Under the above mentioned scheme some important steps have been taken by the

Government of Uttar Pradesh, to ensure transparent and time-bound payment to
beneficiaries through PFMS from State level. The main feature of PFMS are given
below:-

• Tracking of funds across the scheme hierarchy
• On line information of bank balances/float
• Minimization of float by ‘just-in-time’ releases.
• Reduction in borrowings by GOI/State Governments - better cash management
• Gross and actual utilization of funds can be known
• Move from post facto accounting to real-time accounting
• Standardise the reports
• To provide a single platform for Payment, Accounting, MIS and DSS for all level

of program managers
• Dissemination of relevant information to citizens.
• Enhance transparency, accountability and auditability in public expenditure.
• Tracking of funds from top to bottom and its utilization from bottom to top on real-

time basis
• Can detect and minimize float
• Can go for just in time release of funds
• Can use E-payment for transfer of funds to implementing  agencies, executing

agencies and vendors
• Can monitor & control projects from state & central level
• After payment the beneficiary will be informed through SMS alert.
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-:Important websites & helpline no. for the pension and scholarship:-

* http://sspy-up.gov.in (Any one can know about the status of any pensioner
from anywhere)
* http://scholarship.up.nic.in
* helpline/Tollfree No. 18004190001

As, thus, payment of beneficiaries through PFMS are transmitted to their accounts
directly without involving intermeditary steps so to make the system fulproof and
accurate. In this way this innovative system of payments of beneficiaries can be adopted
& replicated in other social welfare schemes.

This scheme has been introduce for the first time by the govt. of Uttar Pradesh and
has been receiving good response & results.

http://sspy-up.gov.in
http://scholarship.up.nic.in


Preservation and Promotion of Cultural Heritage of the State of West
Bengal

Piyali Sengupta1

Abstract:

 The write up describes, very briefly of the rich cultural heritage of thestate of West Bengal.
 It stresses the need to preserve this, bring this unique heritage to thepublic domain as far as possible and also to encourage the youth topursue their cultural aspirations.
 It describes recent activities of the State Government to achieve thesegoals.
 Thereafter, a short description is given about the institutionalizedframework, through which these activities are carried out.
 The efforts of the State Government towards development of CulturalInfrastructure, are stated next.
 Development of archives is an integral part of our efforts towardspreservation of cultural heritage and this has been highlighted.
 Lastly, a very important part of the efforts in this area has beenshowcased- the preservation and promotion of folk arts of Bengal, waysto support the marginalised and downtrodden folk artists and also toensure adequate representation of folk arts of different forms in theconventional cultural platform (by their inclusion in differentprogrammes of the State Government).

Introduction: West Bengal has a very rich cultural heritage. There have been
stalwarts in this field like Rabindranath Tagore, KaziNazrul Islam,
BankimchandraChattopadhyay, Raja Rammohun Roy, IswarchandraVidyasagar, Swami
Vivekananda, NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose, Abanindranath Tagore, Satyajit Ray, Uday
Shankar and so on and so forth. There have been writers, poets, philosophers, humanists,
painters, singers, actors, dancers who have become nationally and internationally famous for
their contribution to the field of art and culture. With so much resourcesin our hand, the need
of the hour is to preserve their works, to initiate the younger generation to their works and
also to encourage the youth to come forward and nurture their cultural aspirations. One
important aspect of our efforts has also been to preserve and promote the folk-arts so that
these age-old art forms are not lost and the cultural diversity of the State is retained.

Against this backdrop, let me give you some information about the recent
activities of the State Govt.:-

 Paying homage to the greats on their birth anniversaries.

Smt Piyali Sengupta, IAS is presently posted as Addl. Secy. Deptt. of I & C A Deptt., Govt. of West Bengal



 Different state level programmes are held to promote art & culture like
SangeetMela (with singers and musicians), CharukalaUtsav (with artists),
JatraUtsav, Tele Awards (for actors/technicians and others engaged in the matter
of production of television content), KabiPranam and KabiPaksha (on the
occasion of birth anniversary of RabindraNath Tagore), NazrulJanmajayanti,
MatiUtsav (for farmers and others working in the area of agriculture), NatyaMela,
Sishu Kishore Utsav ( for children and teenagers) etc.  A special mention may be
made of the Kolkata International Film Festival, which has earned considerable
acclaim in the world.

 Different awards have been instituted to felicitate achievers in different cultural
activities. The major awards are BangaBhusan and BangaBibhusan,
SangeetSamman and SangeetMahasamman, MahanayakSamman, SilpiSamman,
SilpiMahasamman, Life Time Achievement awards etc.

 In order to promote small newspapers and magazines, the Kolkata Little Magazine
Mela and Literary Festival is held for a week every year. More than 400 little
magazines participate in this fair, every year.

 To mark the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda, VivekChetanaUtsavis
organized in Kolkata and different activities are held in each block of every
district, involving youth and students.

 Publication and digitization is an important activity in this field and schemes have
been taken up for digitization of music, cinema, paintings etc.

 Roy Villa, in Darjeeling,associated with the memory of Sister Nivedita has been
renovated by the Ramkrishna Mission (Belur Math) with financial assistance from
the State Government. It has been declared a heritage site by the West Bengal
Heritage Commission. Further, renovation and restoration works of the ancestral
house of Swami Vivekananda, Sister Nivedita’s house and the house of
SaradaMaa are under active consideration of the StateGovernment.

The frame-work through which all these activities are carried out comprises different
academies like Paschimbanga Bangla Acedemy,PaschimbangaNatya Academy,
PaschimbangaJatra Academy, PaschimbangaKaziNazrul Islam Academy,Paschimbanga Tele
Academy, PaschimbangaRajbanshiBhasaAcademy, PaschimbangaSangeet Academy etc.All
these academies have advisorybodies comprising very distinguished persons of the related
fields. The academies carry out important activities in the areas of publications, seminars,
long-term training under senior singers, dance work-shops under dance gurus, meet  the
poet/writer etc. apart from holding a host of cultural programmes throughout the year.

One important aspect of activities of all these academies is that an effort is taken to
accommodate as many students as possible from the districts so that they can get training
from the very best ‘Gurus’ in respective fields.

Additionally, a number of schemes have been taken up to promote welfare of the
people involved in the field of art and culture. I may be allowed to make special mention of
few such schemes.



 In 2013-14, a new scheme has been started to provide for health insurance for
cine and television artists and workers along with their dependants. The
scheme provides for coverage, up to an amount of Rs.1.50 lakh per year.

 There is a scheme called literary and cultural pension scheme for distressed
people who, in their youth, have made significant contributions in the fields of
art and culture. The amount may not be very significant (ranging from
Rs.3000/- to Rs.10,000/- per month) but in their times of need, this assistance
has been of great help.

 Another scheme is there, for one time financial assistance in a year, for folk
music performers.

 The State Government also arranges for medical assistance for senior artists
(of all fields) in distressed condition.

Infrastructure development programme:
In order to upgrade the cultural infrastructure of the state, the repair and renovation

works of RabindraSadan, Kolkata, MahajatiSadan, Rathindra Mancha, University Institute
Hall, Minerva Theatre etc. have been taken up. Also renovation works for 32
RabindraBhavans/Sadanshave been taken up under the Tagore Cultural Complexes Scheme.

NazrulTirtha, a composite cultural complex at Rajarhat, New Town, having an
auditorium with all modern facilities and a capacity of 400 seats, has been built for research
and other allied work on KaziNazrul Islam’s literary contributions.

Again, work is going on in full swing for construction of ‘Dhana-Dhanney’–an open-
air auditorium with state of the art facilities, at Alipore, Kolkata, in memory of the great poet
and dramatist Dwijendralal Roy.

Development of Archives:
It is a very important activity in this sphere. The Bangla Academy has rare

manuscripts of Rabindranath Tagore, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay, Iswar Chandra
Vidyasagar to name a few, PaschimbangaRajyaSangeet Academy has, in its collection,
original notes of compositions of maestros like SalilChowdhury, PankajkumarMallick,
HemantaMukhopadhyayand others. The archives of these academies are very rich in
collection and many research workers access them for their academy work. The State Govt.
has taken up schemes for digitization of the resources of these academies so that these can be
properly preserved and brought to the public domain.

Folk Arts in Bengal and LokPrasarPrakalpa:
Folk arts in Bengal comprise folk songs (baul, jhumur, bhatiali etc.), folk dance

(raibeshe, ran-paa, santhali etc.) folk-drama (gambhira, bohurupi, banbibirpala etc.), folk
instruments (dhol, dhak, ektara, madal etc.), folk literature etc. Many people, particularly
from the marginalized and weaker sections, are involved in the practice and propagation of
these art forms. They depend on these, for their livelihood but the return from these activities
being very inadequate, many of them are leaving these traditional art forms and getting
engaged in other economic activities.

In order to bridge this gap and revitalize the folk arts in Bengal, the state Govt. has
come up with a unique scheme where, following a procedure, thousands of folk artists across
the state have been identified and registered and identity cards have been issued to them.
Some amount of financial assistance and a small retainer fee is being provided to them.



Further, a scheme has been launched for enlistment of folk artists for undertaking campaign
programme for carrying the messages of the Govt. to the interiors of the villages. The folk
artists are being encouraged to compose songs/dance/dance drama etc. for propagation of
different schemes of the state Govt. and also, they are being engaged in as many local
programmes held by different depttsas possible, against a small remuneration. The scheme
has been extremely popular, giving a sense of pride in these hapless, downtrodden persons.

The State Govt. has taken up necessary steps to open individual bank accounts for the
folk artists. So far, more than 40,000 (forty thousand) bank accounts have been opened.
Registration camps are being organised regularly so that all the districts can be covered
adequately.
Conclusion: At the end, I may quote a few real life examples to highlight the difference that
the lokprasarprakalpa has made to the lives of the folk artists:

 Once, after a programme at a faraway place, a folk artist was returning home
in the dead of night, when a few police men, on night patrol, intervened him to
know why he was moving so late at night when he showed his folk ID card
and informed them about his performance. The policemen duly helped him in
reaching his destination.

 A very aged folk artist informed that earlier, he was not allowed any credit in
the matter of purchasing grocery items from the local grocer but now, he is
allowed to do so as the grocer has come to know that the State Govt. has
started giving him pension.

 In a programme marking completion of 4 years of the present State Govt., a
team of sherpas from Darjeeling gave a performance in Kolkata and at the end
of the programme, the entire team of performers profusely thanked the State
Govt. for giving them a chance (through the LokPrasarPrakalpa) to perform
and showcase their culture, before the Kolkata audience.

The aforesaid examples go to show how the efforts of the State Government are
gradually leading to cultural inclusion of a vast number of marginalized people.



Implementation of Training Design

Achintya Kumar Pati1

Abstract:

The success of training depends on the ability of trainers to design and creating effective learning
event. After undergoing Trainers Development Programme (TDP) courses (DTS, DoT,
etc.),opportunity came to apply the learning points of TDP courses while I was entrusted to act as
Course Director for Foundation Training Programme for Assistant (Direct Recruit) of Central
Secretariat Service (CSS) during 08-06-2015 to 28-07-2015. Assistants in CSS need command over
Central Govt. rules and regulations with knowledge and skill in experiential learning like village
attachment, NGO attachment, study tour, where to find what (W2FW)etc. It was a challenging job
because of the novelty of the National level course in one hand and on the other hand there were some
constraints like availability of in-house faculty, arrangement for experiential learning modules,
bringing homogeneity on the food habits among the trainees from different states of the country etc.
Despite all those factors, it was a success story. It was possible under the kind advice, instructions
and full support from the ACS & DG,ATI WB.

Introduction:

One of thelearning points of the Design of Training (DoT) course is that the success of
training depends on the ability of trainers to design and creating effective learning
event, which will enable trainees to improve their performance. The aim of the DoT
course is to provide necessary knowledge & skill for further development
opportunities to enable trainers to undertake the additional responsibilities of
designing training modules. But implementation part is more difficult. While
implementing the learning points of TDP courses, in conducting a National level
course of Central Secretariat Service (CSS)so many constraints came. The challenge
to a new course director was how to overcome those constraints and to make it a
success story.The joy, happiness and confidence so achieved are impetus for
undertaking another National level training programme.

Implementation:

After undergoing DoT course at ATI,W.B. during 25th May to 29th May, 2015,
opportunity came to me to apply the learning points of DoT course when I was
entrustedas a course director to conduct foundation training programme for Assistant
(Direct Recruit) of Central Secretariat Service (Batch-2013) during the period from
08-06-2015 to 28-07-2015.

ADR are the part of the Central Secretariat Service of the world’s largest democracy
and are entrusted with the dream task of converting policies and ideas into reliable
and effective streams of programmatic action of Government of India. Assistantsare
often called the “backbone of central secretariat”. They play vital role in the central

Shri Achintya Kumar Pati, IAS is presently posted as Joint Director, ATI,WB
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Govt. machinery. Their work usually requires them to have a command over rules and
regulations and a sense of history. Sometimes policy drafted by them will become the
official policy of the Govt. of India.

Context:

It was really challenging job to me because of the following grounds:

I) The novelty of that National level course was the exclusive coverage with
various Rules, Regulations and Acts of Central Govt. and experiential
learning.

II) It was my first assignment as a course director where I was expected to
deliver the goods as per the norms of the DoT course.

III) The task also included Design of Training from design brief.
IV) The course was nearly two months long and for the first time conducted by

a training institute outside ISTM New Delhi.And the trainees came from
different parts of the country.

V) For the ATI W.B., the institute which was awarded National award for
excellence in training for 2015, this was also a first time.

VI) There were some constraints also.

Constraints:

‘Constraints’ means factors that affect the actual training design and
implementation. I faced with following constraints.

1.Input-wise in-house faculty was not available as the course was being held outside
Delhi for the first time.

2.Practical orientation of the statutory provisions of central Govt.

3. To arrangevillage attachment and NGO attachment as desired by the client
organization.

4.The requirement of study tour and the result thereof as prescribed by the client
organization was not alike with the practices prevailing in the ATI.

5.To arrange Book review presentation and where to find what (W2FW) skill
presentation.

6.To bring in certain amount of homogeneity on the food habits of the participants
from different states of the country.
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Coping up with the constraints:

Several meetings were held under the leadership of the ACS & DG,ATI. His kind
advice, instructions and continuous support helped me a lot in all respect to overcome
the challenges as mentioned above. Basically, he stressed on planning and team
building exercise. Sri G. H. Khanra, senior faculty extended cooperation as joint
course director.

Considering all the matters that I had perceived, following steps were taken
for conducting the said training programme.

1. Design of Training from Design Brief:

Details of training design were framed from the design brief supplied by the DoPT.
Design brief is considered as a blue print for the training design. Detailed training
design includes aims and objectives of the programme, training schedule with dates
of evaluation, contents of training,training methods, guidelines of village attachment
, NGO attachment & Study tour etc., training methods,  evaluation methods, Book
review presentation and where to find what (W2FW), trainers taken into account,
transfer of learning mechanism etc. . Due regard was given to assess their ʻEntry
Behaviour’ to design the training in respect of the contents.

2. Aims and Objectives:

Aim is the intention or wish but objective is task based and action oriented. The aim of
Foundation Training Programme for Assistants (Direct Recruit) was set for change in
behaviour in respect of the discharge of performance required in the civil capacity.
The objectives of the training programme was that the participants would be able to
identify the role of an Assistant in the central secretariat set up of Govt. of India and
to describe the structure and functioning of the Govt. of India.

3. Welcome Mail:

A noble means of appraisal regarding the location of the institute and the travel
arrangement for the trainees was made in the form of a welcomemail which was sent
to all the participantson receipt of the list from DoPT,GoI.In all 48 participants
attended the training.

4. Programme Information Brochure:

The trainees were provided with programme information brochure containing the
training schedule with dates of evaluation, aims and objectives of the programme,
contents of training, details of village attachment, NGO attachment, Study tour,
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facilities available at the training venue and other important instruction etc. It has
reduced the communication gap remarkably.

5. Training Schedule:

Eight weeks training schedule was prepared keeping the first two weeks for office
management module, third week for evaluation of office management module and
village attachment, fourth and fifth week for rules orientation module, sixth week for
evaluation of rules orientation module and NGO attachment, seventh week for study
tour, book review presentation and W2FW presentation and eighth week for
presentation on study tour and valediction. While preparing training schedule due
regard was given to the availability of faculty also as availability of faculty
(conversant with central Govt. rules) was one of the constraints. During entire
training period we stressed on the development of soft skills (communication skill,
leadership skill, team building exercise, presentation skill, gender sensitization, ethics
and values, psychometric analysis etc.) in the afternoon session so that the trainees
did not feel passive in the post lunch session which is normally in the training
fraternity termed as “killer session”.

The training programme was so designed that the evaluations are made phase by
phase instead of only one at the end of the training and that reduced the burden of
syllabus and provided the scope of improving further.

6. Selection of Faculty:

It was a tough job. We felt problems of availability of in-house facultyconversant
with the central Govt. rules and regulations. So, we largely depended on guest
faculty for lecture on central Govt. rules and regulations considering their
specialization and works on the subject. We have also grabbed the opportunity of
developing in-house faculty during this course.

7. Village Attachment:

As a part of experiential learning trainees were deputed to different villages to
undertake study and share experiences on living conditions, Customs and Traditions,
Livelihood patterns, nature of dwellings nature & extent of developmental schemes
being implemented, awareness about their rights and various benefits available etc..
They were divided into small groups and deputed to selected village(s) of nine blocks
of Howrah district and North 24 PGs district under the supervision of the concerned
Block Development Officers during the period from 23/06/2015 to 27/06/2015. The
concerned District Magistrates and B.D.O.s extended full co-operation to make the
village attachment successful. The trainee officers visited to the
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PanchayatSamities(PS) and Gram Panchayats(GP) to acquire knowledge on its
structure and   the running schemes in the said PS/ GP.  They were also taken to visit
to a Ration Shop, Primary Health Centre, ICDS Centre and Primary School within the
block to acquire the knowledge of its functioning.

The objectives of the village study were to explain the dynamics of socio-economic
and political situation that exists in a village and to describe the problems and
difficulties experienced by the rural people, especially belonging to below poverty line
persons and landless labourers and also to analyse changes that have occurred in the
village, in terms of quality of life of the people consequent upon the implementation of
developmental programmes.

8. NGO Attachment:

NGO Attachment is an extension of training programme using “Field Visit” as a
training method, to achieve the following objectives:

 To familiarise the trainees with the structure and working of NGOs.

 Role of NGOs in partnering with government for implementation of
development programmes and creating awareness

 Interaction with the beneficiaries

 Role of NGOs in creating & promotion of self-relevance& sustainability among
communities

Trainee Officers were attached with Tagore Society for Rural Development,
Bolpur on 14-07-2015 and 15-07-2015 to realize their selfless effort.

9. Study Tour:

In order to experience cultural heritage and geographical difference and to feel the
unity of diversity, a study tour at Darjeeling (The Queen of Hills) was organized for
the trainee officers during 18-07-15 to 22-07-2015.

The objectives of the Study Tour Field Visit were:

a) To provide opportunity to the participants to trace the cultural, historical
and economic development of the region and its importance.

b) Toenable the participants to strengthen proud feeling of being an Indian,
rising above the barriers of language, region, caste and class.

c) To provide opportunities to the participants to observe the life style of the
people in the region

d) To develop patience, tolerance, team building and leadership skills.
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10. BOOK REVIEW PRESENTATION:

To read, compile, analyse and orally communicate the crux of the message of written
text, book review presentation was arranged. Different books (as selected by the
DoPT) were allotted to the traineesfrom the ATI libraryfor their reading and
presentation.

11. WHERE TO FIND WHAT SKILL:

This was an attempt to facilitate exploring how to ‘identify and examine the issues’.
The objective of this activity is to develop among trainee officers: (a) comprehension
skill; (b) analytical skill; (c) interpretation skill; and (d) communication skill. The
trainees were given cases on various issues. They were asked to specify the (a) Title of
the Rules book; (b) specific rule no/proviso/memo no of the guidelines (c) name of the
competent authority to decide the case (d) any other relevant point

12. Social Activities including Blood Donation:

It was felt necessary that government official should feel for the society / country. So,
a voluntary blood donation camp was organized on 04-07-2015 in order to see that
who are ready to serve the country even at the cost of the blood. Out of 48 trainees,
26 trainees donated blood voluntarily.

13.Cultural Activities:

Trainee officers were motivated to organize some cultural programme with a view to
the exchange of culture among trainees of various parts of India& enhance the team
sprit among them. They organized a colourful cultural programme on 27-07-2015.

14. Feedback:

At the end of every week the feedback of the trainees were dully considered for taking
corrective measures.

15.Application of the concept of boundary & constraints:

When the training programme was in full swing, ISTM Delhi issued instructions to
reduce the training period to 7 weeks from 8 weeks. The matter was taken up with the
DoPT,GoI, on the ground that training schedule was well designed and the tenure of
the programme should not be reduced during running of the programme as it would
affect the design of the training and for that there was every possibility to leave some
topics of the designed programme unattended.From the learning of the DoT course I
have realized that the boundary of training is fixed which cannot be changed
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overnight but the problems related to constraints can be attended with little
modification. Here I have applied the concepts. The DoPT realized the issue and
agreed with our view.

16.Food Arrangement:

While preparing menu of breakfast, lunch and dinner, the food habit of the
participants of different states was duly taken into account. They did not feel
uncomfortable with that.

17.Regular Interaction:

We have arranged regular interaction of the trainees with their course director
whichminimized the communication gap.

18.Internal Assessment:

There was provision for 50 marks in the syllabus for internal assessment of the
trainees by the course Director. Such provision helped to maintain discipline and
sense of responsibility among the trainees.

19.Evaluation:

In the entire training course continuous assessment of learning by formative
assessment was made during the session to facilitate the improvement within the
session depending on the feedback received. Objective was measured by summative
assessment. All the trainees have passed in the summative assessment conducted by
ATI, W. B getting at least 70% marks. Finally at the end of the training course entire
training including topics, faculties, subject coverage and facilities were validated by
internal validation.

Representatives of DoPTvisited ATI WB to assess the conduction of training and it
was highly appreciated by them. As a result,DoPTrequested to conduct
anotherFoundation Training but we regretted on the ground thatATI WB will be busy
with the implementation of 117th Induction Course for IAS Officers which again
another success story for the ATI. )

20. Transfer of Learning:

It refers to application of new learning. This concept was applied by incorporating the
presentation of the learning.
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21.Learning Points:

a) Success of training largely depends on detailed design of training,   creation of
learning event and proper planning.

b)There should be in-house faculty members for the designed course so that the
availability of them is ensured and the training programme is not hampered due to
sudden absence of guest faculty at a short notice.

c) Constraints of training can be overcome but boundary cannot.

Conclusion:

Despite many short comings, after having completed the entire course I felt like a
parent who provided a home away from the home of the trainees.

In conducting National level long duration residential training programme we have to
face various types of problems and we have to overcome it by presence of mind and
capitalizing the existing infrastructure facilities. Still this is a source of joy and
happiness and the confidence so achieved was impetus for undertaking another
training programme.

It will be much helpful if the Course Director enjoys the opportunity to have guidance
and supervision of some controlling officer who may draw the attention of the Course
Director to some matters which escaped the attention of Course Director and may
advise the Course Director to perform his job more effectively. On this point I am
thankful to the ACS & DG, ATI WB.
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Your Benefit Your Gain– An Experience from Tax Collection in West
Bengal
Arun Prasad Sen 1

Abstract:
During last four years, in West Bengal, collection of tax on sales of goods has increased considerably.
But at the same time despite such increase in collection, it remains substantially lower in absolute terms
compared to some States like Maharashtra, Tamilnadu, Gujarat etc.  An analysis is made in this paper to
pin point the reason behind such increase in collection in West Bengal in recent years and also to explain
the revenue collection gap with other major States. It is concluded in the end that increased revenue
collection is primarily not due to economic factors but mainly due to transformation of Government
processes through the implementation of e-governance Scheme. However revenue collection gap with
other major States may be explained largely with various economic factors.

Introduction: Tax collection on sales of goods in West Bengal has increased considerably during
last five years despite worldwide economic slowdown &reduction in Central sales tax rates and
consistently exceeds the GDP growth.VAT was introduced from 01.04.2005 and hence is not the
direct reason of such boost in collection post 2009-10.However despite achieving the high
growth, collection remained lower compared to States like Maharashtra,Gujarat,Tamilnadu,
Karnataka,Kerala etc.

Objective of the Paper: The objective of this paper is to analyze the main reason behind such
higher growth in collection in recent years and also to see whether difference in collection of
West Bengal with other major States as shown in Table 2 below are explainable with various
factors.

Table 1: Sales Tax(VAT &CST) Collection, Growth in collection and GDP Growth rate in West
Bengal.

2005-
06

2006-07 2007-
08

2008-
09

2009-10 2010-
11

2011-12 2012-13 2013-
14

Overall
collection

6118 7108 8092 8981 10623 13368 15979 18541 21852

Overall
Growth in
collection

6.93% 16.19% 13.84% 10.99% 18.28% 25.84% 19.53% 16.04% 17.86%

GDP
Growth

10.35% 13.65% 14.45% 14.18% 16.65% 15.56% 16.76% 15.23% 14.14%

Source: Annual Administrative Report 2013-14 of Directorate of Commercial Taxes & Wikipedia
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Table 2: Comparative Sales Tax (VAT & CST) collection

State Maharashtra Tamilnadu Gujarat Karnataka U.P Kerala W.B

Collection in
2013-14(Rs.
in crore)

66951 54361 46308 32733 39042 25673 21852

Source: Annual Administrative Report 2013-14 of Directorate of Commercial Taxes.

From Table 1 it is observed that the growth rate has stepped up at 106% during last four years
2009-10 to 2013-14 whereas growth during previous five year period 2005-06 to 2009-10 was
only 73%. It may be noted that for pre VAT period 1994-95 to 2004-05 the cumulative growth
was only 133%. Let us see what may be the reason of such high growth in collection in recent
years.

Discussion & Analysis: Since sales tax is a tax on sales of goods, collection of tax of a state
depends upon the market size of the state and prevention of evasion of tax. More the demand
of taxable goods,more the sale and increase intax collection.Market size depends on various
factors such as:

1. Population of the State: More population indicates more demand and sale of goods.
2. Extent of urbanization of the State: Per capita expenditure level of urban population is

88% higher than rural population (2009-10 survey). Pattern of expenditure also differs
as 57% expenditure of rural household is on food article most of which are non taxable,
whereas for urban household it is just 44%.

3. Per capita income of the State: It reflects purchasing power capacity of the state.
4. Industrialization: It creates a demand for raw materials and expands the market even

outside a state.
5. Other economic factors which lead to increase in purchasing power of the people over

time.

But such factors are not expected to change much over a short span of period leading to above
average increase in collection for four/five years continuously. So these factors are not the
reasons behind such high growth in collection.

However the major change what we sawduring this period of four years was the change in
Government procedures. Earlier the businessmen had to come to tax offices regularly for
various purposes and the entire process was manual, cumbersome and time consuming.This led
to lot of grievancesamongthem for many reasons and there was a demand for re-engineering of
key processes.
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In West Bengal, initiative for computerization of Sales tax administration was taken in 1975 on
an experimental basis. Over time slowly the process gained momentum and the IT
infrastructure had taken a major fillip in 2003 but the effort was limited mainly to
computerizationof internal process, not e-governance. The documents submitted by the
businessmen were digitized internally and computers were provided to the employees to have
access to those digitized records for analysis and use.However, the key processes the
businessmen faced remained manual.

Under National e-Governance Plan, which emphasized the development of a  countrywide e-
infrastructure reaching down to the remotest village and large scale digitization of records with
the ultimate objective of bringing  public services at the doorstep of the citizens, Mission Mode
Project for Commercial Taxes was launched countrywide during 2010 with the aim to transform
key processes for improved service delivery with a vision to create modern indirect tax
administration environment across the states supported by suitably enabling IT infrastructure
conducive to investment,economic growth and free flow of goods and services within a
common market of India.  In short, attempt was made to transform the tax offices to provide
efficient, convenient and transparent services to citizen and business through Information and
Communication Technology. Target was to make the system online of key processes like
registration,refund processing, return submission, payment of taxes, issue of forms so that the
businessmen do not require to visit tax offices for such purposes . This is achieved significantly
with launch of 25 (twenty five) e-services during last five years and the businessmen in these
days do not need to come to tax offices for such purposes as most of the services are
online.The businessmen also do not have to show their books of accounts to tax officers in
majority of the cases as their returns are accepted after some internal cross checks.

Such re- engineering of key processes for making available the services to the businessmen on
line and at their doorstep started predominantly from 2010 and gained momentum in
subsequent years, the period co-terminus with higher growth in collection. In absence of any
other economic factors explaining such growth, we may attribute the success to the
implementation of e-governance in Commercial Tax department.

But how e-governance, whose main objective is to provide public services at the doorstep of
the citizens, can lead to increase in tax collection. The answer lies in shift from manual process
to electronic process. Under manual process it is difficult to track all claims of the businessmen
and records are often misplaced.There is always a chance of wrong analysis and escape of
businessman with under assessment and wrong claims. But in electronic process whenever a
businessman availed any service, the data is automatically preserved in servers and cross-
matched and analyzed later with high degree of accuracy. Any false/wrong claim of the
businessmen is automatically detected and revenue is collected. Therefore e-governance apart
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from allowing the businessmen to avail hazard free services at their doorstep also strengthens
the Government tax collection system. It is a win-win situation for both. It is a win situation for
other people also as extra revenue collection is used by the Government to provide public
services. The experience is same for all States.

Let us now try to see whether difference in sales tax collection of West Bengalwith other States
can be explained with factors. As stated above, sales tax collection depends on size of market of
a State which depends on many factors such as size of population,per capita income of the
population, industrialization, urbanization etc. Such factors are inter connected also as
industrialization implies urbanization and increase in per capita income. Some important and
relevant points restricting size of market in West Bengal are noted below:

(i) Industrial sector accounts for 19% share of GDP in West Bengal whereas it is 30% for
Maharashtra, 41% for Gujarat and 26-27% for Tamilnadu& Karnataka. Also Industrial
sector growth in West Bengal during the past decade is 5.44% whereas it is 8-10%
for Maharashtra,Gujarat, and Tamilnadu.This implies less production of taxable
goods in West Bengal which shrinks State’s inter- state market.

(ii) 31% of people in West Bengal live in urban area whereas nearly 40% of people of
Maharashtra,Tamilnadu and Karnataka live in urban area. As urban people spends
more, as discussed earlier, more rural population implies less overall spending and
higher proportion of such spending on food items and basic necessities which also
implies comparative shrinkage of market of taxable goods.

(iii) GDP growth rate in West Bengal is 240% during 2004-05 to 2013-14, whereas it is
263% for Maharashtra& Gujarat and 288% for Tamilnadu. But high growth of West
Bengal is due to lower base. This has lead to unequal increase in per capita income
State wise and size of market.

(iv) Agricultural sector growth in West Bengal during the last decade is 2.56% compared
to 5.44% of Industrial sector and 9% of Service sector.Since nearly 50% of population
of West Bengal depends on agriculture, per capita income of people depended on
agriculture did not increase much due to low growth of agricultural sector which
implies almost stagnant rural market.
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Table 3: Statewise comparative figures of some tax collection factors.
[Source: Census, Wikipedia]

State Total
collection
2013-14 (Rs)

Population
(2011 census)

Per capita income
(2013) Rs.

No.of motor vehicle
in the State(2011)

Maharashtra 66951 crore 11 crore 1,07,670 174 lakh

Tamilnadu 54361 crore 7crore 98,550 156 lakh

Gujarat 46308 crore 6 crore 1,00,000 130 lakh

State Total
collection
2013-14 (Rs)

Population
(2011 census)

Per capita income
(2013) Rs.

No. of motor vehicle
in the State(2011)

U.P 39042 crore 20 crore 33,269 133 lakh

West Bengal 21852 crore 9 crore 62,831 32 lakh

With these observations let us now see the reasons of differences in sales tax collection of
West Bengal with top collecting StateMaharashtra.

Comparison with collection of Maharashtra :

1. No. of registered vehicle in Maharashtra is nearly 5.50 times of West Bengal.This has
lead to nearly 3.50 times of more fuel consumption in Maharashtra compared to West
Bengal. Average tax on petrol/diesel in West Bengal is 21% (25% for petrol and 17% for
diesel) whereas it is 19% for Maharashtra (20% for petrol& 18% for diesel). Annual
collection of tax on account of petrol/diesel in West Bengal is nearly 4800 crore.
Maharashtra therefore has nearly 11,000 crore of more revenue annually from
petrol/diesel.

2. No. of vehicle in Maharashtra is 5.50 times of West Bengal. So vehicle sale in
Maharashtra is nearly 5.50 times of West Bengal. West Bengal has nearly 600 crore of
tax collection from sale of motor vehicle annually.So Maharashtra earns nearly 2700
crore of more revenue annually from motor vehicle sale.

3. Per capita income is 71% higher compared to West Bengal. Considering the size of
population of 11 crore and increased per capita income,Maharashtra has 85% higher
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market size compared to West Bengal. If expenditure is proportional to income then
Maharashtra may have 18574 crore of more revenue collection (85% of 21852
crore)compared to West Bengal.

4. Increased collection due to more urbanization, industrializationetc which is difficult to
convert in terms of money. Maharashtra has a big inter-state market also being an
industrial giant and collected nearly 3300 crore of more inter-state revenue compared
to West Bengal.

Following the same analysis we may explain difference of collection of West Bengal with
other States like Tamilnadu, Gujarat etc.

Conclusion:We may conclude that reason behind highsales tax collection in West Bengal in
recent years is predominantly due to implementation of e-governance scheme. We may
also conclude that gap in sales tax collection of West Bengal with some other States can be
largely explained with various economic factors.
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Decentralized Training for Implementation of the West Bengal Right
to Public Services Act 2013

Himangshujyoti Choudhuri1

Abstract

ATI, WB was facing an uphill task in respect of implementation of the West Bengal Right to

Public Services Act, 2013 as the Institute was responsible to train the delivery side officials who will

provide the services throughout the state of West Bengal in respect of change management as

enunciated under the WBRTPS Act.

The challenges were in respect of capacity  building of the district administration,

development of Standard Operating Procedure through process mapping as indicated in the Sevottam

model of the DoPT, selection of Potential Trainers of each district, building attitude of the service

provider and fund required for conducting training of the grass root level officials.

The challenges were taken care of by conducting workshops, Training of Trainers & the

project under Training for All, funded by the DoPT.

The accountability of the government officials in the process of development by

implementation of change management should be disseminated based on the existing knowledge &

experience & will ensure less resistance to implement and easy to accept the change management.

The challenge to cope up multitasking through training with an eye to convergence was possible due

to the responsiveness of the delivery side officials for the cause of development.

Introduction: Background – Issues :

The Union Government in August, 2005 constituted the Second Administrative
Reforms Commission (ARC) for revamping the public Administration system based on the
experience of the  recommendations of the first ARC formed in 1966.The 2nd ARC finished
its term in April ,2009 & recommends 135 suggestions comprising of 15 reports providing
the detailed blueprint about rationalising the functions of the Government & reorganising the
ministries/ departments with focus on policy analysis & creation of effective agencies. The
recommendations were first considered by the concerned administrative ministries/
departments; the views of the ministries/ departments then considered by the Core Group of
Administrative reforms (CGAR) headed by the Cabinet Secretary & subsequently placed
before the Group of Ministers (GOM) for its consideration & final decision. The GOM

Shri Himangshujyoti Choudhuri, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secretary, P&AR Department, Government of
West Bengal
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decided that Report No. 1-7 & 9-15 will be monitored by the DAR&PG & the 8th report by
the Union Ministry of Home Affairs.  The 12th Report on Citizen Centric Administration:
The Heart of Governance pivoted on Public Delivery Standards, Citizens Charter & Public
Grievance Redress Mechanism resulting enactment of the Right to Public Services Act by the
different State Governments.

On the backdrop of Citizen Centric Administration coupled with the national
experience of enactment of Right to Public Services Act by other states, the Government of
West Bengal enacted the West Bengal Right to Public Services Act, 2013 (WBRTPS)  with
effect from 03.10.2013 to ensure the principles of Good Governance by providing basic
essential services as a process of development leading to implement the open & transparent
government as a deterrent to anti corruption measures for changing the public perception of
bad governance by establishing transparency, accountability and timeliness.  The Consumer
Affairs Department (CAD) declared as nodal department & the Administrative Training
Institute, West Bengal (ATI/WB) as the nodal training agency for implementing the said act
throughout the State. The Chief Secretary was entrusted with the responsibility of monitoring
the implementation of this statute throughout the state.

Challenges
a) The task of successful implementation of the WBRTPS requires sensitisation

as well as awareness of both the Delivery side and the Recipient side
b) Capacity building of the delivery side through training comprises of people

having different entry behaviour including Designated Officer & others.
c) Awareness &application of Sevottom Model as enunciated by the Department

of Personnel & Training (DoPT) Government of India (GoI)
d) Development of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) by the respective

departmental officials in accordance with the time as specified in the act for the
services to be provided by the department after process mapping of the existing
procedure of delivery and changes required for fitment into SOP

e) Building attitude of the service provider for providing the services in
accordance with the stipulation of the act

f) Availability of fund for conducting the training programmes to develop the
skills by the delivery side.

Objective, purpose & priorities:

Objective:
i) To ensure availability of fund for sensitisation as well as awareness of the

recipient side.
ii) To ensure availability of fund for conducting the training programmes at grass root

level for developing the skills by the delivery side.
iii) To develop standard operating procedure (SOP) to be adopted by the respective

departments for delivery of the services as prescribed in the act.
iv) To develop at least ten numbers of trainers at each district for training at the

respective districts
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Purpose: To make the district RTCs self-sufficient in terms of availability of trainers on
WBRTPS Act.

Priority: The first priority of the initiative was to select right person for the training, who
would be able to conduct training of their own in the districts without direct interventions
from ATI.  Second priority was to equip the trainers with the knowledge and skills of the
subject along with the training delivery skill. Third priority was to give the hand holding
support to the newly developed trainers by giving them enough materials as well as
consultancy wherever they need help in replying critical questions or solving some specific
problems in respect of WBRTPS Act.

Key Strategies:
Awareness & Sensitisation of the recipient side

The awareness of the recipient side was looked after by the CAD fr4om the fund
allotted by the State Government using the media campaign & the hoardings; about the
enactment of the act & different services provided by different departments within a
stipulated time as enacted and thereby sensitising the recipient side.

Fund for conducting the training programmes at grass root level
To alleviate the funding problem the ATI/WB sent a project proposal to the DOPT

under Training for All Programme titled ‘Training for implementation of the WBRTPS in
West Bengal’ which was approved by the GoI.

Development of standard operating procedure (SOP) of each department
Workshops were conducted at ATI/WB with the respective departmental officials for

development of SOP to be adopted by the respective departments. The purpose of those
workshops was that the SOP of the department so developed is based on the existing
experience and satisfying the parameters of Sevottom. This process helps easy adaptation by
the departmental officials at the grass root level for implementation of the delivery of the
services as specified and will be alike throughout the state.

Development of Trainer for conducing training at district level on WBRTPS Act
The District Magistrates were requested to select potential trainers on WBRTPS Act at

district level from amongst the officials of the departments which are under the purview of
the WBRTPS Act for Trainer Development Course to make the districts self-sufficient for
imparting training on WBRTPS Act.

Process:
The potential trainers have undergone Training of Trainers (TOT) Course at the RTC’s as

well as at ATI/WB. During the training course the input is being given on the sections in Act
and Rules, SOP & Sevottam and also on methods of delivery of training.
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To consolidate their knowledge on sections and provisions of WBRTPS Act quizzes are
conducted. Case study is provided to analyse cases with reference to the applicability of
various sections of the WBRTPS Act.

The district administration for sensitising their officials about the WBRTPS & the SOP
conducted training courses not only at the district headquarters but also at the block level on
working days as well as on holidays under the guidance and logistic support of ATI/WB.
Regional Training Centers and the Issues:

West Bengal have 19 Regional Training Centre (RTC) located in each district of the State
with the entire infrastructure required for imparting training. These RTCs are being managed
by the Administrative Training Institute, West Bengal. The basic purpose of decentralisation
of the training was to deliver them in a comfortable manner conducive to the trainees and to
reach the target groups at the grass-root level. The composition of trainees was not only the
Designated Officer who is to provide the service as per WBRTPS but all officials from Group
A to Group D of the departments which were under the purview of the WBRTPS .The funds
for infrastructural development and for the training programmes are provided by the ATI. It
also provides the technical input for scheduling of training courses, supply of training
materials, and provides trainers and master trainers. This helps in reduction of man-hour lost
due to attending training courses.

Impact:

The undernoted table will give us a picture how decentralisation of training helps us in

implementing the change in Government focus:-
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Period Number of
officials trained

Remarks

03.10.2013 to
31.03.2014

Less than 200 The trainees were officials of CAD posted at
different districts. These trainings were conducted by
the CAD for sensitising their officials about the
enactment of WBRTPS.

01.04.2014 to
30.09.2014

i) less than 100
ii)  a)22

b) 200

i) The trainees were officials of CAD posted at
different districts. These trainings were
conducted by the CAD for sensitising
their officials about the enactment of
WBRTPS.

ii) a) TOT conducted at ATI/WB
b) Basic training at districts

01.10.2014 to
31.12.2014

More than 5900 TOT & base level training conducted at the district,
sub division & block level

01.01.2015 to
31.03.2015

More than 6000 TOT & base level training conducted at the district,
sub division & block level

Other impacts:

 Trainers developed during the TOTs and now posted in the districts at vicinity of ATI
are entrusted with taking sessions on WBRTPS Act & Rules at ATI

 The trainees in the district RTCs are providing positive feedback for the training. The
trainees find it very effective training.

 The District RTCs are now confident to conduct training with their own trainers.
 Training courses on WBRTPS Act are now being conducted by the RTCs with their

trainers developed by ATI. Therefore less human resource mobilization is needed
which results in increasing efficiency of the RTCs.

 Reduction in number of RTI applications in respect of delivery of services.

Replicability: This type of initiative is necessary to be replicated where a large number of
officials are to be trained who are distributed all over the state. The programme would be
arranged to develop trainers by the experts in the subjects. Then those trainers would train the
officials situated at district as well as sub district level.

This cascading manner of training would help in keeping the quality of training with a
consideration of the quantity to be catered.
This sort of trainer development initiative can also be used in case of trainings of ‘Disaster
Management’, ‘Office Procedure’, ‘Integrated Financial Management Software’, Business
Process Reengineering etc. The RTCs would be able to be self-sufficient in other subjects
where there are demands.

Sustainability: The problem often faced during this programme is that the Officials who are
developed as trainers in the districts often get transferred resulting into a vacuum in the
availability of the trainers in the district at a particular point of time. These Training of
Trainers courses are required to be held in regular manner to make the effort sustainable and
effective at the same time. Refresher Courses are also to be held on regular intervals for the
trainers developed earlier to get them updated about recent rulings etc.
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Conclusion: The enactment of the WBRTPS ensuring accountability of the government
officials in the process of development which needs to be handled delicately and the new
vision of the government policies needs to be disseminated based on the existing knowledge
& experience for minimising the resistance of the officials who are going to implement and
become ready to accept the change management. The challenge to cope up multitasking
through training with an eye to convergence was possible due to the responsiveness of the
delivery side officials for the cause of development.



Challenges for Goods & Service Tax(GST) in the Indian context

Ujjaini Datta1

Abstract:

The introduction of GST in India will be the largest indirect tax reform. To usher that reform there are
various challenges which the country has to grapple. One being the necessity of a Constitutional
amendment,for giving taxation power to states to levy tax on services & also to allow GOI to tax the
retail sales; next is to allay the fears of the states in losing their autonomy in levying new taxes,fixing new
rates, levy cesses & surcharges;third is the problem of dual control i.e the traders now will also come
under the jurisdiction of both Governmentsfor assessment, scrutiny, audit, enforcement which may lead to
resentment and widespread agitation; lastly the level IT preparedness for seamless credit flow.

My paper will elaborate how these issues have been dealt in the joint committees so that implementation
of GST is smooth.

Introduction:

The dual GST model, as envisaged in the 122nd Constitution
Amendment Bill, 2015, will simplify and harmonize the indirect tax
system of the country and due to seamless transfer of the input tax
credit from manufacturing to wholesale to retail chain, there will be
an in-built mechanism which will incentivize tax compliance by
business and trade.

Need for Constitution Amendment:

The taxation powers between the Centre and the States are
clearly demarcated in the Constitution of India as per Schedule VII.
The Centre is empowered to tax goods upto the manufacturing
stage and also tax services as per List I. The States have the power
to tax sale of goods till retail stage, but do not have the power to
levy tax on supply of services as per List II. There is also Central
Sales Tax (CST) which is origin-based and has a cascading effect
when goods move from manufactured state to a consuming state.
This exclusive division of fiscal powers has led to multiple indirect
taxes in the country. Hence, it is necessary to have Constitutional
amendment for introducing Goods and Service Tax (GST) for

Smt Ujjaini Datta, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secretary, Finance Department, Govt. of West Bengal



empowering the Centre to levy tax on sale of goods and the States
for levy of service tax and to subsume various indirect taxes.

Challenges apprehended by States for GST and measures
incorporated in the Bill to mitigate it :

In a federal country like India,to usher the indirect tax reform,
there are various challenges which it has to grapple for introducing
GST in the States. Since each State is sovereign in levying and
collecting taxes in terms of the Constitutional provision,the issue of
losing autonomy of the Legislature is the main challenge that needs
to be redressed. To allay the fears of the States in losing their
autonomy in levying new taxes, fixing new rates, exempting various
commodities, the 122nd Constitution Amendment Bill, 2015 has
recommended for formation of the Goods and Service Tax Council
which will act or guide the Union and the State Governments in
fixing the rates, exemption list, threshold limits, etc. One-half of the
total number of Members of the Council will constitute the quorum
of GST Council. Every decision of the Council shall be taken by a
majority of not less than three-fourths of the weighted votes of the
Members present and voting. Thus, the GST Council will protect the
interests of each State and Centre and  work in cohesion and
uphold the spirit of co-operative federalism. The Bill has also
provided for floor-rates of GST with a band,over and above the rate
of SGST & CGST and this will give fiscal autonomy to the States
and the Centre. The Bill also provides for GST compensation for a
period of 5 years, as many of the origin-based States are
apprehensive that due to change of levy of taxation from origin-
based to destination-based or consumption-based, there might be
loss in revenue in the initial years of introduction of GST. The
provision of “declared goods” has been omitted from Article 286(3) of
the Constitution, because this provision was seen by the States as
discretion of the Central Government to notify a lower tax rate on
some goods of special importance, thereby curbing the fiscal
autonomy of the States. The revenue concerns of the States are also



addressed by not bringing Petroleum and Petroleum products
immediately under the purview of GST and the GST Council may
decide of its inclusion at a future date after all the States agree to
the same. The Bill has also provided for a provision of 1% additional
tax for States who have a strong manufacturing base and will also
benefit mineral exporting States like Odisha and Jharkhand and
food-grain exporting States like Punjab and Haryana and allay their
concerns of revenue loss. Moreover, there is no provision of Dispute
Settlement Authority, because the States thought that such
Authority would have overriding powers on the Parliament and
State Legislatures and will thus affect the fiscal autonomy of the
States. Instead, now the GST Council will decide the modalities to
resolve disputes arising out of its recommendations.

The Problem of Dual Control :

Presently, a huge number of dealers, being resellers,are outside the
administrative control of Central bureaucracy, apart from
manufacturers below a threshold of 1.5 crores. In many States, a
number of steps have been taken to reduce the administrative
control of States over small dealers, thereby reducing their
compliance cost. Dual control would effectively mean scrutiny,
audit, assessment, enquiry, visit, etc., not only by the State
officials, but also by the Central authorities. Transaction cost of
dealers will enhance to a great extent. The States are against the
idea of dual control, since that is certainly not the intent behind the
introduction of GST. It is in the collective interest of both the States
and GOI, thatsuch control has to be minimized and small dealers
below the turnover of Rs. 1.5 crore be kept out of dual control.
States felt that the GST should, in no way, be seen as expansion of
the Central tax bureaucracy, as it defeats the very purpose of tax
reforms. Thus, joint committees have been formed with
representatives from both Central and State Governments to
suggest measures to mitigate the problem of dual control.It has
beenthought that since registration, returns, payment and refund



process will be online and largely automatic, the interface between
the Department and the dealers will be vastly reduced. Moreover,
scrutiny below a certain threshold for Central GST also will be done
by the State Authorities and there will be information-sharing
between the two Departments. Moreover, there is also a provision
for compounding of tax,with a low GST rate, for dealers who will not
avail input tax credit.All these measures will reduce the burden of
compliance cost for small dealers and help to tackle the issue of
dual control.

IT Preparedness:

The successful running of the IGST model is dependent on Tax
credit information, which would be necessary for settlement of Tax
revenues between the Centre and States/UTs. Thus, Input tax
credit information would also be essential for accounting authorities
for correct accounting and reporting of tax revenues.The relevant
information will also be submitted to the GST Common Portal (i.e. a
Central Agency) which will verify the claims and inform the
respective governments to settlement of tax revenues between the
Centre and States/UTs.Hence, the GSTN portal has to be fully
operational before implementation of GST. All the States/UTs and
Centre need to have equal level of IT preparedness for ease of
information sharing and settlement of tax revenues.

Thus to combat the challenge of smooth transition to the GST
regime the Central and state government have jointly registered a
non-profit ,non government company known as the Goods & Service
Tax Network (GSTN)to provide the IT infrastructure and facilitation
of various e services. It is also preparing backend business process
modules like assessment, audit, refund etc. The front end modules
include registration, payment, return module along with facilities of
uploading invoices (sales and purchase)and facility for auto-
population of various modules. It will also prepare an interface with
all the Commercial Tax Directorates and the CBEC. A uniform



registration, return and refund system to be followed across India
under the single tax regime. The Registration of the dealers will be
done automatically within 3 days and there will be no pre-
verification by the Governments.  GSTN will connect the databases
of the States and the Centre. The system will issue Permanent
Account Number (PAN)-based registration and help in filing e- tax
returns and e- payment. It will match the invoices online and
maintain uninterrupted ITC chain on inter-State transactions for
dealers located across States.

Conclusion :

Although introduction of GST in India will harmonize the indirect
tax system and expected to significantly raise the GDP but the
passing of the 122nd GST Bill in the Rajya Sabha seems to be a
distant dream. Inspite of various Governments announcing the
introduction of GST in their manifesto but the path breaking reform
seems elusive.Being part of the Empowered Committee of State
Finance Ministersfor a period of 12 years I have a rare experience
and national exposure of working with all legendary economists,
Union Finance ministers,State Finance Ministers,senior
bureaucrats of Finance Department of the country in preparing the
road map for introduction of GST in a federal country like India.



Grass Root Level Public Relations – A Story of an Young Block
Development Officer

Barnali Biswas1

Abstract

This paper is about the vital importance of putting in place a strong public relation network, which
undoubtedly is the backbone of administration at the grass-root level. When civil servants are posted
at the field they should be connected to the public and their behavioural actions go a long way to
facilitate their relationships with the people.
Public servants are expected to practise certain basic principles while working among people. Grass-
root level postings like that of a Block Development Officer require a civil servant to be open, honest
and fair.Experience teaches that healthy public relations help in shaping positive perceptions and
attitudes. Bridge-building activities with public representatives are of crucial importance in this
context.I have learnt through experiences that it takes good will, serious hard work, empathy,
patience and a slightly affectionate voice to win people over. At the end of the daythe message has to
be that one cares.

A strong public relation network is the backbone of administration at the
grass-root level. When civil servantsare posted in various capacities in the
districts,they should be connected to the public and be able to relate to
local problems.Their behavioural actions go a long way to facilitate their
relationships with the sections of people they have been sent to administer.

Public servantsare expected to practise certain basic principles while
working in the fields. As they have to carry the people along, only their
openness and ability to mobilise the populace will determinetheir success
in implementing developmental projects. They are keenly observed and
continuously assessed with the yardsticks of honesty and fairness.

Several years ago, quite untried and unprocessed in the big professional
arena, I had entered the civil service cadre and upto this day I subscribe to
the theory, that we learn 5% of what is lectured, 10% of what we read,
50% of what we see and hear, 70% of what we discuss with others and
80% of what we experience.

After spending so many years in the civil service,I still cherish the diverse
experiences of my first appointment, which was as Block Development
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Officer of the rather large and challengingBhatar block in the Burdwan
district of West Bengal.

I would like to club together and share with you a few experiences
depicting how significant public relations networking is, to be successful
in grass-root level administration. Fresh from university classes and totally
used to urban life, I was initially a kind of strange exhibit in my work
place, as the first lady BDO ever, and that too, just arrived all the way
from Calcutta.

There are self-styled guardians in this world determined to help a novice
along, even if the poor novice does not want such assistance. Even before
joining myBlock, I was fed helpful tips about the severe law and order
problems of Bhatar, its dicey political bottlenecks and the thorny issues
that could crop upwhile dealing with supposedly conservative,egotistic
Panchayat members and the allegedly chauvinistic local political leaders.

I have always believed that ‘Attitude is the little thing that makes a big
difference’ and a smile is the shortest distance between people. So, on the
day of my joining as BDO, I made it a point to go up to the room of my
white-haired Sabhapatito say ‘hello’,before he could start debating on who
should show the courtesy first. The Sabhapati was visibly startled and
clearly had not expected it of me. Since that day theSabhapatibecamea
good friend and during my following four yearsin that office it was he who
used to come to my room for all meetings and discussions! So much for
ego and territoryissues!

I found out soon enough that Bhatar block at that time was truly disturbed,
with political murders, violent and frequent deputations and disturbances
being the rule of the day. Both, the ruling party and the opposition were
equally strong. At first, the people who mattered thought I was pro-ruling
party and then they thought I was pro-opposition. While they were taking
their sweet time to make up their minds about me, I decided to take some
visible public relations initiative.For example, inspite of the helpful
advices of my slightly paranoid senior colleagues and concerned friends, I
decided not to call the police for facing deputations and disturbances.



Within a few days, a thousand screaming agitatorsgheraoed my office, but
when they saw that,in spite of prior intimation of their agenda, I had not
called the police, they were evidently surprised. One of their leaders even
asked me why I had not informed the police as was the usual practice in
that office. I just calmly told him that I did not believe they would harm
me in any way. That leader then took care to see that not a single agitator
misbehaved or broke the law. Hence, I had the most
peacefulgheraoimaginable.Of course I also had to give them a long patient
hearing and a few promises that were not really illogical.After a few more
such incidents, my reputation in this respect spread.Then during an all-
party meeting, the political leaders told me that, in appreciation of the faith
that I had on them, they would try their best to ensure that there would be
no untoward incident in my office during any deputation.

For bridge-building with the public, I went around participating in sundry
workshops and village events, whenever invited, knowledgeably lecturing,
for example, on techniques of football games and nitty-gritties of pisci-
culture.  Of course, I had never played football in my life, and, that I could
identify only three types of fish if dragged to the market, was a well-kept
secret. Hiding the butterflies in my stomach with a show of new-found
confidence, I could effectively pull off my role. Well, the claps after my
speeches were encouraging enough and the resulting social networking
helped me throughout.

I also started touring extensively to remote areas of the Block with the
local panchayat members, often clutching on to the umbrella of the
panchayatpradhan on treacherous and slippery terrain. I sat with them for
hours discussing various projects and teaching them how to keep accounts
and do proper documentations. I went around with them late at night,
visiting literacy camps. Slowly, they started trusting and respecting me. I
could feel it in my interactions with them. And it was these relations that
helped me in all spheres of administration. I was able to handle all grave
law and order situations with the cooperation of the local public without
any need of help fromthe police. Often I would get advance information of
a potentially threateningstate of affair much before the police and their



intelligence network. Many stalled developmental projects resumed with
the active involvement of local people.

Once, I was travelling in my office jeep when I came across an unruly and
rather menacing mob marching towards an important rendezvous. They
were armed with rods and sizeable stones and it was clear that they spelt
serious trouble. I had no earlier notice about this and had with me only a
sparingly built old orderly and my jeep driver. Acting on the spur of the
moment, I jumped in front of the marching crowd, my arms waving
desperately and voice raised to its fullest potential. Well, I had the element
of surprise in my favour! The noisy members of the mob were so surprised
that they actually stopped in their tracks and allowed me to give them an
impromptu lecture. My confidence in my oratory powers grew remarkably
after I managed to make them turn back. I realized that some of the faces
in the group knew me from my late evening tours of the village literacy
camps.

It was election time. Now, any election in Bhatar meant several quick
corpses and blazing news headlines. I learnt to do some tight rope-walking
and balancing tricks, dealing diplomatically yet firmly with the three ‘P’s,
the people, the police and the politicians. I realised that I had made my
mark in this area when I received a surprising phone call one morning,
from Calcutta, from a very high-level political leader of the ruling
party.He wanted my take on a controversial election issue that was
festering dangerously in a gram panchayat.

I had found the courage to tell him truthfully that the problem was being
unnecessarily created by his own people.He had actually laughed and told
methat he wanted to hear my version of the incident as I knew his people
better than him.He wantedme to help him take a decision. And after giving
me a patient ear and holding my version of the case above those of his own
men, he had actually helped me in sorting out the whole matter effectively.

After four enriching and fruitful years as BDO Bhatar, it was finally time
to leave. Yet another indicator of my success with the people of the area
was when several farewell ceremonies were arranged in different
panchayat areas. To my utter embarrassment, flamboyant pandals were



erected and huge crowds gathered to see me off. They went on about the
positive differences I had made in the Block administration. And I am still
grateful to recall that some of them actually shed tears because I was
leaving the Block! Tears from panchayat members for a BDO! Tears
indicating that these people had accepted the urban girl from Calcutta as
one of their own.

My first grass-root level postingtrained me to think on my feet and keep a
straight back against all odds. I have learnt through these experiences that
it takes good will, serious hard work, empathy, patience and a slightly
affectionate voice to win people over. Those experiences have taught me
that healthy public relations help in shaping positive perceptions, attitudes
and opinions. One may have been a brilliant student in college, or may
have had excellent results in his or her civil services examination, but at
the end of the day, when youareout in the fields, ‘Nobody cares how much
you know until they know how much you care.’



Resettlement Planning in Land Acquisition- A Case Study of  Upper
Krishna Project, Karnataka State

Shivayogi C Kalasad1

Abstract

The debate about development and displacement of people caused by various development
projects has been going on for over two decades. It is important to strike a balance between the need for
land for developmental activities and the need to adequately address the issues raised by those impacted
by the acquisition of land. The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 that replaced the colonial Land Acquisition Act (LAA), 1894 is
an effort in this direction. The Act, that seeks to ensure humane, participative, informed and transparent
process for land acquisition is the first ever legislation mandating R & R.

The paper dwells on how the process of land acquisition and resettlement planning as per the
new LA Act has been initiated in UKP. It provides both challenges and opportunities for the policy
makers and the stake holders. The rehabilitation, resettlement planning and implementation taken up in a
participative consultative manner with affected PDFs are expected to yield positive results. The
experience gained is expected to pave the way for future implementation of R&R policy in other similar
projects.
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Experience in the Civil Services - Punjab

Parminder Singh Gill1

Abstract

Having spent my entire career in the field, out of which 12 years were as an SDM in various
places, most of my experiences relate to the peaceful conduct of four Parliamentary Elections as an
ARO and 4 Assembly Elections as an RO and experiences in law and order situations.

But I would like to write about a particular Rescue and Relief operation that was conducted
during my tenure as Sub Divisional Magistrate at Mukerian in 2004.

The DSP and my self were proceeding to Talwara for a meeting with the Pong Dam officials,
when a wire-less message informed us that a train had derailed on the Pathankot-Jalandhar section
in our Sub Division and that there were some casualties. We immediately turned back and headed in
the said direction and began issuing orders, for rescue operations to begin. The Deputy
Commissioner, Hoshiarpur was informed, to seek the help of District level medical teams. The
magnitude of the accident was realised only when we actually got to the spot. The Jammu-Tawi
Express bound for Ahmedabad had collided head-on with the Jalandhar-Pathankot DMU passenger
train. Such had been the impact, that the DMU got thrown off the track and the first bogey of the
Jammu-Tawi Express had climbed onto its own locomotive engine where it was balancing
precariously on top.

In the meantime hundreds of people from nearby villages were pressed into the rescue
operations. The police, fire brigade and ambulances were in place by 12.30PM which was about half
an hour after the accident. The local people had joined in the rescue operations in large numbers,
people with minor injuries  were given first aid. In all, 37 people died and about 50 were injured.

The Deputy Commissioner and the Senior Superintendent of Police, Hoshiarpur reached the
spot to have an overview of the entire situation.

They also brought the news that the then Chief Minister Capt. Amrinder Singh  would be
visiting  Mukerian to see the patients in the hospital, as well at to inspect the accident site.
Fortunately, most of the  hard work was  over and the police was able to  divert its attention towards
preparing for the V.I.P's  visit. Being a border state, the senior political leaders as well as police and
civil officers of high rank, are vulnerable to security threats. This fact requires a special drill for any
visit of a dignitary of the Chief Minister's status.

A helipad for the chopper's landing had to be prepared, which in itself is a major task,
involving the Municipal, PWD and Police authorities. By this time the army had arrived from
Pathankot and had started cutting into the thick steel of the engine to extricate the driver whose legs
were jammed into the front portion, some jawans began to work on the bogey number one which was
still perched on the engine.
Lessons learnt/Experiences Ground

All SDM's vehicles and those of the DSP must have the public address systems even if they
are small and battery fitted. This helps in crowd control and regulation as well as giving orders to the
staff. Secondly, whenever there is a crisis or catastroply be prepared for the visit of a V.I.P from the
Centre or the State Headquarters.

The good experience was that the people by and large, help their fellow human beings and
come out to their aid when the need arises.
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Implementation of NSFA in Sikkim

S.K. Shilal1

Abstract:
The implementation of  NSFA in the state is unique on account of  the
Challenges:

 Deadline .
 budget constraints,
 Lackadaisical att i tude of  the f ield functionaries,
 Warning bell  for stoppage of  subsidized foodgrains by GOI.
 Acute problem of internet connectivity in the state.
 Convergence of  the main stakeholders.

Components of  Implementation of  NFSA:
 Selection of  Beneficiariesand Digit ization & finally make the l is t  of

beneficiaries online
 End-end computerization up to food godowns-Phase I
 Automation of  Fair price shop(FPS)- Phase I I
 Food Supply Chain Management

Selection of Beneficiaries:
a) Gram Sabha: Conducted on 28 t h February 2015.
b) Data Entry of  the Beneficiaries.
c) Issue of Provisional Ration Cards.
d) Further Scrutiny of data at Gram Panchayat level mobilising entire

machinery of  the Dept.
e) Completion of  Scrutiny
f) Uploaded for  invit ing Claims & Objections
g) Steps for achieving Mi lestone for making data online.

Snages in the Implementation:
a) Acute problem of Internet Connectivity,
b) Diff icult ies in installation of  VSATs in 15 out 27 Godowns,
c) Convergence of  stakeholders l ike Hughes &  Co.,  NIC,  State Food C s & C A

and IT Dept.- Improved tremendously over the last  2 months through FSN.
Attempted Solutions to Snags

a) Provision of  Laptops and Dongle, Point  of  Sale Devises,
b) Process for selection of  vendors invit ing NIT,
c) Provision of  POS devises free of  cost  from Unique Identi f ication Authority

of India - UIDAI.
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Implementation of e-procurement in Tripura
TarunKantiDebnath1

Abstract

Conventional Tender process needs to be replaced in the State by a viable alternative. Tripura is

situated in the extreme farflung North-East corner of the Country. State is almost surrounded by

Bangladesh. Owing to distance and inadequate infrastructure, bidders of other States were not interested

to participate in the major tender of the State. Sometimes, we deploy tender boxes in different cities of the

country to facilitate bidders of other State. In the conventional tender system, transparency could not be

maintained always due to apparent defects in the system. Accordingly adoption of better alternative to

ensure adequate participation of bidders from all corners of the Country and ensure utmost sanctity of

the tender was imperative. Rural Development Department of the State took up initiative to replace

existing system by a more efficient system. In consultation with NIC, R D Department decided to launch

pilot of e-tendering. In the e-tendering, all the steps are same but to be implemented online mood. It was

estimated that e-procurement system will enhance bidder's participation and ensure competitive rate,

transparency and sanctity of the tender, reduce time, manpower and money. Pilot was a grand success

and all estimated benefits were accrued surpassing expectation of the Department. R D Department

switched over to e-tendering immediately after successful launching of pilot. R D Department also

conveyed the apparent benefits of the system over conventional one. Other Departments were motivated

and gradually switched over to e-tendering process from conventional system.

Shri TarunKantiDebnath, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secy Rural Dev. Dept., Govt. of Tripura



Computerisation in the Revenue Courts of Uttar Pradesh

J P Sagar1

Abstract

The general perception of the public about the dispensation of justice throughrevenue courts is largely
negative in nature. Many attempts have been in the past tospeed up the process of delivering judgements
by increasing the number of courts,intensive monitoring of disposal by higher authorities and employing
the conceptof LokAdalats. However these efforts yielded some results but it failed to reachthe desired
level. Recently an attempt has also been made through the interventionof ICT. Experience suggests that
introduction of ICT has been found to beeffective in instantly accessing information relating to cases.
Additionally the toolprovided by this intervention is capable of identifying the problem areas. But
themajor malaises of the system like irregular sittings of the courts, strikes by thelawyers and complexity
of procedure in some cases calls for urgent policy decisions

Key words: Revenue Courts, ICT, Transparency & Accountability

Abbreviations
BOR :Board of Revenue, UP an organisation under Department ofRevenue, Government of UP.
RCCMS :A web portal developed by Board of Revenue for efficient managementand disposal
of revenue cases.
ICT :Information and Communication Technologies.
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Revival of SGSY Programme in the District of Murshidabad in the
period of 2007-10
MesbahulHaque1

Abstract

SGSY programme was in a bad shape in 2006-07 due to lack of initiative at all level, and absence of

any concrete plan for its revival. After joining the district as PD,DRDC,Murshidabad in

November,2006, a time bound plan was finalized after consultation with all concerned and officials of

the DRDC and Block set up were suitably oriented for proper implementation of the plan. Also, direct

contact with Group leaders was initiated to take stock of their problem. Also large number of

awareness camps was organized at various corners of the districts. Due to sustained efforts of all

concerned, and regular monitoring of the programme, positive results started to emerge shortly and

ultimately within a period of four years the district achieved remarkable progress in various sectors

of SGSY activities.

Mesbahul Haque, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, P&AR Department, Govt. of West Bengal



The Status of Sanskrit Education in West Bengal

NityanandaMandal1

Abstract

After coming to Higher Education Department, Govt of West Bengal and acting there as State
Editor- in-charge for a short period i came across few important files which were previously dealt with
by  Dr JK Chakroborty, IAS my predecessor State Editor who had left an elaborate note regarding
setting up of an autonomous institute under the name and style , PaschimBangaRajyaSanskritoSahitya o
Gabeshana  Kendra at Nabardwip Nadia for propagation and development of Sanskrit studies and
language.

There is no denying the fact that Sanskrit has been the principal repository of the products of
Indian thought over thousands of years. Its language is vast, varied and embraces all aspects of life. It is
the confluence of various Indo-Aryan families of language. Sanskrit plays symbolic role in Indian culture
and structuring and a cementing force in the Indian society.

Creation of an institutional framework with the national and global perspective, yet firmly rooted
in the local tradition, towards revival of Sanskrit as a language of wisdom and Indian thought deeply
embedded in the cultural heritage of the country with a view to bringing about synthesis and fusion of
traditional and modern scholarship in Sanskrit as well as to ensure wider access to the repository of
knowledge in Sanskrit for lasting social benefits.

The Government is now consideringfor settingup a Sanskrit Sahitya Charcha O Gabeshana Kendra,
Nabadwip, Nadia Under the W.B. Societies Registration Act. 1961. The state has already taken position
of 2.44 ecre of land of mouza permedia Jl No. 27, under block Nabadwip and has setup a committee of
experts under the Chairmanship of Prof; NrisinghaBhaduri (Indologist) in this regard.The 2nd Sanskrit
Commission GOI.also requested the state to part with information on the status of Sanskrit education in
the state. About 12 Universities in the state have also praised the recent Govt. effort to rejuvenate
Sanskrit education in the state. The State Govt. is closely monitoring the progress of work in this regard,
which may take sometime to take its hope in time.

Shri NityanandaMandal, IAS, Commissioner, Higher Education Deptt.
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Sericulture- A sustainable livelihood in West Bengal

Soma Bhattacharjee1

Abstract

Sericulture is an agro-based cottage industry which is labour intensive in nature in all its phases.

The Stake holders of Sericulture industry are all self-employed in different activities of this avocation which

consist of 3 components (1) Cultivation of silkworm food plants (2) Silkworm rearing (3) Reeling & other post

cocoon processes. Sericulture provides employment and livelihood to more than 1.05 Lakh families who

predominantly dwell in rural and semi urban areas. The Directorate of Textiles (Sericulture) under Govt. of

West Bengal works as a facilitator for overall development of the rural populace associated with this activity

through a host of Schemes under State Plan, Centrally Sponsored Schemes and Extra Departmental Schemes

like RKVY, NFM etc. The Author, being the Head of this Directorate, shares her experience of last one year

in this Directorate and describes the noteworthy achievements during her tenure like promotion of Bivoltine

Sericulture which resulted highest production of Silk in the State, renewal of Health Insurance coverage to

about 27000 stake holders, economic empowerment of Tribal People through significant development of

Tasar culture in the jungle Mahal areas etc. which would bring about desired changes in the Sericulture

scenario of West Bengal.

The Silk industry in West Bengal has now been passing through a period of sustainability and growth

momentum. A comprehensive strategy has been drawn up by this Directorate to carry the vision of

resurrecting the fame of Bengal Silkby building up a vibrant and sustainable farmer base through overall

improvement in Production, Productivity & Product Quality with the focus on achieving international

standard in all varieties of Silk.

“If fashion is a fine art, then silk is its biggest canvas, and if silk is the canvas, then all its weavers,

dyers, designers, embroiderers are the greatest artists”. I saw this famous quote by an anonymous on the very

first day of assuming the charge of this Directorate. I along with my staff and officials will strive hard for

socio-economic upliftment of these artisans.

Smt Soma Bhattacharjee, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Textiles & Sericulture, Govt. Of West Bengal



Towards Modern and Efficient Parkings in Delhi

M.K. Garg1

Abstract

Just as I got posted as Deputy Commissioner in the Municipal Corporation of Delhi, in 2004, I

was confronted with a large number of court cases and many contempt petitions regarding Parking

system in Delhi. I wish to present my understanding of the problem, the initial program of the Municipal

Corporation of Delhi and some of the difficulties encountered in the first stages of the development of a

large municipal parking system. This paper attempts to highlight the issue of Municipal Parking with

special emphasis given to the planning and development of the public off-street parking and privately

operated multi level parking facilities in the city's neighborhood business districts. Particular attention is

given to financing these projects by the various methods that are considered unique in the financing of

parking projects. The role of the Municipal Corporation of Delhi as an operator and governor of

temporary and permanent parking facilities in a path breaking first time in Delhi is also discussed. An

effort made to show the degree of success achieved through cooperation between the Corporation,

operators, PPP partners, public and local interests.

Smt M.K. Garg, IAS, AGMUT Cadre currently posted as Spl. Secy., H & F W Deptt.
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Management of River Erosion - Assam
GauravBothra1

Abstract

I would like to share my experience of tackling the erosion problem in Lakhimpur District of
Assam. I was posted in May, 2013 as the Deputy Commissioner of Lakhimpur District which is one of
the most flood prone as well as erosion prone districts of Assam. The district has been facing chronic
flood and erosion havoc. The main flood and erosion causing rivers of the district are, Subansiri,
Kakoi, RangaNadi, Singra, Dikrong and Brahmaputra. Every year during the floods the agri-based
economy of the District is badly affected by the unabated flood and erosion. Every year people have
to lose a huge mass of land because of flood and erosion. Although some anti erosion measures were
taken up to control the erosion at vulnerable reaches, total training of all rivers would involve a huge
amount and therefore it is a tall order. I hope my sharing of experience will benefit my friends from
other states to understand the causes of erosion.  I hope it will also prompt them to think how they will
tackle erosion with their available resources in similar situations.

Shri GouravBothra, IAS, Secretary to the Govt. of Assam Health & Family Welfare Department



Radio as a Medium:  An Aid to District Administration - Gujarat
Sunil Kumar Dholi1

Abstract

Radio is widely used, effective medium of communication Touching  people, thereby from the District to the national
levels of administration.
Aspiring India  is Progressing .
imagination and efforts needed to change in content , creation, transmission, hardware to adapt future.  DX /HAM
/Amateur radio,  Satellite Radio, Software Defined MW SW FM Radios Etc.  for different needs.
District Administration headed by the Collector & D.M.  looks after all aspects of governance including  Law & Order.
Time constraint is big hurdle. Radio is very useful to administration to connect with people.
Akashvani (earlier All India Radio) is the major Radio broadcaster in Rajkot District of Gujarat State. From04.01.1955
on370.3 Mtrs, 810 KHz  with various educative, entertaining and informative programs in co-ordination with
Administration
Programs : Annual  percentages: Education 28%  ,  information 29%  ,entertainment 43%.
Rural and Agriculture Sector Service
AkashvaniKhedutMandal
YuvaVani of youth who builds Nation.To improve knowledge thru science current affairs..etc
Programs for Women:  Women will play major role. aspiring, sincere,quiet,persevering,quickly and silently uniting,
focused big-hearted.  are real dark horse. the world is unaware of this awakening behemoth powerhouse. advancing
technology if they are and if this force will change not only the Indian nation, but also, the World will be a better place
forever.
IndustrialProgram, SchoolBroadcast,Literacy,ReligiousHarmony.etc.
The News broadcast:   The National, State and Local news
Disaster Management:
The Earthquake Of very high magnitude (8.2 on richter scale) having epicentre at kachchhdistrict ,Gujarat. At 8:45 a,m,
on 26th January 2001.  A team of  Akashvani had round the clock broadcast of reliable information.Latest technology
Radio can be the Great Help.
Radio   is useful at all levels, from village to national level   Maximizing its use is needed.
Cutting edge technology and present Radios, help to administration from District to the nation and beyond.

Sunil Kumar Dholi, IAS is currently posted as Commissioner, Mid Day Meal, Gujarat State



Investment Promotion: Driver of Economy -Karnataka

R. Girish1

Abstract

Modern economies considers industrial growth as a means to mitigate poverty and unemployment.

Development of industry, trade and service sector promotes higher capital formation, improves per

capita income level and absorbs surplus work force. To realize these benefits and expedite socio

economic changes, In the process, it is aims at advancing the cause of inclusivity, balanced

industrialization and creating employment opportunities across different classes and categories of

populace. In view of the above investment promotion is a driver economy.

Karnataka is one of the most industrialised states in the country. Pioneer in sectors like IT, BT

Aerospace, Engineering and so on. In this paper I have shared my experience of involvement in the

Global Investors Meet organised in 2010 and 2012. Meticulous planning, careful execution resulted

in success of these 2 events which was successful in projecting Karnataka as most sought after

destination for investment.

Shri R. Girish, IAS is currently posted as Chief Executive Officer, Zilla panchayat, Davanagere, Govt. of
Karnataka



Experience in  Disaster  Management - Meghalaya

Hubert B Marak

Abstract

The State of  Meghalaya is prone to various types of disasters due to its geo-climatic conditions such as
earthqakes, cyclone, hailstorms, landslides and floods.In fact the State  falls under zone V of the seismic
map of India. The State had experienced a very high intensity earthquake in 1897 measuring 8.7 on the
Richter Scale in which 1500 people lost their lives and lakhs of rupees worth of properties were
destroyed. The State also faced a serious natural calamity in September,2014 due to incessant and
unprecedented heavy rainfall which claimed 66 lives due to flash floods and landslides, the highest ever
death toll witnessed in the State in recent years and crores of rupees worth of public and private
properties were damaged or lost. Hence, the State needs to be prepared to deal with such natural
calamities effectively for which policies and plans should be formulated for efficient management of
disasters. The State Disaster Management Policy,2013,the State Disaster Management Plan which is
under preparation aim at better preparedness  and adopting mitigation measures and inculcating a spirit
of resilience among the various communities and Government functionaries.

The relief centric approach to disaster management has been replaced by planning, preparedness
and mitigation approach. Various capacity building programmes such as training on search and rescue,
First Aid, preparation of disaster management plans of district, block and village levels, have opened up
new avenues for better management of disasters and they have enhanced the capacity of  the communities
and has also institutionalized disaster management through setting up of State Disaster Management
Authority headed by the Chief Minister, State Executive Committee chaired by the Chief Secretary and the
District Disaster Management Authority at the district levels headed by the respective Deputy
Commissioners. The Disaster Management Centre has also been set up in State Training Institute for
capacity building of  various stakeholders. The Central Training Institute of  Civil Defence and Home
Guards has been made nodal institute for training on search and rescue.

The Incident Response System which is an adopted version of Incident Command System as
practised in the United States of America to suit Indian administrative set up has been adopted by
Meghalaya and Officers are being trained on the system for better management of disasters. Several
districts have formed District Incident Response Teams, such team  also exists at the State level. The State
has also set up State Disaster Management Authority Secretariat for better monitoring and for
implementation of various disaster management related activities in the State. The State is focusing on
greater preparedness and for making the communities resilient to disasters by building their capacities
and equipping them with adequate skills and know how to manage the disasters better in future.



Man Management - Odisha

Dr. SangramKeshari Ray1

Abstract

This topic contains the feelings of a bureaucrat who has gathered a service experience of thirty-six
years in different responsible posts.

He feels that the success of a bureaucrat depends on man management and for this he is relying on an
effective grievance redressal system. He has described how he feels the pulse of the people in some
critical situations say routine work, law and order problem, poverty alleviationprogramme, different
social security schemes, disastermanagement and excise policy of the government etc.

In this paper he has discussed certain situations how the authority is reacting differently and the
situation is deteriorating from bad to worse.

This is an experimental analysis on bureaucratic experience.

Dr. SangramKeshari Ray, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Consolidation and Settlement, Odisha



Why Local Government - Punjab

InduMalhotra1

Abstract

Local government is government at the village and district level. Local government is about
government closest to the common people. Local government is about government that involves the day-
to-day life and problems of ordinary citizens.

The level of urbanization India has grown from 17.3 percent in 1951 to 19.9 percent in 1971 and
27.8 percent in 2001. The total urban population of India has touched the tag of 285.4 million in 2001
residing in 4,378 towns. Punjab state having 1.04Crore Urban population as per census report of 2011
residing in 157 towns. India has become the second largest urban system in the world after China.

The concept of local self-government in India as an organized system of governance emerged
during the late seventeenth century with the setting up of the Municipal Corporation of Madras by the
East India Company in 1688.

In Punjab, the municipalities have been organized into three categories, namely,
nagarpanchayats for transitional areas, municipal councils for smaller urban areas (further classified in
to Class A, Class B, and Class C municipalities on the basis of their population and revenue generation
capacity,) and municipal corporations for the larger urban areas with a population of three lakh or more
and a minimum revenue generation capacity as specified by the state government, from time to time by
notification by the state government.

At present, there are 167 urban local bodies in Punjab, comprising 10 municipal corporations.
Though the GOI has provided the assistance to the ULBs of the state of Punjab time to time to

provide the Six basic amenities(services) (Water Supply, Sewerage, Sanitation, Road and Bridges, Street
Light and Environment)  to the Urban people.

 Water Supply and Sewerage services to 8 towns of Punjab under the IDA project
through World bank 1975.

 Low cost sanitation scheme 1981

 SJSRY for Slum Clearance and Poverty elevation. (for state of Punjab)

 USMT (Urban, Small and Medium Towns development scheme)(15)

 UIDSSMT (14 cities)

 JNNURM (for Amritsar and Ludhiana)

 Houses for Basic Urban Poors (Amritsar, Ludhiana and Rajpura)
The Government of India, Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty Alleviation has launched the

National Urban Livelihoods Mission (NULM) in 2013which have the following components for the
poverty alleviation of the Urban Poor. This Project is having the following components:-

a) Social Mobilisation and Institution Development (SM&ID)
b) Capacity Building and Training (CB&T)
c) Employment through Skills Training and Placement (EST&P)
d) Self EmploymentProgramme (SEP)

In spite of all efforts made by the GOI, World Bank, HUDCO, LIC and other Financial
institutions as well as shares given to the ULBs from there taxes on the recommendations of the Centre
and State Finance Commissions. The ULBs are unable to provide the most important basic services of
Water supply and Sewerage to the 100% and 24X7 to the Urban People of Punjab.
This experience suggests that local governments continue to be agencies implementing the welfare and
development schemes of the central and State government. Giving more power to local government means
that we should be prepared for real decentralisation of power. Ultimately, democracy means that power
should be shared by the people; people in the villages and urban localities must have the power to decide
what policies and programmes they want to adopt. As you have studied earlier, democracy means
decentralisation of power and giving more and more power to the people. The laws about local
governments are an important step in the direction of democratisation. But the true test of democracy is
not merely in the legal provisions but in the practice of those provisions.

Smt InduMalhotra, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Patiala



Certain social costs of thermal power generation - a West Bengal
Power Development Corporation Limited perspective

Durgadas Goswami1

Abstract

Coal is the major source of thermal power for both India and West Bengal. In West Bengal, WBPDCL
is the major power producer and is largely dependent on coal from MCL with high ash-content.

Increasing demand of power required more thermal power and more coal from MCL implying
carrying, burning and disposal of about extra 20% ash involving additional cost, land and pollution!

End-use of ash for manufacturing bricks, cement; stowing of mines, etc. is still limited and very acute
in rural districts, where plants dispose ash by filling low-lying land. Environment norms became more
stringent requiring replacement of ESPs.

Recently WBPDCL could divert 2.7 mmt  of coal allocation from MCL to BCCL; undertook projects
for replacing three old ESPs of Kolaghat Plant and started construction of the second ash-pond for a
permanent solution to the pollution of Bakreswar.

However, technological interventions for substituting thermal by solar power, new policy on coal-
allocation and more focus on transmission of power rather than transportation of coal are suggested
as solutions.

Shri Durgadas Goswami, IAS is presently posted as Addl. Secy. Commerce and Industries Dept. and Director
Mines and Minerals. Govt.of WB



Austerity Measure in Government Office along with Revenue
Augmentation: An Innovative Idea - West Bengal

NityasundarTrivedi1

Abstract
During my 29 years’ service as a State Civil Servant in the State of West Bengal, I had to come

across 29 thousand tricky situations if not more. Here I would like to share something, which I think
would be liked by others.To ensure nobody gets hurt or faces embarrassment, I am not giving the actual
name of the District .

Towards the mid of the month of May, came the command from the DM’s Bungalow Office that
there had been too much growth of grasses and bushes in the Bungalow compound and those need be
vanished.

Unlike past systems,I took particular care to draft the terms and conditions of the Auction to
ensure the quality of grass cutting and bush clearing is better this time compared to that of the Agency in
the previous years. The following aspects were therefore deliberately entered in the terms and conditions
of the Auction:

i) Earnest money was fixed to be a bit higher so that the H1 rate quoterdoes not slip out in the
midway for fear of forfeiture of the Earnest Money and being black listed in future years.

ii) Conditions were laid that grass zone and bushzone were to be cut away simultaneously else
there was probability of grass being cut away and bushes untouched by the Khatal owner,
much to our embarrassment.

iii) Compulsory cutting of grasses and bushes once a fortnight on Saturdays and Sundays, so that
grasses/brushes could not be more than two /three inches high.

iv) Arrangement of grass cutting / bush cutting equipment was to be made by the Khatal owners so
that Govt. need not spend a single penny for it; unlike the past.

v) Carriage of cut off grasses and bushes on the same day by the Khatalowner’s own arrangement
of carriage and transportation.

vi) Last but not the least, the cuttingprogrammewould have to start on and from 1st June, starting
with the 100 foot radius area of the DM’s Bungalow and 10 ft of both side of the metal road to
and from DM Bungalow to Bungalow’s main gate and to before 5th June, (two days ahead of 7th

June date line).
Come 29th May the D-Day. All Khatal owners of the District town (a few from nearby Sub-

Division town also) took part in the Auction bid. Highest auction bid rose to an unthinkable level of Rs.
165000/- (Rupees one lakh sixty five thousand). Earlier years instead of having any amount, about 2
(two) lac was drained out of State Exchequer for this purpose.  Hence the net difference was Rs. 365000/-
(Rupees three lac sixty five thousand only).

Though a matter of 1990-s, I still cherish this episode in my memory. This episode is an ample
example of : If you have a strong determination, backed by sincere thought, coupled with planned moves,
a matter of perennial liability may be transformed to be a matter of permanent asset with the touch of an
“Innovative Idea”.

Shri NityasundarTrivedi, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, L & LR Department, Govt. of West Bengal



Role of WBECS Ltd. in the Procurement of Paddy in West Bengal
Arup Kumar Pati1

Abstract

In my presentation with the title mentioned above, I have made an attempt to present an overview of

procurement operation of paddy in West Bengal and the role played by WBECSC Ltd in such operation.

An abstract of the presentation is as under:-

The concept of procurement by States in our country is very important whenever circumstances compel

the farmers to effect distress sales of their agricultural produce which may vary from region to region. In

the case of Eastern India including West Bengal and part of North Eastern States, particularly, in Assam,

the principal agricultural produce is paddy which is mostly grown by small farmers. It has been seen

from experience that small farmers of this region are prone to effect distress sales of their excess paddy at

prices much below the Minimum Support Price (MSP). The States in order to prevent distress sales by the

farmers have to ensure procurement from farmers at MSP.

In our State, adequate measures are taken to prevent distress sale of paddy by farmers by making

arrangement for purchase of paddy at MSP at the KishanMandis or through Co-operative Societies at

different locations, and WBECSC plays a big role in such procurement operations.

Shri Arup Kumar Pati, IAS is presently posted as Managing Director, WBECSC Ltd., Govt. of West Bengal



Resource Mobilisation: a challenge faced in Dinhata – West Bengal

PasangNorbuBhutia1

Abstract

This write-up is an attempt to address the problem faced by the local administration in

Dinhatain realising Entertainment cum Amusement Tax from recalcitrant Video Hall Owners spread

over Dinhata Sub-Division. Although video hall owners possessed valid licence they were not paying

taxes and were resisting sometimes physically surprise raids conducted by the local administration.

Only after having gauged the serious mood of the administration who were not slowing down the

surprise raids /seizures, they met the Sub-Divisional administration and explained their problem.

Since the video halls were located in remote villages excepting few that were in haat/bazars they were

not able to run shows profitably. Due to lack of viewers often they had to close the shows. However,

administration didn’t consider their case and so were made to pay full tax for every week. Sub-section

(5) of the Section 4Aallows video hall owners to claim exemption for a week or a year if they do not

run shows. So, proposal to allow exemption in the event of shows not being held on different days in a

month not very dissimilar to the situation mentioned in the Act was mooted resultingin positive

reaction from video hall owner which prompted them to pay taxes resulting in sharp rise in collection

of entertainment taxes as is obvious.

Shri PasangNorbuBhutia, IAS is presently posted as M.D, SSEUY, Govt. of West Bengal



Panchayati Raj Institutions  & its functioning in Arunachal Pradesh
with special reference  to Devolution of Power to PRIs

Bidol Tayeng

Abstract

Article 243-G of the Constitution of India mandates the States to   devolve powers,
authority and responsibilities to the village Panchayats to enable them to function as units of self-
Govt.

The devolution of Powers and Responsibilities under this Article differs from States to States.
While some States like Kerala, Karnataka, Sikkim, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Madhya
Pradesh etc. have taken good steps to devolve powers and responsibilities to the PRIs, few other
states like Arunachal Pradesh has done little to devolve powers to the Panchayats.
There is over all reluctance among the elected legislatures on sharing of power and authority with the
Panchayat Raj Institutions.Elected legislature do not want to share their authority in matter of village
development with Panchayats30% of the present Members of Legislative Assembly were earlier
Panchayat Members. They were part of Panchayats, who had earlier demanded more power to the
Panchayats. However, after electing to the state Assembly, they are silent on matter of devolution of
powers to the panchayats.Few steps that the state Govt has taken in the past were out of pressure
from the Central Govt or from state Panchayatbodies.Further, critics say the few steps that have been
taken by the state Govt. for devolution of power are not sincere efforts, but mere public eye-wash
exercise.

The PRIs in Arunachal1Pradesh is 100 % dependent on little fund provide by Centre. The
PRIs are only implementing schemes under:

i) Dept. of Rural Development
ii) 14th Finance Commission under Ministry of Panchayati Raj.

Other than Administrative expenses, the State Govt. is not providing any grants or any
modalities for mobilisation of resources by the Panchayats.

Therefore, what are needed are:
i) Political will to devolve power to Local self Govt in villagesin compliance with

Art.243-G
ii) Provide a separate window in State budget for PRI
iii) Attach manpower of line Deptt with panchayats in the District
iv) Make DPC functional
v) Strengthen functioning of PRIs in state by appointing seniorAdministrative Officers at

helm of affairs.

Shri BidolTayeng, IAS is presently posted as General Manager, Food Corporation of India
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Presentation on Mahatma Gandhi NREGA Scheme - Chhatisgarh
J. Kindo1

Abstract

A new district named Gariaband came into existence on 01.01.2012 in Chhatisgarh State.
Chhatisgarh known as the heart land and Rice bowl of India.Gariaband District started functioning
with a fanfare on 11.01.2012.  This district spread in 5822.861 sq. km. area and is full of natural
resources.  The district has 67.44% literacy (male 79% and female 55%).  The district has 100%
electrification of all village habitats and per person electrical consumption is 181.45 k.w per hour.
After I took over charge as C.E.O, ZillaPanchayat on 06.04.2015, I found that there were lack of
Technical staff, building and other resources because it was a new District.  I took necessary
measures to solve these problems.  I especially focused on Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme.  The position of MGNREGA scheme was worse prior to my taking
over charge of the ZillaPanchayat of this district.  The payment of around Rs 18 crore and 25 lacs
was pending for labour and material since the past two Financial Year 2013-14, 2014-15.  I made
100% payment to all the labours through Banks and Post Offices.  As it is aNaxal affected region,
there were specific problems if money is kept at Post Offices.  But still I gave necessary instructions to
the Post Offices and got the 100% labour payment on time.

We have selected 12 Gram Panchayats in the whole district to make there 100% toilets construction
(ODF).

Gram PanchayatKulharighat in Mainpur Block has been selected for SansadAdarsh Gram Yojna.

By converging MGNREGA we have prepared a plan for Gokul Gram Yojna, which will increase the
income of the beneficiaries by increasing quality and population of local breed cattles.

Efforts are being made for quick disposal of received applications and complaints under the
LokSurajAbhijyan of State Government which is aimed to bring transparency in the execution of
various Government Schemes.

Smt J. Kindo, IAS is presently posted as CEO ZillaPanchayat, Gariaband, Chattisgarh



Water supply system in urban areas – with reference to Municipal
Corporation, Rajnandgaon–Chattisgarh

TopeshwarVerma1

Abstract

Rajnandgaon city in Chhatisgarh is known as it’s cultural capital.  Before independence Rajnandgaon
was a small State.  Now it is district Head Quarter and it has been a land of many writers of Hindi
literature. In 1983 the Rajnandgaon Nagar Palika became Municipal Corporation.  It spreads in 70
sq.km. area.  Now it has 51 Wards and it’s population is around 1.75 lacs.

In 2008-09 due to continuous increase in area and population, a new water expansion scheme was
started. A new filter plant of 27 M.L.D. capacity with Rs.61 crore was set up. 5 overhead tanks .But the
pipe line extension work in the rural areas was still pending.  In the remote areas like Baputola,
Navagaon, Motipur etc., the  pipe line has been extended, but surface water is still not reaching there.  A
new water expansion scheme of Rs.146 crore has been sanctioned for water supply to these remote areas,
as well as Medical College, Politechnique College, ITI College, IHSDP, the other new houses being
constructed under AtalAwasYojna, and in new colonies.

Under the ambitious scheme of the State Government – Bhagirathi NalJalYojana – 6,200 tap connection
have been given to urban poor free of cost.  Rs.60 per month is being collected from them.  There is a
sharp decrease in infectious disease like Plea, Diarrhea etc. in the slum areas & poor basties / habitats
after providing connections of Bhagirathi Nal.

During summer, when the people require more water, they put water pumps illegally at their homes.  In
many regions it causes low pressure. Low pressure prevents water distribution.

Many antisocial elements put illegal water tap / connections which causes disruption in the smooth water
supply as well as revenue loss to the Corporation.  Corporation collects Water Tax from private tap
connections and Bhagirathi Tap connections. But people does not pay taxes regularly. Government has
directed the corporation to make payment of salaries, electricity bills etc. from it’s own income.  But
irregular tax collection makes it difficult. Delay or non-payment of salary creates resentment among
employees and Electricity Boards sends frequent letters for disconnecting the power supply.

Shri TopeshwarVerma, IAS is presently posted as Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Rajnandgaon, Chattisgarh



Livelihood Project - Odisha

PravakarPradhan1

Abstract

A livelihood project at Belghar,Odisha.The primitive tribal of Belghar arebelow poverty line.
The  foodgrains production do not fetch annual food requirement. Maintain their livelihood hand to
mouth going to work under the rich people .They found mal nourished andribs of bones exposed.

The situation stroke in my mind to spare a time out of my busy scheduled to dossome thing for
them
2) Body of the paragraph:

To overcome the situation, conducted a frontline demonstration of Dwarf Cavandic Banana
in 10 Dec. of Land of Sri LokanathMajhi involving the farmers of the said villages and others for their
hand practice.

On harvest, found gross income of Rs40,000/ and profit Rs26,000/- leaving expense of rs
14,000/-It was surprised them and impacted to do the said most remunerative banana  cultivation in
their field.

It used tobring socio-economic change with visible construction of houses, getting admission
children in colleges.cropping pattern changed from minor millets to remunerative banana
cultivation.Had not been they pursuit this, would have been

CONCLUSION :
A little time ,out of busy schedule, changes lives of the vulnerable.

Shri PravakarPradhan, IAS is currently posted as Addl. Secy,Deptt. Of Public Enterprises, Govt. of Odisha



Counterfeiting, Piracy and Smuggling are Hazardous for the Growth of
Economy - Odisha
Ratnakar Rout

Abstract

Counterfeiting and piracy have become a global epidemic, leading to a significant drain on business and

the global economy, jeopardizing investments in creativity and innovation, undermining recognized

brands and creating consumer health and safety risks.

India’s economic growth story has attracted the world’s attention bringing new challenges for the

domestic economy.  One of the challenges is the growing illicit trade in counterfeits, pass offs and

smuggled goods.  Contraband and counterfeit products hurt the integrity of the branch, further diluting

the brand owner’s reputation. This is only results in erosion of sales and revenue for the legitimate

producer but further affect for the consumer in the form of health and safety hazards.

The menance of counterfeiting, piracy and smuggling has assumed enormous proportions across the

world, and is not only hurting industry and governments in terms of economic loss, but these are also a

major source of funding for terrorist outfits and organized crime. Counterfeiters and smugglers are

taking advantage of gaps in legislation, governance and information capabilities in various jurisdiction

as an arbitrage opportunity.  It is therefore essential that all the countries should join hands and

collaborate on creating a legal and regulatory framework, which is supported by effective enforcement

mechanisms to prevent menance.



Prospects of Rain Water Harvesting in the areas of Sundarban -West
Bengal

BijanMondal1

Abstract

Sundarban Region comprising of 54 Islands (land area of 4493 sq. km.) having human habitation is

an extremely Backward region of the State of West Bengal. Sundarban Development Board (SDB)

was therefore set up in the year 1973 for sustainable Development in the area which was

subsequently brought under the supervision of a dedicated Department, Sundarban Affairs

Department (SAD) (1993) to adopt policies for development and monitoring the activities of the

Board. I joined the Sundarban Development Board in the month of April 2012 as Additional Project

Director.  Subsequently getting aware of the different Programmesimplemented by theSundarban

Development Board I made an in depth study and noticed that one of the most powerful programmes

for the region, “Rain water, harvesting Scheme through excavation of ponds in the area alongwith

land shaping”was getting neglected and an RIDF (XIV) Scheme of the Board for RWH wasremaining

almost abandoned even after its approval by the NABARD and partial execution.  I therefore,

understanding the ample potentials in the Scheme employed my best efforts to complete the same and

to start for a fresh Scheme of RWH for the area with financial assistance for NABARD under tranche

RIDF-XVIII as the plan allocation of the Department was not enough and the selection of NGO(s) as

executing agencies of RIDF-XIV scheme was not realistic.  This paper aims to analyse the potentials

and prospects of RWH Scheme in the extremely backward and vulnerable region of Sundarban and

the way how a fresh realistic Scheme of RWH under RIDF-XVIII could be finally prepared and sent to

NABARD for approval.

Shri BijanMondal, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secretary, Tribal Development Department, Govt. of West
Bengal



Right to Education Act and its Implementation in West Bengal
Syed Sarwar Imam1

Education has always played a crucial role, in different societies, in improving the quality of life and
increasing freedom to participate in the process of development. A step in this direction has been the
promulgation of "The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act.
The promulgation of the RTE Act is in consonance with the aim to provide education to all/irrespective of
class and caste barriers, urban and rural divide, male and female bias and economic disparities. Earlier
attempts to provide education to the masses did not meet with great success due to the lack of mandatory
provisions. The RTE Act, 2010 is armed with legal and binding provisions, in effect, making it obligatory
on the Central and State Governments to implement. The constitutional validity has made it a "Right"
rather than an "Option" and a binding duty on the governments to practice. The RTE Act has the
following major provisions:
1) Every child between the age of 6 to 14 years shall have the right to free and compulsory education in a
neighbourhood school till completion of elementary education.
2) Where a child of above 6 years of age has not been admitted to any school or though admitted, could
not complete his or her elementary education, then he or she shall be admitted in a class appropriate to
his or her age.
3) For carrying out the provisions of this Act, the appropriate government and local authority shall
establish a school, if it is not established, within the given area.
4) The Central and State Governments shall have concurrent responsibility for providing funds for
carrying out the provisions of this

The state of West Bengal has a population of 9.13 crores with 31.9 % being the Urban population. The
demographic indicators show 23.5/o SC 5 8% ST and 25.25% of Muslim population. The Literacy Rate
being 76.3 with Female literacy rate at 70.15 and Male literacy at 181.7 (these figures are as per Census
2011). There are about 85 Block that have been identified in the remote parts of Purulia, Bankura,
Birbhum, Murshidabad, Dinajpur where the conditions are not conducive for proper implementation of
the Act. There is a lurking fear of increase in drop-out rate because poverty forces children to be
employed as child labours. Despite these constraints and impediments significant advances have been
made by the government in implementation of the scheme. It may safely be assumed that the days to come
shall witness more constructive effort for implementing RTE Act and consequently raising the quality of
education.

Syed Sarwar Imam, IAS is presently posted as Joint Secretary, School Education Department, Govt. of W.B



Industries and commerce in Nagaland

L AkatoSema1

Abstract

The main purpose of this department is to facilitate rapid and sustained industrial development in the
state through enhanced investment, an investor friendly environment, provision of infrastructure and
institutional support, attractive incentive package and optimum utilization of existing resources in order
to gain fully exploit emerging opportunities in national and international markets and generates
substantial income and employment avenues for the people of Nagaland.

The main resource base of the state are agro-forest/medicinal and aromatics plants/horticulture/ animal
husbandary/sericulture/floriculture/mineral resource/tourism / human resource

Peace is prerequisite for creating congenial atmosphere for any development process, therefore, the
government of Nagaland is striving to create a congenial atmosphere for sustained growth by
maintenance of law and order.

Shri L. AkatoSema, IAS is presently posted as Secretary Industries & Commerce, Govt. of Nagaland



Industries and commerce in Nagaland

The main session of the Industries and commerce development in Nagaland, is to facilitate rapid and
sustained industrial development in the state through enhanced investment, an investor friendly
environment, provision of infrastructure and institutional support, attractive incentive package and
optimism utilization of existing resources in order to gainfully exploit emerging opportunities in the
national and international markets and generate substantial income and employment ……………..for the
people of Nagaland.

The main resources base in the state are mainly as follows:-

1. Agro Forest :-Naturwe has enclosed the state richly in the form of rainfall and fertile soil,
through which the agro forest resources are ……….. Nagaland has been the major……of round
logs, …………, plywood and sawn timber to the rest of the country. Tree farming has been taken
up on a massive scale by the people in the last 25 to 30 years and is a major resources for
industrial activity. The ‘BAMBOO MISSION’ is also a large success.

2. Medicinal of Aromatic Plants :- Due to the favourable agro climatic conditions, medicinal herbs
and plants are abundantly available in the hilly regions of the state. Scientific harnessing of this
potential in the …………..sector is gilding good results. One of the most valuable medicinal plants
commonly known as ……………is also available in the state which is now being …………..

3. Horticulture :-As per the ………..taken by the Government of India, the North-Eastern region has
been identified as a potential region for the promotion of horticulture because of the favourable
climatic condition. Fruits such as pine apple, ……., bananas, passion fruit, kiuri, …………., figs,
bamboo shoot etc are being …………….by the people and being sold at a commercial scale. The
‘HONEY MISSION’ is also a big success.

4. Animal Husbandry/ Meat Processing :- The state has high potential for diary and alled products
as well as for processing of …… and skins for leather industry. Komselfrand of diary products
……………….a good market response in and outside the state.

5. Sericulture :- Agro-climatic condition is very powerful for the development of all four spcies, viz
ERI, MUGA, MULBERY and DAK TASAR. The sericulture department of Nagaland is giving full
assistance to the people for its growth.

6. Floriculture :- The wide variety of orchids and other flowers like Cymbidiums, Dendrobium,
Anthurium, roses etcare now being ……..outside the state and earning resources, capital
investment relating to fresh cut flowers of packaging, management, special transport
management facilities are also being taken up.

7. Mineral Resources :- The following mineral resources have been established to date (i)
petroleum and natural gas (ii) nickel, cobalt, chromium bearing magnetite (iii) marble
dimensional decorative stones (iv) coal etc. the huge resource of more than 1000 million tones
of high chemical grade limestone in the eastern Nagaland is a major ……………for setting up of
industries such as

i. Cement
ii. Calcium carbide

iii. Bleaching Powder



iv. Hydrated lime

Other industries which could also be set in this sector area.

i. White green mining………….
ii. Ceramic Glazed Tiles
iii. Ceramic …….
iv. Ceramic insulators
v. Slate for building materials.

The high grade limestone can be …………………..for boundary, blast-furnace and other
metallurgical and chemical industries.

8. Tourism :-
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